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Abstract
Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) are known to be accelerated by high-energy events
in the Sun’s corona: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with high speed, solar flares
with high peak emission in soft X-rays, or a combination of the two. SEPs, however,
are not detected following all fast CMEs or intense flares. Those large solar events,
which might reasonably have been expected to produce SEPs at Earth but which
failed to do so, may be termed “false alarms”.
In this work, two simple SEP forecasting algorithms are defined: one (algo-
rithm A.1) is based upon the observation of a magnetically well-connected CME
with a speed of 1,500 km/s or greater (a “fast CME”), and the other (algorithm
A.2) is based upon the observation of a magnetically well-connected X class flare.
The algorithms were applied to historical data sets to ascertain which produced an
enhancement of >40 MeV protons, and which were false alarms.
The algorithms have been evaluated using standard verification scores. Both
algorithms correctly forecast approximately the same percentage of SEP events (47%
and 49% respectively); the false alarm ratio for algorithm A.1, however, was much
lower than for A.2 (29% and 51% respectively). Both algorithms failed to forecast
almost the same number of SEP events (53% for A.1, and 51% for A.2).
The parameters of the false alarms were compared to those of the SEP-producing
events. False alarm fast CMEs tended to be associated with flares of class less than
M3; X class flares which were either not associated with any CME, or were associated
with a CME slower than 500 km/s, were false alarms.
iii
A third forecasting algorithm, based upon these results, was defined. This al-
gorithm, which takes into account parameters of both CMEs and flares, performed
better than either A.1 or A.2, correctly forecasting a significantly greater percentage
of SEP events than both (68%), having a false alarm ratio similar to A.1 (30%), but
missing a significantly lower percentage (32%) of SEP events.
A small number of case studies were carried out. It was found that for accurate
forecasting of SEP events it may not be sufficient simply to consider the accelerating
events, but that the location of the heliospheric current sheet relative to the site of
the solar event and of the Earth’s footpoint may be an important consideration.
SEP forecasts produced by the SPARX simulation were evaluated with a view
to providing a benchmark against which future versions of the model may be tested.
iv
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Introduction
1.1 Space weather
During the course of the 12th March 1989, engineers working for Hydro-Que´bec,
the major electricity supplier for the Canadian province of Que´bec, began to see
fluctuations in voltage across the transmission grid. Despite efforts to maintain
stability, at 02.44 local time on 13th March 1989, the grid’s protection systems were
triggered and within less than a minute the province suffered a power blackout which
lasted for 9 hours. Costs of repair to the grid and to the Canadian economy were
estimated at over $13 million.
The cause of the voltage fluctuations in the transmission grid had been currents
which had been induced into the conductors by large and rapid changes in the Earth’s
magnetic field. This geomagnetic disturbance had resulted in irreparable damage
to the electrical transformers. Engineers ultimately traced the events responsible
for the geomagnetic disturbance, and hence for the blackout, to events which had
occurred near the surface of the Sun in the days and hours prior to the power loss.
At 13:54 UTC on the 6th March 1989 an extremely intense solar flare had been
observed. Within hours the energetic particle sensors on board the two Geostation-
ary Orbital Environmental Satellites (GOES) which were operational at the time
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began to record increased fluxes of protons with high energy. Over the following
days several more high intensity solar events occurred, including an Earth-directed
Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) on 10th March. The plasma ejected by the eruption
arrived at Earth on 12th March, and it was this which caused the geomagnetically
induced currents which finally led to the power loss. The space weather storm was so
intense that it led to the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights being seen at latitudes
as far south as Cuba.
Other solar events have had similarly important consequences: in October and
November 2003 the “Halloween storms” caused power outages in Sweden, resulted in
aircraft being re-routed away from polar regions and damaged satellites; on the 14th
July 2000 (the “Bastille Day Event”) some satellites suffered short circuits and com-
munications systems failed; in December 2006 signals from the Global Positioning
Satellite system were disrupted.
There have also been some notorious “near misses”. In April 1972 the Apollo 16
crew returned to Earth, with the next moon landing due in December of the same
year, just 8 months later. However in August 1972, a severe solar storm occurred
which, had it happened when an astronaut was walking on the moon, would have
delivered a life-threatening dose of radiation.
Events such as these represent the extremes of what has become known as “space
weather”. Radiation levels in near-Earth space can change significantly on time
scales of just a few minutes, yet they can cause substantial harm to humans in space
(Hoff et al. (2004)) and in high-flying aircraft especially those at high latitudes (Beck
et al. (2005)), may significantly damage satellites and ground-based electrical sys-
tem (Feynman and Gabriel (2000)), and make high-frequency radio communications
either difficult or impossible (Hargreaves (2005)). Because of the potentially serious
consequences of extreme space weather events, and because steps can be taken to
mitigate their worst effects given sufficient warning, space weather forecasting has
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become a vital area for research.
Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) are a significant component of space weather.
They are mainly electrons, protons and helium nuclei, but they do include some
heavier ions. Energies of tens of millions of electronvolts (MeV) can be imparted to
protons; in some events protons with energies of a billion electronvolts (GeV) have
been observed.
The question of what type of solar event could be responsible for accelerating
these particles to such high energies has been the subject of considerable debate.
Even today, there is no settled consensus on the answer, although the possible accel-
eration mechanisms are generally believed to be magnetic reconnection which occurs
in (amongst other places) solar flares, shocks driven by CMEs, or a combination of
the two.
1.2 Solar flares
A solar flare is a temporary brightening across the whole of the electromagnetic
spectrum from within a small spatial region in the Sun’s corona. Flares are classified
according to their peak emission in soft X-rays (SXR) as measured by the 1 - 8 A˚
channel of the GOES X-ray sensor (XRS) instruments. Class X flares have the
highest peak in SXR emission, followed by classes M, C, B, and A.
Flares endure on scales of a few minutes to several hours, and Pallavicini et al.
(1977) suggested that they could be divided into two types. Class I (as they then
described them) occur low in the corona, are compact, have a higher energy density,
are of relatively short duration (∼10 minutes), and have fast rise and decay times;
class II flares occur higher in the corona, have a larger volume, a lower energy
density, endure longer (∼hours) and have longer rise and decay times. Cane et al.
(1986) called the two classes of flare “impulsive” and “long-duration”: the term
“impulsive” has stuck, although what Cane et al. named “long-duration events” are
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Table 1.1: A summary of the differences believed to pertain to the two
different types of solar flare. Adapted from Kallenrode (1998).
Property Impulsive Gradual
Flare duration < 1 hr > 1 hr
Decay time < 10 mins > 10 mins
Height in corona ≤ 107 m ∼ 5 x 107 m
Volume ∼ 1020 - 1021 m3 ∼ 1022 - 1023 m3
Energy density ∼ 10 - 100 Pa ∼ 1 - 10 Pa
now more often referred to as “gradual” events. Table 1.1, adapted from Kallenrode
(1998), sets out a summary of some of the differences the two types of flare are said
to have.
1.3 Coronal Mass Ejections
A CME is a large ejection of plasma from the solar corona. Typically the ejecta have
speeds of a few hundred kilometres per second, but in large events CMEs have been
recorded with speeds in excess of 2,000 km/s. Very often CMEs, particularly fast
ones, are seen to occur in close spatial and temporal association with solar flares.
1.4 Radio bursts
Both flares and CMEs have been associated with emission in radio wavelengths
of the electromagnetic spectrum, and such emission is classed into different types.
Type I is simply the Sun’s normal continuous emission at radio wavelengths. Type II
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a spectrograph showing the major types of radio burst
following a large solar flare. Taken from the Culgoora Solar Observatory website.
radio bursts were first described by Wild and McCready (1950), and are associated
with magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shocks in the solar corona caused by CMEs
(Gopalswamy et al. (2001)). Typically they begin with a frequency of around 100
MHz and they drift relatively slowly to lower frequencies. Type III bursts, which are
associated with flares (Reid and Vilmer (2017)), begin typically with frequencies of
a few hundred MHz and they drift much more quickly to lower frequencies. Radio
bursts of types IV and V are continuous emission following type II and type III
bursts respectively.
Figure 1.1 is a schematic of a spectrograph taken from the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology’s Culgoora Solar Observatory website1 which shows typical examples
of the different types of radio burst. Time is displayed on the x-axis, and radio
frequency in MHz on the y-axis.
1http://www.sws.bom.gov.au/World Data Centre/1/9/7
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1.5 Solar Energetic Particles
Historically, SEP events, like flares, have been divided into two types, and it is
possible to trace this division back at least as far as the 1960s. For example, Wild
et al. (1963) suggested that there were separate mechanisms for the acceleration of
electrons and protons, and Lin (1970) put forward evidence to suggest that some
enhancements of > 40 keV electrons were accompanied by enhancements of > 15
MeV protons, whereas others were not. According to Lin, the two classes of event
were caused by different types of solar flare. It was argued that the “electron-only”
events followed small solar flares and produced, inter alia, type III radio bursts at
metre and decametre wavelengths, whereas the proton events were generated by
larger flares and were accompanied by type II and type IV radio emission.
Other differences between the two types of SEP event began to emerge. Observa-
tions were first made of some particle events which had a relatively large abundance
of 3He (e.g. Hsieh and Simpson (1970); Dietrich (1973); Serlemitsos and Balasub-
rahmanyan (1975)). The ratio of 3He / 4He in the solar wind was observed to be ∼
5 x 10−4 (Coplan et al. (1984)), yet in these particle events that ratio was observed
to be up to 2,000 times greater.
The 3He-rich events also proved to have enhancements of other ions, with, for
example, the ratio of iron (Fe) over oxygen (O) in some events being measured to be
more than 10 times the ratio found in the solar corona (Mason et al. (1986)). Not
only was the Fe / O ratio enhanced, but the charge states (Q) of iron were found
to be different in the different types of SEP event: for the 3He-rich events, QFe was
found to be ∼ +20, whereas for the 3He-poor events it was ∼ +14 (Klecker et al.
(1983); Luhn et al. (1987)).
The electron-rich events with high abundances of 3He and Fe were said to be
“impulsive” SEP events (following the description of the flare which was believed
to be responsible for the acceleration), whereas the proton-rich events with coronal
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Table 1.2: A summary of the differences believed to pertain to the two
different types of SEP event. Adapted from Kallenrode (1998).
Property 3He-rich (“Impulsive”) 3He-poor (“Gradual”)
3He / 4He ∼1 ∼5 x 10−4
Fe / 0 ∼1.234 ∼0.15
Duration some hours some days
Particles electron rich proton rich
Radio emission Types III and V Types II and IV
Longitudinal extent <30◦ ≤180◦
levels of 3He and Fe were described as “gradual” SEP events (see e.g. Reames
(1999)). Table 1.2, also adapted from Kallenrode (1998), sets out some of the
properties which the two types of SEP event were believed to have.
The fact that there seemed to be two types of particle event suggested that
there were different acceleration processes in play. The general idea behind the
impulsive/ gradual SEP event picture was that it was the solar flare which was
responsible for the acceleration of particles in impulsive SEP events. The relative
abundances of different ions and their charge states relate to the location of, and
the higher temperatures (∼10 million Kelvin) found in, solar flares (Reames (1999)).
Furthermore, because the spatial extent of the flare (and hence of the acceleration
site) was relatively small, the SEPs were believed to adhere closely to the magnetic
field lines connected to the flare site, meaning that they would spread little as they
propagated through space.
Gradual SEP events, on the other hand, were believed to be accelerated by shocks
driven by CMEs (Kahler et al. (1984)). These shocks have a much wider extent
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than a solar flare and consequently were able to accelerate particles over a much
wider longitudinal range. Furthermore, because a shock was able to accelerate ions
(particularly protons) more efficiently than electrons, the model was able to explain
why the gradual SEP events were proton rich. The abundances and charge states
are typical of the outer corona (about 2 solar radii as measured from the centre of
the Sun, or 2R) where temperatures are around 2 million Kelvin.
However, the distinction between the two types of SEP event is not as clear-cut
as was once thought. In a study of high-energy (>20 MeV) proton events, Cane
et al. (2002) found that all were preceded by type III radio bursts; abundance en-
hancements similar to those in impulsive events have been observed in large gradual
events (Cohen et al. (1999)); some impulsive events have been seen to be associated
with CMEs (Nitta et al. (2006)).
It is thus clear that the simple impulsive / gradual division of SEP events, the
former being accelerated by flares and the latter by shocks driven by CMEs, cannot
be sustained. Some go as far as to argue that solar flares play no part in the
acceleration (e.g. Gosling (1993); Reames et al. (1996)); others suggest that solar
flares have an important roˆle (Klein et al. (1999)).
The argument is not one of purely academic interest. The forecasting of SEP
events is only likely to improve if it is known whether the parameters of just one
type of solar event have to be considered, or whether information from both flares
and CMEs ought to be taken into account. The processes which may be at work
in accelerating particles in the solar corona are discussed further in Sections 2.1
and 2.2.
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(a) Probability of SEP event according
to flare class
(b) Probability of SEP event according
to CME speed
Figure 1.2: The probabilities of the occurrence of an SEP event according
to (a) flare class and (b) CME speed. Taken from Dierckxsens et al. (2015)
1.6 Forecasting SEP events
Figure 1.2, taken from Dierckxsens et al. (2015), shows that the probability of an
SEP event being detected at Earth increases with flare class and CME speed. Con-
sequently, many existing space weather forecasting tools attach great significance to
the observation of high-energy solar events (e.g. Garcia (2004); Balch (2008)).
The difficulty with this approach, however, is that it is not the case that SEPs
are detected at Earth following all large flares and fast CMEs (e.g. Klein et al.
(2011)). The result is that many of these forecasting algorithms too often warn of
possible SEP flux enhancements when none occur (e.g. Kahler et al. (2007); Nu´n˜ez
(2011)). A solar event which might reasonably have been expected to produce SEPs
at Earth and yet which failed to do so, may be termed a “false alarm”. Furthermore,
some SEP events may follow smaller solar events, so that these are “missed events”
for SEP forecasting algorithms based upon the observation of intense flares and /
or fast CMEs.
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1.7 Existing forecasting tools
Given the number of factors which affect whether or not SEPs arrive at Earth,
and given that few are completely understood, it is unsurprising that the accurate
forecasting of SEP events remains a challenge.
Many SEP forecasting tools base their prediction upon the observation of in-
tense solar flares and/or radio bursts. For example, the Proton Prediction System
proposed by Smart and Shea (1989) makes a forecast based upon flare intensity and
position. It produces almost equal numbers of correct forecasts, false alarms and
missed events (Kahler et al. (2007)).
The “Protons” SEP forecasting system used by the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA) Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) (Balch
(1999)) uses the detection of intense flares and radio bursts as the basis of the fore-
cast, although the issue of an SEP event warning follows only after human analysis.
This tool was validated over a period between 1986 and 2004 by Balch (2008) and
found to have a false alarm rate of 55%.
Laurenza et al. (2009) developed the Empirical model for Solar Proton Events
Real Time Alert (ESPERTA) method of SEP forecasting based upon flare size, flare
location and evidence of particle acceleration and escape. Their emphasis was to
maximise the time between the issue of an SEP event warning and the arrival of the
particles, and their aim was to produce an automated forecasting tool with a view to
issuing warnings of SEP events without human intervention. Whilst it is a significant
improvement over the Protons tool, the false alarm rate was, nevertheless, between
30% and 42%. (Alberti et al. (2017)). The FORcasting Solar Particle Events and
Flares (FORSPEF) model, proposed by Papaioannou et al. (2015), aims to make
forecasts of both flares and SEPs. Its SEP forecasting algorithm is based upon a
purely statistical approach, and has not yet been validated.
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The Relativistic Electron Alert System for Exploration (REleASE) SEP forecast-
ing tool (Posner (2007)) takes an alternative approach. It relies upon the fact that
electrons, being less massive, travel faster than protons, and will therefore arrive
at 1au first. A forecast of expected proton flux is made based upon the real-time
electron flux measurements.
Although the majority of currently operational data-based forecasting schemes
make use of flare information, it is widely thought that the use of CME informa-
tion would substantially improve algorithm performance. While from an operational
point of view it is currently not trivial to obtain CME parameters in real time, it
is important to compare the performance of flare-based versus CME-based algo-
rithms and determine whether a combination of flare and CME parameters within
a forecasting tool may be beneficial.
Along with empirical forecasting algorithms which are based upon solar obser-
vations, several physics-based space weather forecasting tools have recently been
developed (e.g. the SOLar Particle ENgineering COde (SOLPENCO) (Aran et al.
(2006)), a solar wind simulation including a cone model of CMEs (Luhmann et al.
(2010)), and the Solar Particle Radiation SWx (SPARX) model (Marsh et al. (2015)).
An evaluation of the SPARX model has been carried out as part of this thesis work,
and the results are set out in Section 7.
1.8 Objectives
In the words of the American physicist and chemist Irving Langmuir “The scientist
is motivated primarily by curiosity and a desire for the truth”. Simply reaching for a
greater understanding of how SEPs are accelerated and how they propagate through
the interplanetary medium is more than adequate justification for this work. How-
ever, there are more benefits than simple satisfaction of a natural human curiosity.
As has been seen, SEPs pose a real threat to humans in space and in high-flying
11
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aircraft, and may cause damage to satellites and electrical systems on the ground.
False alarms cost money, and so accurate forecasting has real benefits. A better
understanding of the physics behind SEP acceleration and propagation will bring
with it more accurate models, which in turn will allow the formation of improved
SEP forecasting algorithms.
There have been previous statistical studies of SEPs (e.g Gopalswamy et al.
(2014); Dierckxsens et al. (2015)), but in general these have taken the SEP event
as their starting point, and then gone on to look for the possible parent solar event.
In doing so, those large solar events which might have been expected to produce
SEPs but which did not, the false alarms, are passed over. False alarms are, however,
highly interesting from a scientific point of view, and studying them will be extremely
useful to improve forecasting methodologies. This work, therefore, takes a different
approach.
The analysis begins by considering not the SEP event, but a large number of
highly energetic solar flares and fast CMEs. It is determined whether an SEP
event was measured near Earth within a short time thereafter, and this allows the
construction of lists of the false alarms. By making comparisons of the parameters
of those solar events which did produce SEPs with those of the false alarms it is
expected that the following objectives can be met:
• To determine which parameters of solar events are important to SEP produc-
tion.
• To determine whether it sufficient for space weather forecasting simply to con-
sider the parameters relating to one type of solar event, or whether information
relating to both flares and CMEs ought to be taken into account.
• To improve the forecasting of SEP events, and provide lists of false alarms to
aid further study.
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1.9 Organisation of the thesis
The thesis is organised in the following way. Chapter 2 includes a discussion regard-
ing the physical processes which are believed to affect whether or not SEPs arrive at
Earth. Chapter 3 introduces the instruments which are used to observe solar events
and to measure SEP enhancements. It includes a description of some of catalogues
and lists of solar events, together with an explanation of the parameters of CMEs
and flares which are routinely reported. Appendix A is introduced: this contains a
comparison of the catalogues and lists and explains the reasoning behind some of
the choices which have been made.
Chapter 4 sets out the methodology which has been employed in this work. Two
simple SEP forecasting algorithms for analysis are defined, and formal definitions
of other terms are described. The performance of the algorithms is then evaluated
using standard verification scores. Appendix B, which is a description of a method
of associating flares and CMEs automatically, is presented, as are Appendices C, D,
and E, which are lists of the false alarm events.
Chapter 5 is an analysis of the two forecasting algorithms, and compares the
parameters pertaining to the SEP events with those of the false alarms. A third
forecasting algorithm, based upon some of the results of the analysis of the false
alarms, is introduced and validated. Appendix F is a copy of Swalwell et al. (2017a)
which includes the analysis and results contained in this Chapter.
Chapter 6 is a closer examination of some of the more surprising false alarms,
and of the solar events which led to the ground level enhancement (GLE) on 17 May
2012. Appendix G is a copy of Swalwell et al. (2017b) which includes a discussion
concerning several of these events. Appendix H is a copy of Battarbee et al. (2017c)
(to which the author of this thesis contributed) which examines the 2012 GLE event
and the proton fluxes as detected by several different, widely separated, spacecraft.
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Chapter 7 contains a validation of the SPARX model for simulating SEP prop-
agation, and introduces Appendix I which is a copy of Dalla et al. (2017b) (again,
to which the author of this thesis contributed). It is a description of the SPARX
model and includes the verification results presented in this thesis. Finally, Chap-
ter 8 brings together the main results of this work, and suggests further work which
remains to be completed.
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Physical processes affecting SEPs
Whether SEPs arrive at Earth or not depends upon many factors: the physical
processes behind their acceleration, whether or not the particles can escape into the
interplanetary medium, and how they propagate through it are all important. Each
is considered further in the following sections.
2.1 Particle acceleration in flares
The fundamental process which is believed to accelerate SEPs in solar flares is
magnetic reconnection. Particles may be accelerated as a result of the direct electric
field in the diffusion region, stochastically as a result of turbulence in the plasma
resulting from the reconnection process, or by shocks resulting from reconnection
outflows.
2.1.1 Acceleration by direct electric fields
An electric field, E, may be generated in current sheets formed in magnetic recon-
nection regions. The Dreicer field may be defined as
15
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ED =
kT
e λCoul
(2.1)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, e is the electric charge of
the particle and λCoul is the mean free path for Coulomb collisions. For conditions
found in solar flares this is approximately 10−5 V/cm (Petrosian (2012)).
For sub-Dreicer electric fields (E < ED) and using values which are typical
of the conditions found in solar flares (∼ 107K and a column depth of ∼ 1020
particles/cm2), particles may only be accelerated to energies well below those which
are observed. For super-Dreicer electric fields (E > ED) acceleration to higher en-
ergies is possible, but such large scale electric fields are difficult to sustain (Tsuneta
(1985)). More realistically, current sheets will be highly dynamic and fragmented
(Kliem et al. (2000)) and, in fact, these “islands” may lead to more effective accel-
eration than in a single sheet (Cargill et al. (2012)). Nevertheless, it may be that in
flares direct electric field acceleration is less important than stochastic acceleration
(Petrosian (2012)).
2.1.2 Stochastic acceleration
Stochastic acceleration is a process in which particles may gain or lose energy over
short time scales, but gain energy overall in a longer period. Particles may encounter
magnetic inhomogeneities, and in doing so they will gain energy if the collision is
head-on (the particle and magnetic inhomogeneity move towards each other), but
will lose energy if the collision is head-to-tail (the particle and magnetic inhomo-
geneity move in the same direction). Because head-on collisions are more likely (in
the same way that on a road cars travelling towards you pass more frequently than
cars moving in the same direction as you) overall the particles gain energy.
For particles with a velocity v moving towards a magnetic inhomogeneity which
has velocity u the increase in the particle’s energy in each collision is proportional
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to (v/u)2 Duu, where Duu is the pitch angle diffusion coefficient (Zharkova et al.
(2011)). This is known as second order Fermi acceleration.
Ideas relating to stochastic acceleration have been extended to include plasma
wave turbulence or cascading MHD turbulence as the source of the acceleration. In
conditions which pertain to flares, it has been shown that plasma wave turbulence
may accelerate particles to the required energies within a short space of time (Miller
et al. (1996)). There are, however, difficulties with this proposition in that it is to be
expected that high-frequency waves would produce decimetre radio waves in every
flare, but this emission is not observed (Benz et al. (2005)).
In the case of cascading MHD turbulence, magnetic compressions which move
at an angle to the magnetic field cause the scattering. In order to be accelerated
efficiently, the particles must have an initial speed which is greater than that of the
magnetic compressions (i.e. comparable to the Alfve´n speed). Whilst electrons may
have this speed, protons do not. For protons to be accelerated efficiently, therefore,
they must be pre-accelerated (which may be able to occur due to parallel propagating
Alfve´n waves (Miller and Roberts (1995)).
Obviously these ideas require a mechanism to produce the plasma or MHD waves
in the first place. For a discussion regarding a number of recent developments which
advance the understanding of stochastic acceleration see Zharkova et al. (2011).
2.1.3 Shock acceleration in flares
Figure 2.1 is a cartoon (taken from Mann et al. (2006)) of an eruptive prominence
(EP). The prominence is destabilised as a result of movements in the footpoints at
the photosphere causing the prominence to rise and to stretch the magnetic field
lines. This results in the formation of a current sheet and reconnection can take
place in the diffusion region (DR). Plasma flows into the diffusion region and is
accelerated away in two oppositely directed jets (which are contained within slow
17
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Figure 2.1: Cartoon depicting a model of an eruptive prominence.
Taken from Mann et al. (2006)
.
magnetosonic shocks (SMSS)). If the jets are super-Alfve´nic a fast magnetosonic
shock (FMSS) (or termination shock) is produced.
A fast magnetosonic shock may compress the magnetic field so that the parti-
cles are accelerated by shock-drift acceleration which is described in Section 2.2.1.
Electrons may reach energies of up to 10 MeV (Mann et al. (2006)).
2.2 Acceleration by CME driven shocks
There are two different types of acceleration associated with shocks: shock-drift
acceleration and diffusive shock acceleration.
2.2.1 Shock drift acceleration
In shock-drift acceleration a charged particle drifts in the induced electric field in
the shock front which is described by the equation:
E = −uu ×Bu
c
= −ud ×Bd
c
(2.2)
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where uu is the speed of the plasma flow upstream of the shock, Bu is the
upstream magnetic field, ud is the speed of the (slower) plasma flow downstream of
the shock, and Bd is the downstream magnetic field. The direction of the electric
field is along the shock front, perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the flow
of the plasma.
The angle between a line perpendicular to the shock (the “shock normal”) and
the direction of the upstream magnetic field is called θBn. If θBn > 45
◦ then the
shock is described as quasi-perpendicular, whereas if θBn < 45
◦ it is described as
quasi-parallel. The induced electric field is at its maximum when the shock is per-
pendicular, and is zero when it is parallel.
Figure 2.2, taken from Aschwanden (2005), shows that in a fast shock magnetic
field lines bend away from the shock normal resulting in a stronger magnetic field
downstream than upstream (Bd  Bu). A particle passing through the shock gains
velocity as a result of the conservation of magnetic moment (which is known as the
first adiabatic invariant):
µ =
mv2u
2Bu
=
mv2d
2Bd
= constant (2.3)
Because the downstream magnetic field is stronger than the upstream magnetic
field, the particle’s velocity must be greater downstream than upstream. However,
for a particle to gain large amounts of energy it must interact with the shock front
for a long time, and whether it does so depends upon its velocity and pitch angle (see
Section 2.6), the speed of the shock, and θBn. In regions with a stronger magnetic
field (here, downstream), the gyroradius of the particle will be smaller; in regions
where the magnetic field is weaker (here, upstream) the gyroradius will be greater.
The net effect is that the particle drifts along the shock front.
Figure 2.3 is an illustration of the how magnetic gradient drift occurs. The
magnetic field is directed upwards (shown in cyan) with the longer arrows indicating
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Figure 2.2: An illustration as to how a fast shock may
produce an increase in magnetic field strength. Field lines
bent away from the shock normal are closer together down-
stream of the shock. Taken from Aschwanden (2005).
increasing field strength; the path taken by a proton is shown in blue, and by an
electron in yellow. In regions where the magnetic field is of lower strength the
gyroradius of each particle is less tight, resulting in drift.
The direction of the drift is dependent upon the charge of the particle: in Fig-
ure 2.3 the proton (blue dot) is moving towards the left and the electron (yellow
dot) is moving towards the right.
Eventually, once the particle has gained sufficient energy, it will escape from the
shock front either back upstream or downstream - which is heavily dependent upon
its velocity and pitch angle.
In addition to needing time at the shock front to be accelerated to the observed
energies, particles need to encounter the shock more than once. However regions
in the vicinity of shock fronts are likely to be turbulent, and such turbulence will
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of particle drift due to a mag-
netic field gradient. The magnetic field is directed upwards
(shown in cyan), with the longer arrows suggesting increas-
ing field strength; the path taken by a proton (moving
left) is shown in blue, and by an electron (moving right) in
yellow. Image courtesy of NASA’s Scientific Visualization
Studio.
be able to scatter downstream particles back upstream allowing possibly multiple
interactions with the shock.
2.2.2 Diffusive shock acceleration
Diffusive shock acceleration occurs when the shock is quasi-parallel, meaning that
the induced electric field is small and consequently shock-drift acceleration is neg-
ligible. The acceleration occurs as a result of many collisions both upstream and
downstream.
On each side of the shock the magnetic field is turbulent, and the amount of
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pitch-angle scattering (see Section 2.6) is given by the diffusion coefficient upstream
and downstream (Du andDd) (or, equivalently, the upstream and downstream mean-
free-paths, λu and λd). Upstream collisions will be head-on resulting in an increase
in particle speed, but collisions downstream will be head-to-tail causing a decrease
in speed. But the speed of the flow upstream is faster than the flow downstream, so
the increase in speed is greater than the decrease.
The amount of energy which the particle gains depends upon the component of
the particle’s velocity which is parallel to the magnetic field, and therefore is also
dependent upon its pitch angle.
2.3 Particle acceleration in realistic scenarios
The traditional view of particle acceleration, as exemplified in the two class paradigm
discussed in Section 1.5, was that impulsive SEP events result from acceleration by
flares, and gradual SEP events from acceleration by CME driven shocks. However, in
realistic scenarios the distinction between the different types of acceleration becomes
blurred. Increasingly flares and CMEs are viewed as two different, but complemen-
tary, manifestations of energy release and all basic acceleration mechanisms may
play a roˆle to a variable degree.
2.4 Particle escape
A second important factor in determining whether or not SEPs may be detected at
Earth is whether or not the particles have access to open magnetic field lines, and
may therefore be able to escape into interplanetary space.
Figure 2.4 is an illustration of how magnetic field lines would appear during
the solar eclipse of 21 August 2017 according to a model based on measurements
from the National Solar Observatory Integrated Synoptic Program. In the figure,
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of how magnetic field lines would appear
during the solar eclipse of 21 August 2017. Open field lines emanate
from the solar poles; closed field lines loop back on to the Sun. Image
credit: the National Solar Observatory
.
the solar disc has been occulted so as to show only the structure of the magnetic
field around the limb. The figure clearly shows the complex structure of the coronal
magnetic field. The field lines which emanate from the solar poles and which do not
return to the Sun are called “open” field lines, whereas those where the field lines
loop back on to the Sun (and which appear closer to the solar equator) are said to
be “closed”.
Figure 2.5 shows an arcade of loops which was observed by the Transition Region
And Coronal Explorer (TRACE, a mission of the Stanford-Lockheed Institute for
Space Research, and part of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Small Explorer program). These loops are formed by plasma which follows
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Figure 2.5: A loop arcade seen on 8 September 2005 by TRACE. Image
credit: TRACE
.
the magnetic field lines.
The loops can have a height of 0.2R (DeForest (2007)). However it was seen in
Section 1.2 that solar flares occur at heights above the solar surface of between ∼1
and 5 × 107m (0.014 and 0.07 R). This means that it may be the case that a flare
can occur in a region relatively close to the surface of the Sun, with magnetic field
lines arching over the top of them.
Wang and Zhang (2007) made a study of 4 “confined” X class flares (which are
defined as those flares which were not associated with a CME), and 4 “eruptive” X
class flares (i.e. those which were associated with a CME). They found that confined
events occurred closer to the magnetic centre of the source active region, whereas for
eruptive events they occurred closer to its edge. They conclude that in some events,
magnetically strong overlying arcades may prevent the release of energy from the
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solar corona resulting in a flare but not a CME. Consequently any particles which
might have been accelerated by the flare would not have access to open magnetic
field lines and could not, therefore, escape into interplanetary space.
Klein et al. (2010) investigated a small number of these “CME-less” flares further,
and argued that no SEP event might be expected following a flare which shows high
peak emission in soft X-rays but which does not exhibit radio emission at decimetre
and longer wavelengths (as such radio emission is a reliable indicator that particles
accelerated in a flare do have access to the high corona and interplanetary space).
2.5 Propagation through interplanetary space
2.5.1 Magnetic field line connection to Earth
Alfve´n’s theorem states that for a plasma with infinite electrical conductivity the
magnetic field is “frozen in” to the plasma, and moves along with it. In interplane-
tary space, whilst electrical conductivity is not infinite, resistivity is low enough for
the theorem to be applied approximately. The result is that interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) lines are pulled into a spiral shape (called the “Parker spiral”) by a com-
bination of the outward flow of the solar wind and the rotation of the Sun (Parker
(1958)). Figure 2.6 (taken from Owens and Forsyth (2013)) is a visualisation of the
magnetic field lines in the ecliptic plane as they emanate from the Sun. The view is
down on to the Sun’s north pole, and the Parker spiral shape is very clear outside
a distance of a few solar radii. How tightly wound are the spirals is determined by
the speed of the solar wind: a faster wind will result in a less tightly wound spiral.
The “central meridian” is where a straight line between the centre of the Sun
and the centre of the Earth intersects with the source surface (see Section 2.7. The
“Earth’s footpoint”, Φs, is the point on the source surface where the magnetic field
line which directly connects the Earth to the Sun is seated. Because the tightness
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Figure 2.6: A visualisation of magnetic field lines emanating from the
Sun. The view is down on to the Sun’s north pole. Taken from Owens
and Forsyth (2013).
of the Parker spiral is dependent upon solar wind speed, so is the location of the
Earth’s longitudinal footpoint. It is given by (Parker (1961)):
ΦS = Φ(1au) +
Ω
vsw
(1au− RS) (2.4)
where Ω is the rotation rate of the Sun (and which can be taken to be 2.87 ×
10−6 rad/s), vsw is the solar wind speed, 1au is ∼1.5 × 108 km, and RS is the source
surface radius (taken to be 2.5R). Φ(1au) is the longitude of the spiral at 1au. As
all the data used in this thesis have been obtained from instruments in Earth orbit,
Φ(1au) can be taken to be at the central meridian, i.e. zero. ΦS is positive west of
the central meridian. For a typical solar wind speed of vsw = 450 km/s, ΦS ≈ 55◦.
The Sun’s axis of rotation is tilted with respect to the Earth’s orbit, meaning
that the Earth’s footpoint also varies latitudinally between +7.2◦ and -7.2◦ over a
six monthly cycle.
It has long been known that solar events which occur with a longitude between
about W20 and W80 have a much greater likelihood of producing SEPs at Earth
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than solar events outside this range (Van Hollebeke et al. (1975)), and the reason
for this can now be seen. Because SEPs broadly follow the magnetic field lines (Jian
et al. (2015)), those which have an origin in the eastern side of the solar disc (as
observed from Earth) will tend to be guided away from the Earth, whereas those
from the western side will be guided towards the Earth. These western events are
said to be “magnetically well-connected”, and the result is that such events are much
more likely to produce SEPs at Earth than eastern events.
That is not to say that solar events which have a poor magnetic connectivity
to Earth cannot produce SEPs at Earth: some SEP events have been seen from
spacecraft which have been separated by nearly 360◦ (e.g. Dresing et al. (2012);
Wiedenbeck et al. (2013)), and the reasons why this may happen are discussed in
Section 2.6.2.
2.5.2 Particle flux and energetic storm particles
The location of the observer relative to the source of SEPs at the Sun is relevant to
the observed energetic particle flux. Figure 2.7 (taken from Reames (1999)) is an
illustration of the energetic particle flux in 3 different energy channels as observed
from 3 different longitudinal locations. An observer who is located towards the east
of the source region will see the acceleration site to the west. She will have been
very well magnetically-connected to the CME shock when it was close to the Sun,
but by the time it reaches 1au she is much less well connected. She sees a rapid rise
in energetic particle flux, but then a slow decline.
An observer at a central location sees a slower initial rise in flux (since he is
less well-magnetically connected early in the event) but as the CME approaches he
becomes better and better connected, and so the energetic particle flux profile shows
a levelling off until it begins to decline. An observer located west of the shock always
has the shock to the east. She sees a slow rise and observed the peak flux only after
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the energetic particle flux in 3 different
energy channels as observed from 3 different longitudinal locations.
Taken from Reames (1999)
the shock has passed.
A rise in proton intensity may be observed with the passing of the shock: such
rises are called energetic storm particle (ESP) events. An illustration of an ESP
event is shown in Figure 2.8. The x-axis of the plot shows time, and the y-axis
proton intensities seen in 6 different energy channels for an event which occurred on
19 October 1989. The parent solar event was an X13 flare at S27E10. The profile
of the curves is essentially flat until the passing of the shock. The vertical purple
dashed line shortly before midday on 20 October shows the start of the ESP event,
and the vertical magenta dashed line at about 16:45 on 20 October shows the time
of the passing of the shock.
It is notable that the rise in proton intensity begins some hours before the actual
arrival of the shock, but that peak intensities occur close to the time the shock
passes the observer. Once the shock has passed the intensities begin to decline.
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of an energetic storm particle event. The
x-axis shows time, and the y-axis proton intensities seen in 6 different
energy channels for an event which occurred on 19 October 1989. The
parent solar event was an X13 flare at S27E10. The vertical purple
dashed line shortly before midday on 20 October shows the start of
the storm particle event, and the vertical magenta dashed line at about
16:45 on 20 October shows the time of passing of the shock. Adapted
from Reames (1999).
.
ESPs can be helpful in identifying interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) which may have
strong geomagnetic effects. The acceleration of ESPs takes place not at the Sun,
but by the ICME in interplanetary space.
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2.6 Modelling particle transport
2.6.1 The focused transport equation
Historically, SEP transport has been modelled by finding solutions to a focused
transport equation (e.g. Zank et al. (2000); Lee (2005)). The equation includes
terms for the propagation of the particle parallel to the magnetic field including
focusing and pitch angle scattering.
In order to understand what is meant by “focusing”, a particle’s pitch angle, α,
is defined as
α = tan−1
(v⊥
v‖
)
(2.5)
where v⊥ and v‖ are the components of the particle’ velocity perpendicular and
parallel to the magnetic field line respectively. Furthermore, the particle’s magnetic
moment is conserved:
µ =
mv2⊥
2B
= constant (2.6)
Because the strength of the interplanetary magnetic field falls as distance from
the Sun increases, it follows that smaller values of B require a smaller value for
v⊥ for µ to remain constant. Then, from Equation 2.5, it can be concluded that
smaller values of v⊥ mean that the pitch angle is also smaller. A particle may have
a large pitch angle when close to the Sun which will be much reduced by the time
the particle reaches Earth’s orbit. It is this effect of pitch angle reduction which is
called focusing.
The dependence of pitch angle upon the strength of the magnetic field also ex-
plains magnetic mirroring. If a particle travels towards an increasing magnetic field,
its pitch angle must increase. The consequence of this is that v⊥ also increases, and
therefore v‖ decreases. Eventually, as the pitch angle approaches 90◦, v‖ approaches
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zero and the particle is reflected back along the field line.
Rather than being involved in large-angle interactions (in which the particle is
reflected by 180◦), particles are more likely to be affected by small-angle interactions.
If a particle were to encounter a magnetic inhomogeneity, the direction of its guiding
centre may change, but, crucially, the magnitude of its velocity remains the same:
it is the ratio of v⊥ to v‖ which changes, and, according to Equation 2.5, this means
a change in pitch angle. This “pitch angle scattering”, or “pitch angle diffusion” as
it sometime called, is associated with turbulence in interplanetary space.
The focused transport equation is essentially one dimensional: it describes how
particles travel along a magnetic field line, the only spatial variable being the dis-
tance along the magnetic field line. The difficulty, however, is that that SEPs with
a very wide longitudinal (e.g. Dresing et al. (2012); Wiedenbeck et al. (2013); Bat-
tarbee et al. (2017c)) and latitudinal (e.g. Dalla et al. (2003)) spread have been
observed, and these observations suggest that SEPs are able to propagate across the
magnetic field.
2.6.2 A three dimensional approach
A 3-dimensional approach may better explain how SEPs may be observed at distant
locations. There are 3 possible mechanisms for 3-dimensional SEP transport: field
line meandering, perpendicular diffusion, and particle drift.
The smooth magnetic field lines shown in Figure 2.6 represent the ideal case,
but the field lines are disrupted by turbulence caused by the solar wind, CMEs and
other factors. The result is that locations which are not well magnetically-connected
to the Sun by the application of the simple Parker spiral model may in fact be well
connected as a result of the “meandering” of the field lines (Laitinen et al. (2013,
2016)).
Perpendicular diffusion of SEPs refers to the tendency of charged particles to
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diffuse in lateral directions (i.e. perpendicularly to the magnetic field lines). Dif-
fusion is a stochastic process, resulting from many random collisions. The effect of
diffusion has been included in transport models (e.g. Dro¨ge et al. (2014); He (2015)),
and, although determination of diffusion coefficients is difficult, attempts have been
made to derive realistic estimates from first principles (Strauss et al. (2017)).
Following recent test particle studies, it has become clear that a particle’s guiding
centre may be subject to a drift which is associated with the gradients and curva-
ture of the interplanetary magnetic field. This drift can produce transport both in
longitude and latitude within the heliosphere (Dalla et al. (2013)). Particles which
undergo drift are decelerated in the process (Dalla et al. (2015)).
The extent of the drift is greater for particles which have a large mass over
charge ratio, and consequently is particularly relevant for SEP heavy ions which
are partially ionised. Such particles have been shown in simulations to travel to
locations which are not well magnetically connected to the region at which they are
injected, and this drift produces a decrease over time in the ratios of heavy ion SEPs,
e.g. iron over oxygen (Dalla et al. (2017a)); such decreases have been observed (e.g.
Zelina et al. (2017)).
The direction of drift is dependent upon the polarity of the magnetic field in
which the particle propagates: in locations where the magnetic field is positive, the
drift is directed towards the south; where the magnetic field is negative, the drift is
north-directed.
2.7 The heliospheric current sheet
The Parker spiral shape becomes apparent outside a distance of a few solar radii from
the Sun. Inside that boundary, however, the picture is rather different. Relatively
close to the solar surface it is the magnetic field which dominates over the plasma
meaning that it undergoes non-radial or super-radial expansion; at the boundary
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(which is called the “source surface”) the plasma pressure becomes dominant, and
the magnetic expansion is radial.
A potential field source surface (PFSS) model (Hoeksema et al. (1983)) may be
used to produce a synoptic map of the magnetic field at the source surface. Figure 2.9
shows an example of such a map (taking the source surface to be at r = 2.5R) for
Carrington rotation 1912 (produced from data downloaded from the Wilcox Solar
Observatory website1). The model assumes a radial magnetic field at the source
surface. Blue shading represents regions with a positive magnetic field, and red
shading regions with a negative magnetic field. The contours show differences in
the strength of the magnetic field in µT with boundaries at ±0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0,
and 15.0 µT.
Between the positive and negative magnetic fields there is a region where the
strength of the field falls to zero, the magnetic neutral line. This region is shown
in Figure 2.9 as a black line. Its extension into the heliosphere is a 3-dimensional
surface called the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). It was first discovered in 1965
through magnetic field measurements at 1au (Wilcox and Ness (1965)) and is so
called because a small electric current (about 10−10 A/m2) flows through it. At 1au
the HCS is about 10,000 km thick.
Figure 2.10 (taken from Owens and Forsyth (2013)) is a representation of the
HCS produced by a simulation of Carrington rotation 1912 (Odstrcil et al. (2004)).
As can be seen from Figure 2.9, during this rotation the HCS was located mostly
along the solar equator. Nevertheless, the current sheet is “wavy” because the Sun’s
axis of rotation is tilted with respect to the ecliptic. The red and blue colours shown
in Figure 2.10 illustrate this “waviness”.
The black line shown in Figure 2.10 represents the orbit of the Earth as it
travelled through the undulating current sheet. On one side the solar magnetic field
1http://wso.stanford.edu/
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Figure 2.9: An example source surface synoptic chart for r = 2.5R
resulting from a potential field source surface model for Carrington
rotation 1912. Blue regions are areas of positive magnetic field, and red
regions areas of negative magnetic field. The contours show differences
in the strength of the magnetic field in µT. The black line is where the
heliographic current sheet lies. Data were provided by the Wilcox Solar
Observatory.
points towards the Sun; on the other it points away. This point is also made clear
by the red and blue colours of the magnetic field lines shown in Figure 2.6: in that
figure the two colours are separated by dotted green lines which represent the HCS.
The existence of the current sheet has an effect upon the way that SEPs propa-
gate through the interplanetary medium. Models have shown that a flat equatorial
HCS in the inner heliosphere can inhibit the crossing of protons into the opposite
hemisphere (Battarbee et al. (2017a)).
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Figure 2.10: A representation of the HCS produced by a simulation of
Carrington rotation 1912 (Odstrcil et al. (2004)). The HCS is “wavy”,
extending about ±10◦ from the equator. The thick black line shows the
Earth’s orbit showing that it crossed the HCS on at least 6 occasions.
The thinning of the black line in the top left corner indicates a period
when the Earth “skimmed” the HCS - there may have been multiple
crossing of the HCS as a result of a fine scale structure not shown in
the simulation. Taken from Owens and Forsyth (2013)
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Observations
This chapter provides an introduction to some of the instruments which may be used
to observe solar events and to measure SEP enhancements. It includes a description
of some of the parameters of CMEs and flares which may have an influence upon
whether SEPs are detected at Earth or not.
3.1 CME observations
CMEs are detected by coronagraphs. In essence, a coronagraph is an instrument
which has in the centre of its imaging plane an occulting disc. This disc hides the
radiation from the central star, allowing details in the regions close to the star to
be observed. Coronagraphs are used in astronomy to image extra-solar planets and
circumstellar discs, but in the field of solar physics they are used to observe the
Sun’s corona.
Currently there are only two spacecraft in active service which carry corona-
graphs. The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is a joint project run
by the European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA. It was launched in 1996, and
amongst the instruments on board it carries the Large Angle and Spectrometric
COronagraph (LASCO). LASCO consists of three coronagraphs, C1, C2, and C3,
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but sadly C1 had to be disabled shortly after the launch of the spacecraft. SOHO
is stationed at the L1 Lagrange point which is about 150 million kilometres from
Earth.
The C2 coronagraph has a field of view between about 1.5 and 6 solar radii (R),
although the lowest height at which detection of the corona can be made is about 2
R (Brueckner et al. (1995)). C3 has a field of view between about 3.7 and 30 R
(ibid.). Apart from short periods, data from these coronagraphs are available for a
period exceeding 20 years.
The second spacecraft with coronagraphs on board is the Solar Terrestrial Rela-
tions Observatory (STEREO). There were two nearly identical spacecraft in this mis-
sion which were designed to orbit the Sun at the same distance as Earth. One was to
travel ahead of the Earth (STEREO-A), and the other to trail behind it (STEREO-
B). The spacecraft were launched in 2006, but contact was lost with STEREO-B
on 1 October 2014. Communications were re-established in August 2016, but it
was not possible to regain control, and contact was lost again in September 2016.
Further attempts to communicate with STEREO-B have recently re-commenced as
the spacecraft approaches Earth once more.
Each STEREO spacecraft carried two coronagraphs, COR-1 and COR-2. COR-1
has a field of view between 1.3 and 4 R (Thompson et al. (2003)), and COR-2 from
about 2 R out to 15 R (Eyles et al. (2007)). There are data from STEREO-A
from 2006 until the present, and from STEREO-B from 2006 until September 2014.
For this work, the coordinates of the site of origin of the CME need to be known.
The STEREO spacecraft are both moving relative to the Earth, and consequently
calculating the heliographic coordinates of an event as seen by one of the STEREO
craft adds an unnecessary level of complexity. Furthermore, solar flare data are only
available for flares which occurred on the front side of the Sun as observed from
Earth. For these reasons in this work it has been data obtained by the SOHO /
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LASCO coronagraphs which have been used.
There are four currently maintained catalogues which list CMEs detected by the
SOHO / LASCO coronagraphs: the Computer Aided CME Tracking (CACTus) cat-
alogue (Robbrecht and Berghmans (2004)) publishes data from May 1997; the Solar
Eruption Event Detection System (SEEDS) catalogue (Olmedo et al. (2008)) covers
from January 1996; the Coronal Image Processing (CORIMP) catalogue (Morgan
et al. (2012); Byrne et al. (2012)) begins in January 2000; and the Co-ordinated
Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW) catalogue (Gopalswamy et al. (2009)) currently
covers between January 1996 and June 2016. The first three of these are auto-
mated systems with the catalogue being produced without any human intervention,
whereas the last is produced manually.
Typically each catalogue publishes data on various parameters relating to the
CME, and these are discussed in the following sections.
3.1.1 Speed
All of the coronagraphs which are currently in service produce images in white
light: what is observed is the Thomson-scattered emission from the electrons within
a CME. A typical example of an image of a CME taken in white light by the C2
coronagraph, downloaded from the Helioviewer website1 (Hughitt et al. (2011)), is
shown in Figure 3.1. The black circle in the centre of this image is caused by the
occulting disc of the coronagraph.
Estimates of the speed of a CME may be made by the comparison of a least two,
and ideally many more, images. A measure is taken of how far the leading edge (or
“front”) of the CME has travelled in the time between the taking of the images, and
its speed is thereby derived.
A real difficulty in estimating CME speed is that the coronagraphs produce a
1https://helioviewer.org/
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Figure 3.1: Images taken by the C2 coronagraph on 17 May 2012 show-
ing a coronal mass ejection (downloaded from the Helioviewer website).
The black circle in the centre of the image is caused by the corona-
graph’s occulting disc.
2-dimensional image of a 3-dimensional effect - in order to make this clear, very
often CME speed is quoted as the “plane-of-the-sky” speed. For CMEs which have
their origin close to the edge (or “limb”) of the solar disc (as observed from Earth)
the estimate of speed may be relatively accurate; for those which have their origin
elsewhere on the solar disc the estimate of speed can only ever be an under-estimate.
There are several methods of calculating CME speed from the coronagraph im-
ages and each of the CME catalogues employs a different one. The CACTus cata-
logue publishes 4 parameters relating to CME speed: v, the median velocity of all
different structures within the CME; minv, the minimum velocity detected within
the CME; maxv, the maximum velocity detected within the CME; and dv, the
variation of velocity over the width of the CME. The method used by CACTus to
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determine CME speed requires a number of coronagraph images, and it is therefore
impossible to determine the speed of CMEs which move too rapidly through the
coronagraph’s field of view: the limit is approximately 2,000 km/s.
SEEDS gives one value for CME speed which is calculated by applying a linear
fit to height-time measurements; CDAW reports a value for CME speed which is
calculated in the same way, although the position within the CME of where the
height measurement is made is slightly different in each case. CDAW also publishes
two other measures of speed based upon a second-order polynomial fit to the height-
time measurements.
CORIMP publishes two values for CME speed, a “median” speed and a “max-
imum” speed, and each of these are calculated using different techniques again, as
described in Byrne et al. (2013).
3.1.2 Acceleration
An estimate can also be made from the height-time measurements as to whether a
CME has increased or decreased in speed (or maintained a constant speed) whilst
it is visible in the LASCO coronagraph fields of view. At least three observations
of the CME are required in order to make an estimate of acceleration, but the
more observations there are, the more accurate the estimate is likely to be. Of the
catalogues under consideration here, only SEEDS and CDAW publish a value for
CME acceleration.
3.1.3 Width
The width of a CME is a measure of its plane-of-the-sky angular extent - i.e. the
number of degrees from one edge of the CME to the other. The concept is illustrated
by a CME which occurred on 3 May 2012 and is shown in Figure 3.2. These images
are “difference” images: one image is subtracted from the next so as to enhance
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the way that the image has changed in the time between the two images. Overlaid
on the coronagraph’s occulting disc are difference images from the Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly (AIA) which is on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
spacecraft.
In these images the width of the CME is represented by the angle shown in red.
While some CMEs do not continue to expand as they leave the Sun, others do.
It is apparent that the time at which the width of the CME is measured must be
specified: for example, if the width of the CME were to be measured from the image
in Figure 3.2a the result would be much lower than that obtained had the image in
Figure 3.2d been used. Different CME catalogues may publish different values for
the width of CMEs.
Some CMEs may widen to such an extent that the ejecta appear to surround
the solar disc. Such a case is illustrated in Figure 3.3, and in these circumstances
the CME is said to be a “halo”.
3.1.4 Position angle
The position angle of a CME is an indication of its direction. It is measured in
degrees anti-clockwise from solar north (at 0◦) to the centre of the CME. This is
illustrated by the blue angle shown in Figure 3.2. Whilst a decision must be taken as
to where, within the width of the CME, the centre lies, it can be seen that generally
the position angle is likely to remain relatively constant throughout the lifetime of
the CME.
CDAW publishes two values for position angle, the first measured when the
CME makes its first appearance in the C2 images, and the second (which is called
the “measurement position angle”, or “MPA”) calculated when the height-time mea-
surements are made. Ideally the two should be the same, although it is possible for
a CME to move non-radially so that the measurements can differ. If a CME is
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(a) Image taken at 14:36 UTC (b) Image taken at 14:48 UTC
(c) Image taken at 15:12 UTC (d) Image taken at 15:42 UTC
Figure 3.2: Difference images of a CME on 3 May 2012 - the width of
the CME is shown in red. The images illustrate how a CME’s width
may increase over time. The angle shown in blue is the CME’s position
angle, and this remains relatively constant over the lifetime of the CME.
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Figure 3.3: A “halo” CME which occurred on 21 March 2012.
reported by CDAW to be a halo (as is the case for most fast CMEs) then only the
measurement position angle is published.
3.1.5 Timing
The time at which the CME may be said to be ejected from the solar surface is often
referred to as the “lift-off” time, to. However, the time of the CME as reported in
the CME catalogues will be different from to for a number of reasons. First, the
CME must travel at least 1 R (if its origin lies close to the limb), and possibly as
far as 2 R (if its origin is close to the centre of the solar disc), before it can be
detected by the SOHO C2 coronagraph. For a CME with a speed of 2,000 km/s
which has its origin at the solar limb, nearly six minutes will pass before it can
possibly be detected by C2; for slower CMEs, and for those which occur closer to
the centre of the solar disc, the delay will be (possibly significantly) greater.
Secondly, detection of the CME is affected by the cadence of the coronagraph.
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For C2, that cadence is no better than 12 minutes, and is sometimes rather longer.
Thus, a CME may have travelled much further than 2 R before it is first detected.
Thirdly, the SOHO spacecraft is in orbit at the Lagrangian L1 point which is
about 99% of the Sun-Earth distance: hence it will take approximately 8 minutes
for the electromagnetic radiation to reach the detector.
3.2 Flare observations
The GOES series of satellites has been operational since January 1976, and each of
them has carried a Space Environment Monitor (SEM) suite of instruments. The
XRS provides information in two wavelength bands - 0.5 to 4 A˚ and 1 to 8 A˚. Their
design has changed little over the years (Garcia (1994)). Table 3.1 sets out a list of
the GOES satellites and their operational periods. It should be noted that no data
were recovered from GOES 4.
The GOES spacecraft are in geosynchronous orbit which means that they have
an unobstructed view of the Sun for the entire year, apart from the few hours when
the Earth eclipses the Sun.
3.2.1 Class
As was seen in Chapter 1, solar flares are classified according to their peak emission
in SXR as measured in the 1 - 8 A˚ channel of the GOES XRS instruments. The
scale is logarithmic: SXR peak fluxes below 10−7 W m−2 are of class A; between
10−7 W m−2 and 10−6 W m−2 they are of class B; and so on to classes C, M and X.
There is no class above X, and so if a flare is seen to have a peak SXR flux of, say,
1.5 × 10−3 W m−2 then it is said to be of class X15.
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Table 3.1: A list of the GOES satellites and their operational periods.
Column 1 states the name of the spacecraft, column 2 the date when it
first became operational and column 3 the date when it was taken out
of service.
Satellite name Start date End date
GOES 1 January 1976 May 1978
GOES 2 August 1977 May 1983
GOES 3 July 1978 August 1980
GOES 5 January 1983 February 1982
GOES 6 May 1983 November 1994
GOES 7 March 1987 August 1996
GOES 8 January 1995 June 2003
GOES 9 April 1996 July 1998
GOES 10 July 1998 December 2009
GOES 11 July 2000 February 2011
GOES 12 January 2003 August 2010
GOES 13 April 2010 In operation
GOES 14 December 2009 Limited service
GOES 15 September 2010 In operation
3.2.2 Duration
The National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) define the start of a
solar flare as when 4 consecutive values in the 1-minute X-ray data meet all 3 of the
following conditions:
(a) All 4 values are above the B1 threshold and,
(b) All 4 values are strictly increasing and,
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(c) The last value is greater than 1.4 times the value which occurred 3 minutes
earlier.
The flare ends when the X-ray flux returns to one half of the peak flux, and in
this context “peak” is the sum of the flux at maximum plus the value of the flux at
the start of the event2.
3.2.3 Heliographic co-ordinates and active region numbers
The location of a particular site on the solar surface may be specified by heliographic
latitude and longitude, with the origin of the system being the intersection of the
solar equator with the central meridian as observed from Earth. Convention has it
that the hemisphere to the left of the central meridian as seen from Earth is east,
and west is to the right. Thus if a flare is reported to have heliographic co-ordinates
of -5 -20, it occurred 5 degrees east of the solar meridian and 20 degrees south of
the equator. This is sometimes shown as E05S20.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) gives numbers
to sunspot groups (which may include more than 1 sunspot). Active region numbers
are assigned sequentially, and if an active region survives an entire solar rotation
the next time it appears it is assigned a new number3.
3.3 SEP observations
There are a number of different instruments on board currently-operating spacecraft
which are capable of detecting SEPs. The Energetic and Relativistic Nuclei and
Electron (ERNE) detector is on board the SOHO spacecraft which is in orbit at
the Lagrangian L1 point (Torsti et al. (1995)). It measures electrons, protons and
2https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/solar/solarflares.html
3https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/sftheory/questions.htm#AR numbers
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heavier elements over a range of energy channels: for protons the lowest range is
between 1.6 to 1.8 MeV, and the highest range is between 101.0 to 131.0 MeV.
The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft was launched on 25th
August 1997, and is also in orbit at the L1 point. It carries (inter alia) the Electron,
Proton and Alpha Monitor (EPAM) instrument (Gold et al. (1998)) and the Solar
Isotope Spectrometer (SIS) (Stone et al. (1998)).
The range of EPAM extends to about 5 MeV; SIS provides isotopically resolved
measurements of the elements from lithium to zinc over the energy range 10 - 100
MeV per nucleon.
The GOES satellites also have a particle detector on board as part of their SEM.
The Energetic Particle Sensor (EPS) also measures the flux of electrons, protons,
and helium nuclei. For protons there are a number of energy channels, the lowest
ranging from 0.6 to 4.0 MeV and the highest from 165.0 to 500 MeV.
SEPs may also be detected indirectly by ground-based neutron monitors, but
this will only be the case for the most energetic events: if such an event is detected
by neutron monitors it is called a ground level enhancement (GLE), but there have
only been 72 GLEs since the mid 1940s. The last occurred shortly before submission
of this thesis, on 10 September 2017.
3.4 Choice of data sources
Section 3.1 describes four of the different catalogues which publish parameters re-
lating to CMEs. Whilst some discrepancy between the published values is to be
expected, it may be thought that there would be some correlation between the
catalogues. Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the case.
Appendix A is a comparison of the different parameters as published by three
of the different catalogues (CORIMP had to be excluded from analysis because its
data were not published in a suitable format). The main conclusions following that
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analysis are as follows:
• There is a wide variation in the number of CMEs reported by each of the 3
catalogues: between 17 May 1997 and 31 March 2013 CACTus reported 7,528
CMEs with a width exceeding 20◦, SEEDS 14,372, and CDAW 13,566.
• Comparison of reported speeds is difficult because of the different methods
used for determining speed (as described in Section 3.1.1). That said, the
variation in speed values as published by the catalogues is large: average speed
for CMEs width a width exceeding 20◦ is 774 km/s according to CACTus, 284
km/s according to SEEDS, and 418 km/s according to CDAW.
• The fastest CME according to CACTus had a speed of 2,027 km/s; for SEEDS
it was 7,671 km/s; and for CDAW it was 3,387 km/s
• There were no cases where the 3 catalogues agreed on whether a CME was
a fast CME (i.e. had a speed equal to or exceeding 1,500 km/s). CACTus
reported 1,055 fast CMEs, SEEDS just 66, and CDAW 141.
• CME width estimates varied widely between catalogues. For fast CMEs both
CACTus and SEEDS suggested that the width was likely to be less than 60◦,
whereas in the CDAW catalogue a fast CME was overwhelmingly likely to be
reported as a halo.
• CME position angle for fast CMEs seems to be reported mostly as is to be
expected (with peaks in distribution around 90◦ and 270◦) by all 3 catalogues.
However SEEDS reported 326 CMEs (including 2 fast ones) to have a position
angle exceeding 360◦ which is plainly impossible.
Because the catalogues publish very different values for the same parameters it
is very difficult to make a decision as to which should be used as a source of data for
this work. There are, however, good reasons to believe that the SEEDS catalogue is
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not as reliable as CACTus and CDAW. The suggestion that there have been only 66
CMEs which exceeded 1,500 km/s in a period extending over nearly 16 years must
be questionable, and the report that one of them had a speed exceeding 7,500 km/s
must also cast doubt upon reliability. Finally, reports of CMEs with a position angle
exceeding 360◦ must, by definition, be in error.
The CACTus catalogue, as noted in Section 3.1.1, is not able to measure accu-
rately the speed of a CME exceeding 2,000 km/s and this is a major handicap for
this work given the intention to confine the analysis to high-energy events. Further-
more, just as intuitively it may be thought that SEEDS reports too few fast CMEs,
reports of over 1,000 such CMEs may be too many.
CDAW is by no means a perfect choice. The CDAW catalogue is produced man-
ually, and this fact alone brings with it the dangers of subjectivity. The catalogue
has been produced since 1996, and presumably it has not been the same person in
charge of its production over the whole of that time. Therefore, what may have been
regarded as a CME by one person may not be looked upon similarly by another;
where a CME front lies may be interpreted differently by different people, meaning
that the calculations of CME speed and acceleration may be inconsistent over the
years.
Furthermore, because of the way that it is produced, the CME catalogue is not
published until several months after the solar events have occurred. This means
that it cannot be used for real-time forecasting of SEPs.
Nevertheless, because of the problems associated with the use of both CACTus
and SEEDS, it has been decided to use the CDAW CME catalogue as the source of
the CME data for this work. The measurement of speed used in this work is the one
obtained by the straight line fit to the height-time measurements. It should always
be borne in mind, however, that there are other catalogues, and that these publish
very different data.
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For flare data, the GOES SXR Flare List has been used. Again, there is a
comparison of different flare lists in Appendix A, but for flares there is only this
one catalogue which both has data going back to 1980 and publishes values for peak
SXR flux.
The GOES EPS has been used as the basis of energetic proton data, and this has
been downloaded from the European Space Agency’s Solar Energetic Particle Envi-
ronment Monitor (SEPEM) website (Crosby et al. (2010))4. Again, the justification
for making this choice is set out in Appendix A.
There has not been a single GOES spacecraft in operation throughout the period
covered by this work. A number of different instruments have therefore been used,
and the energy channels for each instrument have changed slightly. Table 3.2 shows
the name of each spacecraft together with the time periods over which each has
been used, and the energy channel considered to establish the occurrence of an SEP
event. There are slight differences in the energy channels, particularly in the case
of GOES 2, but the view is taken that the differences are so small as to have a
negligible effect upon the results. From 1 April 1987 onwards the data had been
cleaned and intercalibrated by the SEPEM team; prior to that date their raw data
were used.
4http://dev.sepem.oma.be/
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Table 3.2: Instruments used to obtain data on proton intensity, the
dates between which data from that instrument was used, and the en-
ergy channels which have been analysed. Column 1 gives the name of
the spacecraft from which the data was taken, column 2 the date from
which those data began to be used, and column 3 the date when their
use ceased. Column 4 shows the range of proton energies measured by
the instrument which has been used, and column 5 whether the data
were raw or had been cleaned by the SEPEM team.
Spacecraft Start date End date
Energy channel
(MeV)
Raw data /
Cleaned
GOES 2 1 May 1980 31 December 1983 36.0 - 500.0 Raw data
GOES 6 1 January 1984 31 March 1987 39.0 - 82.0 Raw data
GOES 7 1 April 1987 28 February 1995 39.0 - 82.0 Cleaned
GOES 8 1 March 1995 7 January 2003 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 12 8 January 2003 31 December 2009 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 11 1 January 2010 31 December 2010 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 13 1 January 2011 31 March 2013 38.0 - 82.0 Cleaned
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Methodology
No large scale study has previously been made of large solar events which failed to
produce SEPs at Earth, yet false alarms are highly interesting from a scientific point
of view. By studying them, and by comparing their parameters with those of the
solar events which did produce SEPs, answers to the questions posed in Section 1.8
may be determined.
Before setting out a formal definition of what is meant by the term “false alarm”,
there is one other important matter which needs to be dealt with: CME-flare asso-
ciations.
4.1 Associating CME and flare events
Very often, particularly for the higher energy events, CMEs and flares occur from
the same active region in close temporal proximity: such events may be said to be
“associated”. Finding such associations is important for two reasons:
1. CME catalogues do not publish data relating to the coordinates on the so-
lar disc of their source active regions, whereas flare catalogues often include
coordinate information. For cases where flare coordinates were not given in
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the catalogues, they may be determined by one of the methods set out in Ap-
pendix A.2. If an association between CME and flare can be established, the
coordinates of the CME may be inferred from the flare data.
2. This work is aimed at reaching an understanding of the type of solar events
which produce SEPs. It is therefore essential to know whether that solar event
consists of a CME alone, a flare alone, or a CME associated with a flare.
There is no standard approach, and so a method for making these associations
automatically has been developed as part of this thesis work. It is described in
Appendix B. The method produces correct associations in over 90% of cases from a
total of 179 associations made. In an attempt to increase accuracy further movies
of each solar event in 195A˚ (obtained by the Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope
(EIT) on board SOHO) and 193A˚ (obtained by the AIA on board SDO) were viewed.
The associations made by the automatic method were confirmed in 156 cases; in 6
cases they were altered, and in a further 17 cases it was not possible to verify the
automatically-made associations because EIT or AIA images were not available.
4.2 Definition of “false alarm”
A false alarm may simply be defined as “a solar event which is predicted by a
forecasting algorithm to produce SEPs at Earth but which fails to do so”. The
definition requires specification of:
• An SEP forecasting algorithm. This must include the criteria by which a solar
event is assigned a high likelihood of producing SEPs at Earth. Typically
this will include identification of the type of solar event (e.g. flare or CME)
expected to produce SEPs, of a requirement on the intensity of the event (e.g.
a flare with peak SXR flux, fsxr, which exceeds a specified threshold intensity,
fthr, or a CME with a speed vCME which is faster than a threshold speed vthr),
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of a positional requirement (e.g. an event with a source region west of a given
longitude), and possibly of other parameters.
• The criteria by which it is determined that an SEP event has occurred or
not. These will typically include specification of the instrument being used
to measure particle flux intensity, of the species of particle examined and
its energy range, and of the SEP intensity threshold, Ithr, used to establish
whether an SEP event was detected following a particular solar event.
• The method by which the solar event is associated with the SEP event.
Each of these requirements is considered in the following sections.
4.3 SEP forecasting algorithms
Is is clear from Figure 1.2 that the more energetic the solar event, the greater the
likelihood of that event producing SEPs at Earth (Dierckxsens et al. (2015)). It
is also the case, as explained in Section 2.5.1, that heliographic longitude is an
important parameter in determining the likelihood that a solar event will produce
SEPs at Earth.
Based upon these premises two simple SEP forecasting algorithms may be defined
as follows:
A.1 A CME with a reported speed of 1,500 km s−1 or greater (a “fast CME”)
occurring west of E20 on the solar disc will result in an SEP event being
detected at Earth.
A.2 An X class flare occurring west of E20 on the solar disc will result in an SEP
event being detected at Earth.
The threshold values vthr = 1,500 km/s and fthr = X class have been chosen be-
cause there is a general anecdotal understanding within the community that events
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above such thresholds are highly likely to produce SEPs. However the actual per-
formance of algorithms using these threshold values has not so far been evaluated.
The positional requirement is based upon Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1a shows the
heliographic latitude and longitude of all fast CMEs and X class flares for which
coordinates could be determined which occurred between 1 May 1980 and 31 March
2013. As is to be expected, there is no dependence upon longitude. Figure 4.1b,
on the other hand, shows the same information over the same time period for those
solar events for which coordinates could be determined (whether or not they were a
fast CME or X class flare) which produced SEPs at Earth.
There are 171 points in Figure 4.1b of which 86.5% (148/171) are west of E20.
Whilst the spatial requirement could have been chosen to be anywhere between
about 0◦ and E30, the choice which has been made results in the vast majority of
SEP events being included without a concomitant disproportionate increase in the
number of false alarms.
4.4 Definition of “SEP event”
The definition of an SEP event will typically include specification of the instrument
being used to measure particle flux, of the species of particle examined and its energy
range, and of the SEP intensity threshold, Ithr used to establish whether an SEP
event was detected following a particular solar event.
Particles accelerated by solar events include electrons, protons, and heavier ions,
but in this work high energy (>40 MeV) protons have been analysed. The threshold
considered is a little higher than the >10 MeV threshold used by NOAA, making the
event list less biased towards interplanetary shock-accelerated events. This choice
also avoids proton enhancements caused by magnetospheric effects.
All instruments which detect proton intensities are subject to slight fluctuations,
and not all of these can properly be said to be SEP events. The definition of intensity
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(a) All fast CMEs and X class flares.
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(b) Those solar events which produced SEPs at Earth.
Figure 4.1: Heliographic latitude versus heliographic longitude for all fast
CMEs and X class flares (for which coordinates could be determined) which
occurred between 1 May 1980 and 31 March 2013 (Figure 4.1a) and for
those solar events (whether or not they were a fast CME or an X class flare,
and for which coordinates could be determined) in the same period which
produced SEPs at Earth (Figure 4.1b).
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threshold, Ithr, must be high enough so as to exclude the normal fluctuations in
measurements, but low enough to ensure that rises which are genuinely due to solar
events are included. In this work Ithr is set to be a 2.5-fold increase in proton
intensity over the quiet-time background level as recorded by the GOES EPS.
4.5 Associating solar events and SEP events
In order to make a determination as to whether a particular solar event had produced
an SEP event, the start time of the the solar event was taken: for CMEs not
associated with a flare, the time the CME was first reported in the CDAW catalogue
was used; for CMEs which were associated with a flare and for all flares, the reported
start time of the flare was used.
The GOES proton data ∼40 - 80 MeV energy channel was then searched for an
SEP event which may have commenced thereafter. In most cases the SEP enhance-
ment, if there was one, began before another solar event was reported, in which case
the association between the solar event and the SEP enhancement was made.
In some instances, however, a new solar event was reported to have begun before
the SEP enhancement commenced. For these cases it was assumed that it was this
new solar event which accelerated the particles unless that event was so close in time
to the arrival of the SEPs (∼20 minutes) that it was unlikely that the new event
could have been the cause.
To confirm the point, the kinetic energy of a particle is given by
Ekin =
1
2
mv2 (4.1)
Thus, for a proton which has a mass of 1.67 × 10−27 kg, a charge of 1.60 × 10−19
C, and an energy of, say, 50 MeV:
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v =
√
2× Ekin
m
(4.2)
v =
√
2× 1.60× 10−19 C× 50× 106V
1.67× 10−27 kg (4.3)
v ≈ 9.79× 107 m s−1 (4.4)
Taking a typical Parker spiral distance to Earth of 1.1au (Masson, S. et al.
(2012)), at this speed the particle arrives no earlier than about 28 minutes after it left
the Sun. Bearing in mind the fact that it takes ∼8 minutes for the electromagnetic
radiation carrying the information about the solar event to travel from the Sun to
the Earth, 50 MeV protons which begin to arrive at Earth within 20 minutes of a
report of a solar event could not have been accelerated in that event: they must
have been accelerated in some earlier event.
There were some cases where the GOES EPS was still recording an enhancement
of energetic protons from a previous event when the fast CME or X class flare
occurred. The problem is well illustrated by events which happened at the end of
October 2003 - the following is a list of the most salient events:
1. An X17.2 flare began at 09:51 on 28 October 2003
2. An X10.0 flare began at 20:37 on 29 October 2003
3. A CME of speed 2,126 km/s was first reported at 04:26 on 31 October 2003
Figure 4.2 shows a plot of ∼40- 80 MeV proton intensity between 28 October
2003 and 2 November 2003. It can be seen that there was an SEP event which
began very shortly after the X17.2 class flare on 28 October. The SEP event can be
attributed to the flare.
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Figure 4.2: Energetic (40 - 80 MeV) proton intensity between 28 Octo-
ber 2003 and 1 November 2003 as measured by the GOES EPS
By the time of the X10.0 class flare on 29 October the energetic proton intensity
had not returned to within within 2.5 times the background level. Nevertheless,
there was a very clear additional rise in intensity which began very shortly after the
start time of the flare: it can properly be said that this was a new SEP event, and
that it can be attributed to the X10.0 flare.
Proton intensity was still not back to within 2.5 times the background level by
the time of the fast CME on 31 October. There is no obvious rise in intensity
following this CME, but it would be wrong to designate it as a false alarm as it
may have been responsible for some increase in proton intensity which is simply not
apparent in the plot. This event therefore must be disregarded altogether.
As well as disregarding a number of solar events because they coincided with
periods when the GOES EPS was still recording an enhancement of energetic pro-
tons from a previous event, other solar events had to be disregarded because they
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happened when there were gaps in the SEP data: it therefore could not be known
whether or not they had produced an SEP enhancement. However, if there had
been short outages in SEP data (∼3 hours), and there was no evidence of an SEP
event either side of the outage, the solar event has been counted as a false alarm.
Some of the SEP events did not occur as a result of a fast CME or an X class
flare but were produced by less energetic solar events. For each of these events,
the CME and flare catalogues were searched for the last solar event (or associated
events) which had occurred. Unless that event had occurred so close in time to the
SEP event that it was unlikely that this event had been the driver of the SEPs (∼20
minutes), that event was regarded as the source of the SEPs. If there had been an
event within ∼20 minutes of the start of the arrival of the SEPs, the previous solar
event was regarded as the cause.
4.6 Numbers of SEP and solar events
The CDAW CME catalogue includes data since January 1996 when the LASCO
coronagraphs became operational. Flare data have been available since 1976. It has
therefore been possible to analyse both CMEs and flares between 1 January 1996
and 31 March 2013 (“time range 1”); for flares alone, a longer period between 1 May
1980 and 31 March 2013 (“time range 2”) has been considered.
4.6.1 SEP events
During time range 2, there had been 221 flux enhancements in the GOES >40 MeV
proton channel which satisfied the definition of an SEP event. This is lower than the
number of events identified by Belov et al. (2005) and Cane et al. (2010), with the
difference being explained by the fact that each of those authors were investigating
protons in different energy channels and using different values of Ithr.
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Table 4.1: The numbers of SEP events during each of the two time
ranges the subject of this study. Column 1 specifies the time range,
column 2 the number of SEP events in that time range, column 3 the
number of those events for which coordinates could be determined (after
removal of events discarded due to data gaps, detectors still recording
previous events, or other reasons), and column 4 the number of events
which had their origin west of E20.
Time
range
Number of
SEP events
Events for which
coordinates could
be found
SEP events
from sources
west of E20
1 107 86 79
2 221 171 148
Solar events were associated with all of the 221 proton events which were iden-
tified. In some cases the associated flare was of a class smaller than X and/or the
associated CME was not a fast one according to our definition. Of these 221 events,
the coordinates of the parent solar event could not be identified in 50 cases. The
event was a western one in 86.5% (148/171) of the remaining cases.
107 of the 221 SEP events occurred during time range 1. Coordinates for 86 of
these events were found, of which 91.9% (79/86) had their origin west of E20. These
numbers are summarised in Table 4.1.
4.6.2 Solar events
Table 4.2 sets out the numbers of solar events which have been examined in this
study. Some have had to be excluded from our analysis because of data gaps, because
the SEP detector was still recording enhancements from a previous event, or because
it was not possible to determine the heliographic co-ordinates of the source.
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Table 4.2: Numbers of solar events the subject of this study. Column 1
shows the time range over which data have been analysed, column 2 the
type of solar event considered, column 3 the total number of solar events
within the period investigated, column 4 the number of events for which
coordinates were determined (after removal of events discarded due to
data gaps, detectors still recording previous events, or other reasons)
and column 5 the number of events which occurred west of E20.
Time range Event type
Total number
of events
Events for which
coordinates were
determined
Analysed events
west of E20
Time range 1
Fast CMEs 143 93 52
X class flares 140 139 79
Time range 2 X class flares 403 377 197
Of the 143 fast CMEs in time range 1 the coordinates for 93 were determined.
This may be considered a high proportion: because the observation of a CME is
made by examination of LASCO coronagraph images, and because these images
show Thomson-scattered radiation whether the CME originated from the front side
of the Sun or from behind its limb, it is to be expected that approximately half of
the CMEs would be from the front-side of the Sun.
There are two possible reasons why the proportion of CMEs for which the co-
ordinates could be determined is greater than one half. First, for 11 of the CMEs
their associated flare was either reported or estimated to have occurred from behind
the limb although it was still visible in the EIT or AIA images. Furthermore, when
a flare occurs close to the limb of the Sun, accurate determination of its coordinates
is not easy: in 7 cases the flare was said to have occurred within 5 degrees of the
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limb, and, given the uncertainties, it is entirely possible that some or all of these in
fact had their origin from behind the limb.
Secondly, 15 of the fast CMEs were from 5 separate active regions each of which
produced 3 fast CMEs each. It cannot be known whether this is serendipitous or
whether there was similar numbers of multiple fast-CME-producing active regions
from behind the limb.
Fifty of the 143 fast CMEs in time range 1 produced an SEP event, and of these,
8 were not associated with a visible flare. Having viewed EIT and AIA movies of
each of these 8 events it is believed that they at least 6 originated from behind the
west limb, and it was impossible to determine the location of the origin of the other
2 as a result of data gaps. It has not been possible to determine the coordinates of
one of the remaining 42 events: of the others, 37 were western events and 4 were
eastern events.
Of the 140 X class flares which occurred in time range 1, 45 produced SEPs.
Four of the SEP-producing X class flares coincided with gaps in the LASCO data
and so it could not be known whether or not they were associated with a CME: all
of the remaining 41 were associated with a CME. 39 of the 45 SEP-producing X
class flares were western events, and 6 were eastern events.
4.7 Algorithm evaluation scores
To evaluate the effectiveness of forecasting algorithms A.1 and A.2 introduced in
Section 4.3, several evaluation scores are considered. The number of SEP events
which are forecast by an algorithm to occur, and which did in fact occur (the “hits”)
is named α; the number of SEP events which are forecast to occur but which did
not do so (the “false alarms”) is named β; and the number of SEP events which
occurred but which had not been forecast (the “missed events”) is called γ.
There are a number of standard verification scores for forecasting systems: in
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this work, four are used. The BIAS score is simply a measure of the ratio of the
frequency of forecast events to the frequency of observed events. It is given by
BIAS =
α + β
α + γ
(4.5)
The BIAS score does not measure how well the forecast corresponds to the ob-
servations, but it does give an indication as to whether the algorithm has a tendency
to under-forecast (BIAS <1) or over-forecast (BIAS >1) events.
The probability of detection (POD) gives the fraction of forecast events which
were correct. It is defined as
POD =
α
α + γ
(4.6)
The “perfect” score is 1. The POD is sensitive to hits, but ignores false alarms,
and so it should be used in conjunction with the false alarm ratio (FAR).
The FAR is the fraction of forecast events which were false alarms. It is defined
as
FAR =
β
α + β
(4.7)
The “perfect” score is 0. The FAR is obviously sensitive to false alarms, but it
takes no account of the missed events.
Finally, the critical success index (or threat score) shows how well the forecast
“yes” events corresponded to the observed “yes” event. It is defined as
CSI =
α
α + β + γ
(4.8)
The “perfect” score is 1. The CSI may be considered as the accuracy of the
forecast.
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Forecasting algorithms and
associated false alarms
5.1 Evaluation of the forecasting algorithms
5.1.1 Evaluation of A.1 and A.2 over time range 1
This section includes an analysis of the effectiveness of the forecasting algorithms
using the evaluation scores which were introduced in Section 4.7. The algorithms
are, by definition, only able to forecast SEP events which have their origin in solar
events which occurred west of E20. The question therefore arises as to whether or
not those SEP events which occurred from east of E20 should be counted as “missed
events” for forecast validation purposes. It has been decided, because these eastern
events could never have been forecast by the algorithms, that they should not be
counted. In fact, the verification scores change very little by the inclusion of the
eastern events, but, for the avoidance of doubt, how the BIAS, POD, and CSI scores
would change if those eastern events had been included is shown in brackets after
each score in the text, and also in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1 shows the results of applying the two SEP forecasting algorithms to
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Figure 5.1: The numbers of correctly forecast SEP events, false alarms
and SEP events which were not forecast for the two forecasting algo-
rithms during time range 1.
the data set for time range 1. The number of correctly forecast SEP events is shown
by the blue bar (α); the number of false alarms is represented by the red bar (β);
and the number of missed events is shown by the green bar (γ).
Algorithm A.1 considers western fast CMEs. There were 52 such events during
time range 1, and 71.2% (37/52) produced SEPs at Earth. Thus the FAR was 28.8%
(15/52) but the algorithm failed to forecast 53.2% (42/79) of SEP events for which
the parent solar event was a western one (or 57.0% (49/86) of all SEP events (i.e.
including eastern events) for which coordinates could be determined).
The BIAS score for A.1 was 0.66 (0.60) suggesting that the algorithm has a
tendency to under-forecast SEP events; the POD score was 0.47 (0.43), and the CSI
0.39 (0.37).
Algorithm A.2 uses western X class flares as the basis for the forecast. There
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Table 5.1: Forecast verification scores for the 2 SEP forecasting algo-
rithms. Column 1 gives the score type, column 2 the scores for algorithm
A.1 in time range 1, and column 3 the scores for algorithm A.2 in time
range 1, and column 4 the scores for algorithm A.2 in time range 2.
The figures in brackets are the scores if the missed eastern events were
to be taken into account.
Score type
Algorithm A.1
(time range 1)
Algorithm A.2
(time range 1)
Algorithm A.2
(time range 2)
BIAS 0.66 (0.60) 1.00 (0.92) 1.33 (1.15)
POD 0.47 (0.43) 0.49 (0.45) 0.52 (0.45)
FAR 0.29 0.51 0.61
CSI 0.39 (0.37) 0.33 (0.31) 0.29 (0.26)
were 79 such flares in time range 1, and 49.4% (39/79) produced SEPs at Earth.
The FAR was therefore 50.6% (40/79) and the algorithm failed to forecast 50.6%
(40/79) of SEP events for which the parent solar event was a western one (or 54.7%
(47/86) of all SEP events (i.e. including eastern events) for which coordinates could
be determined).
The BIAS score for A.2 was 1.00 (0.92) suggesting that the algorithm forecasts
almost exactly the correct number of SEP events (but, of course, not all of those
forecasts were correct); the POD score was 0.49 (0.45), and the CSI 0.33 (0.31).
Table 5.1 summarises the scores for the algorithms. Appendices C and D provide
the list of false alarms for algorithms A.1 and A.2 respectively in time range 1.
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5.1.2 Evaluation of A.2 over time range 2
In time range 2 there were 197 western X class flares, of which 39.1% (77/197)
produced SEPs at Earth. The FAR was therefore 60.9% (120/197). The algorithm
failed to forecast 48.0% (71/148) of SEP events for which the parent solar event was
a western one (or 55.0% (94/171) of all SEP events (i.e. including eastern events)
for which coordinates could be determined).
The BIAS score for A.2 over time range 2 was 1.33 (1.15) suggesting that for
this time range the algorithm tended to forecast more SEP events than actually
occurred; the POD score was 0.52 (0.45), and the CSI 0.29 (0.26).
The list of false alarms according to algorithm A.2 over time range 2 is set out
in Appendix E.
5.2 Parameters of A.1 events (time range 1)
Algorithm A.1 bases its forecasts upon the observation of a western fast CME. It
is analysed over time range 1, which is the period between 1 January 1996 and 31
March 2013. Of the 50 SEP-producing fast CMEs in this period, 42 were from the
front-side of the Sun and all of these were associated with a flare. 37 were western
events.
Factors relating to the acceleration of particles are considered in Sections 5.2.1
and 3.1.3. Those factors which relate to how the particles may propagate through
the interplanetary medium are analysed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 CME speed and associated flare class
In Figure 5.2 the peak SXR intensity of the fast CME’s associated flare is plotted
against its speed for those solar events which produced SEPs at Earth (top left,
blue circles); for those events in the same period which were false alarms according
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Figure 5.2: Flare class versus associated CME speed for those fast
CMEs which were correctly forecast by algorithm A.1 to produce SEPs
in time range 1 (top left, blue circles); for A.1 false alarms (top right,
red squares); for A.1 missed events (bottom left, green diamonds); and
for all events together (bottom right).
to algorithm A.1 (top right, red squares); for SEP events missed by algorithm A.1
(bottom left, green diamonds); and for all events together (bottom right).
Many of the fast CME false alarms occur close to the threshold speed, vthr,
and so increasing the threshold would reduce the number of false alarms, although
it would also increase the number of missed events. A significant fraction of SEP
events were associated with CMEs of reported speed much slower than 1500 km/s:
i.e. even though the algorithm produces a low number of false alarms, it misses a
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significant number of SEP events. It is also clear that many of the false alarms have
a flare intensity <M3.
It is to be noted that all CMEs faster than 1,867 km/s produced SEPs, although
all of these events were associated with a flare of class at least M3.7.
5.2.2 CME width
The parameter ∆δ is defined as the difference in latitude between the latitude of
the flare and the latitude of the Earth’s footpoint. Use of the Earth’s footpoint in
this definition takes into account the tilt of the Sun’s axis of rotation with respect
to the Earth’s orbit.
In Figure 5.3 ∆δ is plotted against the longitude of the 37 western fast CMEs
which produced an SEP event in time range 1. In this plot the size of the marker
reflects the peak SXR intensity of the associated flare: in the top plot, for example,
the point at S20W95 was an M1.8 flare whereas the point at S21E08 was an X17.2
flare. The colour of the marker is representative of the width of the CME. The bot-
tom plot gives the same information, but for the false alarms according to algorithm
A.1.
It is clear that CME width is an important parameter for SEP production. Of the
37 SEP-producing CMEs, 86.5% (32/37) were reported to be haloes by the CDAW
catalogue. By contrast, for the algorithm A.1 false alarms, only 46.7% (7/15) were
haloes.
5.2.3 Magnetic connection between the CME and the Earth’s
footpoint
The last two sections dealt with factors relevant to the question of how SEPs may be
accelerated. In this section it is the efficiency with which they may travel to Earth
which is considered. In the following analysis the coordinates of the fast CME’s
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Figure 5.3: ∆δ versus heliographic longitude for those western fast
CMEs which produced SEPs at Earth in time range 1 (top plot) and
for those which were false alarms (bottom plot). The size of the marker
represents peak SXR intensity of the flare: for example, the point at
S20W95 in the top plot was an M1.8 flare, whereas the point at S21E08
in the same plot was an X17.2 flare. The colour of the marker represents
CME width.
associated flare are taken as a proxy for the location of the acceleration site.
Gopalswamy et al. (2014) studied major solar eruptions during the first 62
months of solar cycle 24 and suggested that, among other things, the separation
in latitude between the flare and the footpoint to Earth may be an important factor
in determining whether high-energy particle events are detected.
In Figure 5.4, histograms of the distribution for ∆δ are shown for algorithm A.1.
The events correctly forecast to produce SEPs are presented in the left histogram
(shown in blue), and the false alarms in the right (shown in red). There is no
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Figure 5.4: Histograms of the distribution of ∆δ in 10◦ bins for algo-
rithm A.1. The left histogram (in blue) shows the distribution for the
fast CMEs which were correctly forecast to produce SEPs at Earth, and
the left histogram (in red) the distribution of the false alarms.
significant difference in the shape of the distributions of SEP-producing events and
the false alarms.
Figure 5.5 shows histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time
range 1 correctly forecast by algorithm A.1 to produce an SEP event (top left),
of algorithm A.1 false alarms (top right), of SEP events missed by algorithm A.1
(bottom left), and of all SEP events (bottom right). There is a peak of SEP-
producing fast CMEs between W50 and W90, and also a smaller peak between 0
and W30. The false alarms for algorithm A.1 are relatively evenly distributed, as
are the SEP events not forecast by A.1.
5.3 Parameters of A.2 events (time range 1)
Algorithm A.2 bases its forecasts upon the observation of a western X class flare.
Again it is analysed for time range 1. Of the 45 X class flares which produced SEPs
during this period, all (barring 4 for which no data were available) were associated
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in
time range 1 of algorithm A.1 SEP events (top left); of algorithm A.1
false alarms (top right); of SEP events missed by algorithm A.1 (bottom
left); and of all SEP events (bottom right)
with a CME. Thirty-nine were western events.
Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3 consider factors relating to the acceleration of
particles. Those factors which relate to how the particles may propagate through
the interplanetary medium are analysed in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1 Flare class and associated CME speed
In Figure 5.6 the peak SXR intensity of the flare is plotted against the speed of its
associated CME in the same format as in Figure 5.2. There is some symmetry with
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Figure 5.6: Flare class versus associated CME speed for those X class
flares which were correctly forecast by algorithm A.2 to produce SEPs
in time range 1 (top left, blue circles); for A.2 false alarms (top right,
red squares); for A.2 missed events (bottom left, green diamonds); and
for all events together (bottom right).
Figure 5.2 in that many of the false alarms fall close to the chosen threshold, and
a significant number of SEP events were missed. Many of these missed events also
occurred close to the chosen threshold.
It should be noted that not all of the false alarms above the A.2 threshold have
an associated CME. Of the 122 X class flares which occurred in time range 1 (and
which did not coincide with a LASCO data gap), 14.8% (18/122) had no associated
CME. However the percentage of A.2 false alarms which did not have an associated
CME is 26.5% (9/34) (6 of the X class flare false alarms occurred at times which
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coincided with LASCO data gaps, and so it cannot be known if those flares were
associated with a CME). By contrast, all of the SEP-producing X class flares had
an associated CME.
Seven of the false alarms were flares which were associated with a CME with
a speed less them 500 km/s, whereas all of the SEP-producing X class flares were
associated with a CME with a speed greater than 500 km/s. It may also be noted
that 33 of the X class flare false alarms were of class <X2; 5 were between class X2
and <X3; 1 was of class X3.0 and the last of class X6.2. These last two events are
analysed further in Section 6.2.
5.3.2 Flare duration
Figure 5.7 shows histograms of the duration of the X class flares which produced
SEPs (left, in blue) and those which were false alarms (right, in red). Shorter X
class flares were more likely to be false alarms than produce SEPs. Average flare
duration for the SEP-producing X class flares was 46.3 minutes, and 25.6% were
longer than 60 minutes (“long duration flares”). For the false alarms, average flare
duration was 24.9 minutes, and only 5.0% (2/40) were long duration flares.
5.3.3 Associated CME width
Figure 5.8 is a plot of ∆δ versus heliographic longitude for algorithm A.2 events: the
correctly forecast SEP events are shown in the top plot, and the false alarms in the
bottom plot. For this plot, the size of the marker represents the relative duration of
the flare: for example, in the top plot the flare marked at S18W33 had a duration
of ten minutes, whereas the flare at S03W38 lasted 120 minutes. The colour of the
marker is representative of the width of the flare’s associated CME.
Of the 39 western X class flares which produced SEPS at Earth, 37 were defini-
tively associated with a CME (the other 2 occurring during times when LASCO did
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of flare duration in minutes for X class flares.
Those which produced SEPs are shown in the left plot in blue, and the
false alarms in the right plot in red. Bin size is 30 minutes.
not produce any data). Of those 37, 86.5% (32/37) were halo CMEs. In contrast,
for the false alarms associations with CMEs were apparent in 25 cases: of these 25,
only 44.0% (11/25) were haloes.
It is interesting to note the longitudinal distribution of the halo CME false alarms
apparent in Figure 5.8. For the SEP-producing X class flares, the 5 non-halo asso-
ciated CMEs were evenly spread between about 0◦ and 90◦, whereas for the false
alarms almost all those events which occurred between -20◦ and 40◦ were seen as
haloes, and almost all those between 40◦ and 90◦ were seen as non-haloes.
5.3.4 Magnetic connection between the flare and the Earth’s
footpoint
Figure 5.9 shows histograms of the distribution of ∆δ in 10◦ bins for A.2 hits (blue
bars, left) and A.2 false alarms (red bars, right). For the fast CMEs there did not
appear to be any distinction to be made in the distributions for SEP-producing
events and the false alarms (see Figure 5.4); in the case of algorithm A.2, however,
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Figure 5.8: ∆δ versus heliographic longitude for those X class flares
which were correctly forecast by algorithm A.2 to produce SEPs in
time range 1 (top plot) and for those which were false alarms (bottom
plot). The size of the marker represents the relative duration of the
flare:for example, the flare marked at S18W33 in the top plot had a
duration of ten minutes, whereas the flare at S03W38 in the same plot
lasted 120 minutes. The colour of the marker represents CME width.
there does appear to be difference. The distribution for the false alarms shows two
separate peaks at between -30◦ and -10◦, and between +10◦ and +30◦.
Figure 5.10 shows histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time
range 1 for algorithm A.2 in the same format as Figure 5.5. There appears to be no
significant difference in the longitudinal distribution of western X class flares which
produced an SEP event and those which were false alarms, but in this case there is
a clear peak between 20◦ and 80◦ in the SEP events missed by algorithm A.2.
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Figure 5.9: Histograms of the distribution in 10◦ bins of ∆δ for A.2
SEP-producing events (left plot, in blue) and for A.2 false alarms (right
plot, in red).
5.4 Parameters of A.2 events (time range 2)
Because there are data from the GOES satellites going back to the mid-1970s, it
has been possible to examine X class flares over the longer time range 2. For the
purposes of this analysis solar cycle 21 was taken to end on 31 December 1986; solar
cycle 22 was taken to last from 1 January 1987 until 31 December 1995; solar cycle
23 was taken to last from 1 January 1996 until 31 December 2009; and solar cycle
24 has been taken to be from 1 January 2010 onwards.
Factors relating to the acceleration of particles are considered in Section 5.4.1
and 5.4.2. Those factors which relate to how the particles propagate through the
interplanetary medium are analysed in Section 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Flare class
Figure 5.11 is a plot of flare class versus time for algorithm A.2 over time range 2.
As before, blue dots represent those X class flares which were correctly forecast to
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events
in time range 1 of algorithm A.2 SEP events (top left); of algorithm
A.2 false alarms (top right); of SEP events missed by algorithm A.2
(bottom left); and of all SEP events (bottom right).
produce SEPs, red squares the false alarms, and green diamonds the SEP events
missed by the algorithm. The horizontal dashed line is the X class threshold; the
vertical dashed lines are the boundaries between the different solar cycles.
There are two points to be made. First, for solar cycles 23 and 24 (which have
already been considered as time range 1), the number of SEP-producing events
correctly forecast by A.2 and the number of false alarms it produced were almost
equal (39 and 40 respectively). That cannot be said for cycles 21 and 22.
In solar cycle 21 there were 43 western X class flares remaining to be considered
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Figure 5.11: A plot of flare class versus time for algorithm A.2 over
time range 2. Blue dots represent the X class flares which were cor-
rectly forecast to produce SEPs; red squares are the false alarms; green
diamonds show the SEP events missed by the algorithm. The horizon-
tal dashed line is the X class threshold; the vertical dashed lines are the
boundaries between the different solar cycles.
after the removal of those events which coincided with data gaps or because the
SEP detector was still recording an enhancement from a previous event. Of these,
13 produced SEPs and 30 were false alarms. In cycle 22 there were 75 western X
class flares remaining after removal of events for similar reasons. Of these 75, 25
produced SEPs and 50 were false alarms.
The second point arising from Figure 5.11 is that for cycles 21 and 22 flares of
class >X2 were more likely to be false alarms. Table 5.2 shows the numbers: column
1 contains the class of the flare to which the numbers refer, and columns 2 to 5 the
numbers of each type of event for solar cycles 21 to 24 inclusive.
For cycle 21, 60% (18/30) of the false alarms were from flares with a class greater
or equal to class X2.0: in cycle 23 that percentage was just 15.8% (6/38). In cycle
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Table 5.2: Numbers of western X class flares which were false alarms
during solar cycles 21 to 24. Column 1 contains the class of the flare to
which the numbers refer, and columns 2 to 5 the numbers of each type
of event which were false alarms for solar cycles 21 to 24 inclusive.
Flare class Cycle 21 Cycle 22 Cycle 23 Cycle 24
<X2 12 34 32 2
>=X2, <X3 14 8 4 0
>=X3 4 8 2 0
22, 16% (8/50) of the false alarms were from flares of class X3.0 or higher; in cycle
23 that percentage was just 5.3% (2/38).
5.4.2 Flare duration
Figure 5.12 shows histograms of the duration of those X class flares in time range
2 which produced SEPs (left, in blue) and which were false alarms (right, in red).
There is a contrast with Figure 5.7 in which it is shown that most (75% (30/40))
of the X class flare false alarms had a duration of less than 30 minutes. For the
false alarms over this longer time range, only 37% (44/120) had a duration of less
than 30 minutes; the majority (63.3% (76/120)) endured for longer (some very much
longer), and the reasons why this is the case are explored in Section 5.5.5.
5.4.3 Magnetic connection between the flare and the Earth’s
footpoint
Figure 5.13 presents histograms of ∆δ for western X class flares in time range 2.
Correctly forecast SEP events are shown in the left hand plot in blue, and the false
alarms in the right hand plot in red.
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Figure 5.12: Histograms of flare duration for X class flares in time range
2 which produced SEPs (left plot, in blue) and which were false alarms
(right plot, in red). Bin size is 30 minutes.
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Figure 5.13: Histograms of ∆δ for X class flares in time range 2 which
were correctly forecast by algorithm A.2 to produce SEPs (left plot, in
blue); A.2 false alarms (right plot, in red). Bin size is 10 degrees.
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For the SEP-producing events there does not appear to be any dependence upon
the value of ∆δ, but in the case of the false alarms there are the two peaks which can
also be seen in Figure 5.9. There is a very large over-abundance of false alarms with
negative values of ∆δ, and the reasons for this are also discussed in Section 5.5.5.
Figure 5.14 shows histograms for the longitudinal distribution of the algorithm’s
correctly forecast SEP events (top left, in blue), false alarms (top right, in red),
missed events (bottom left, in green), and all SEP events together (bottom right, in
blue and green). Again, there seems to be no longitudinal dependence for the false
alarms in this time range.
There is a similarity with Figure 5.10 in that there is a peak in the missed events
histogram around W70. It may be argued that there is a peak around W30 in the
“hits” histogram, and that consequently there are two peaks in the histogram which
shows all the SEP events, but if that be so, the peaks are not at all distinct.
Figure 5.15 is a plot of ∆δ versus time for SEP-producing western X class flares
(blue dots) and A.2 false alarms (red squares) in time range 2. In this plot, the size
of the marker is proportional to flare duration (ranging from 8 minutes to 8 hours
48 minutes). The dashed horizontal line is at 0◦; the vertical dashed lines represent
the boundaries between different solar cycles.
In cycles 21 and 22 the average duration for western X class flares which produced
SEPs was ∼136 minutes, and for false alarms was ∼85 minutes; for cycles 23 and
24 the averages were ∼47 minutes and ∼24 minutes respectively.
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Evaluation
Four different forecasting evaluation scores have been considered. Over time range 1
algorithm A.1 (based upon the observation of a western fast CME) performs better
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Figure 5.14: Histograms of heliographic longitude for X class flares in
time range 2 which produced SEPs (left plot, in blue) and which were
false alarms (right plot, in red). Bin size is 10 degrees.
than algorithm A.2 (based upon the observation of a western X class flare).
The BIAS score for algorithm A.1 (0.60) indicates that it under-estimates the
number of SEP events - indeed it forecasts just 52 events whereas in fact there were
79 SEP events from western origins. Algorithm A.2 has a BIAS score of exactly 1:
it forecast that there would be 79 SEP events, and there were exactly that number.
However this illustrates how reliance on the BIAS score may be misleading, as it
does not contain any information as to how many of the forecasts turned out to be
correct.
The two algorithms correctly forecast almost the same number of SEP events
(37 and 39 respectively) and hence have very similar POD scores. However, A.1 has
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Figure 5.15: Plot of ∆δ versus time for the algorithm A.2 over time
range 2. Blue dots represent the SEP events correctly forecast by the
algorithm, and red squares the false alarms. The size of the marker is
proportional to the duration of the flare: the range is from 8 minutes
to 8 hours 48 minutes. The dashed horizontal line is at 0◦; the vertical
dashed lines represent the boundaries between different solar cycles.
a much lower FAR (0.29 (15/52) as opposed to 0.51 (40/79) for A.2), and this is
reflected in the CSI, which suggests that A.1 performs better than A.2.
In time range 2, the FAR for A.2 is somewhat higher that obtained over time
range 1, and the reasons for this are considered in Section 5.5.5. Its POD score is
very similar to (albeit slightly higher than) that for time range 1, but because of the
increased number of false alarms the CSI, at 0.29, is lower than for time range 1.
5.5.2 Algorithms A.1 and A.2 together
Considering both algorithms together, the important points are:
• Of the 50 SEP-producing fast CMEs, 42 were from the front-side of the Sun
and all of these were associated with a flare.
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• Of the 45 X class flares which produced SEPs, all (barring 4 for which no data
were available) were associated with a CME.
These results suggest strongly that for a solar event to produce protons with an
energy of at least 40 MeV it needs to consist of both a flare and a CME.
Of course, such a result does not shed light on what the acceleration processes
might have been. It is, for example, possible that in all of these events it was a
CME-driven shock which accelerated the particles, and that the flare was simply a
by-product of the restructuring of the magnetic field. Similarly, it may be argued
that the acceleration had occurred in the flare, and the occurrence of the CME was
incidental.
Neither of those proposals seem attractive. If it really were the case that only a
CME or only a flare had accelerated the particles it must surely be expected that at
least one SEP-producing event which consisted of only one type of solar event might
have been found. The fact that there have been none is, it is submitted, indicative
of the fact that both types of event contribute to the acceleration and escape of the
particles. It was pointed out in Section 2.3 that conditions in the solar corona are
so complex that to expect one solution which covers all eventualities is unrealistic:
it seems likely that in each event a combination of acceleration processes is at work.
5.5.3 Algorithm A.1
The following main conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of the parameters
relating SEP-producing western fast CMEs with those which were false alarms:
• Many SEP events were produced by CMEs of a speed slower than vthr - in other
words, the algorithm misses a significant number of SEP events. Reducing the
threshold speed to produce an algorithm which catches these events will not,
however, improve the algorithm’s overall performance: whilst the number of
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missed events will certainly fall, the number of false alarms will increase. On
the other hand, increasing vthr results in a reduction in the number of false
alarms, but increases the number of missed SEP events.
• Nine of the 12 fast CMEs which were associated with a flare of class <M3 were
false alarms.
• CME width is an important parameter when considering the likelihood of
whether SEPs will be produced or not. The vast majority of SEP-producing
fast CMEs were seen as haloes, whereas fewer than 50% of the false alarms
were haloes. This result is consistent with the findings of Park et al. (2012)
who reported that solar events which had the highest probability of producing
10 MeV protons were full halo CMEs with a speed exceeding 1,500 km/s.
5.5.4 Algorithm A.2 in time range 1
The following main conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of the parameters
relating SEP-producing western X class flares with those which were false alarms:
• Many of the missed SEP events were produced by flares very close to the X
class threshold - in other words, the algorithm misses a significant number of
SEP events. However a reduction of the threshold to, say, M9 or M8, will
increase the false alarm ratio.
• X class flares which were not associated with a CME, or which were associated
with a CME of speed <500 km/s were all false alarms.
• Only 2 of the flares which were of class X3 or greater failed to produce SEPs.
The reasons why these intense flares were false alarms are examined in Sec-
tion 6.2.
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• The duration of the X class flare appears to be a parameter relevant to SEP
production. It has, however, previously been shown that there is an association
between long duration flares and CMEs (Yashiro et al. (2006)), and therefore
it may be said that the trend with duration may be connected with the fact
that large flares without CMEs are more likely to be false alarms. The longer
the flare, the more likely it is to have associated with it a CME.
It has already been seen that X class flares without a CME did not produce
SEPs, and so if a flare is short (and thus being less likely to be associated with
a CME) the less likely it is to produce SEPs. However, if only the 25 X class
flare false alarms which were associated with a CME are considered, 20 had
a duration of less than 30 minutes, 3 had a duration of between 30 minutes
and 1 hour, and only 2 lasted for more than 1 hour. This seems to counter
the argument that the dependence of SEP production upon flare duration is
simply a consequence of the flare’s association with a CME.
• The width of the flare’s associated CME is clearly also relevant. An X class
flare associated with a CME which is not a halo is much more likely to be a
false alarm.
• There is, however, possibly a peak in the histogram for correctly forecast SEP
events around W15, and certainly a peak around W70 in the histogram for
the missed events.
This suggests that the higher class flares are more likely to produce SEPs
between E20 and W30, and that it is lower class flares which are more likely
to produce SEPs from between W50 and W90. This result may be connected
to the distribution of the associated non-halo CMEs for the false alarms which
tended to occur between W40 and W90.
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5.5.5 Algorithm A.2 in time range 2
Time range 2 covers most of solar cycle 21, all of cycles 22 and 23, and half of
cycle 24. From the point of view of SEP production solar cycles 21 and 22 differ
significantly from cycles 23 and 24 in five respects.
• For cycle 23 there were 38 western X class flare false alarms and 34 SEP-
producing western X class flares; for cycle 24 the numbers (up to the end of
March 2013) were 2 and 5 respectively. On the other hand, in cycles 21 and
22 there were twice as many false alarms as western SEP-producing events.
• In cycles 23 and 24 a well magnetically-connected flare of class X2 or greater
was highly likely to produce SEPs, but in cycles 21 and 22 there was a much
greater chance that such flares would be false alarms.
• Figure 5.12 shows that there is a difference in the duration of X class flares
for events pre 1996 compared to events post 1996. In cycles 21 and 22 the
average duration of a western X class flare which failed to produce SEPs was
∼85 minutes, but in cycles 23 and 24 the average duration for false alarms
was ∼24 minutes. A similar difference can be seen in the duration of SEP-
producing X class flares. The results relating to flare duration presented in
Section 5.3.2 suggest that X class flares of short duration (<= 30 minutes) in
time range 1 had a high likelihood of being a false alarm; the duration of the
false alarm flares in the longer time range is greater (see Figure 5.12).
• In Figure 5.13 there is seen a very large peak of false alarms with values of ∆δ
around -20◦. In solar cycles 21, 23 and 24 there were almost equal numbers of
false alarms from each hemisphere. However, in cycle 22 there were 50 false
alarms, 40 of which occurred in the southern hemisphere.
The GOES flare dataset is derived from observations from different satellites, and
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it is possible that there may be instrumental reasons for these trends. Alternatively
it is possible that the effect may be due to real physical differences in solar activity.
There is certainly some question as to how well the data from the pre-GOES 8
satellites match those from GOES 8 and later. The information file for the GOES
X-ray Sensor Measurements1 begins with the warning that “for GOES 8-15, the
archived fluxes have had SWPC scaling factors applied”, although the document
goes on to say that “no adjustments are needed to use the GOES 8-15 fluxes to get
the traditional C, M, and X alert levels”.
Correspondence has been entered into with Dr Janet Machol at NCEI (who is
the author of that document), and she has given the assurance that an X class flare
which was reported pre-1996 has the same peak SXR flux as an X class flare reported
post 1996. It seems, therefore, that instrument change is not a contributory cause
of the differences.
Dr Machol is not aware, either, of any change in the way in which flare duration
has been calculated, and the website which sets out how that calculation is done2
does not give any indication that the definition is different now from previous times.
It seems as though this possibility, too, may be discounted.
At present, therefore, the causes of the observed patterns remain unclear.
All of the aforementioned analysis and results are included in Swalwell et al.
(2017a). This paper is included as Appendix F.
5.6 An improved SEP forecasting algorithm
It is possible to define a third SEP forecasting algorithm based upon the main
results:
A.3 A front-side CME with a reported speed of 1,500 km/s or faster and which is
1https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/satellite/goes/doc/GOES XRS readme.pdf
2https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/solar/solarflares.html
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Figure 5.16: The numbers of correctly forecast SEP events, false alarms
and SEP events which were not forecast for algorithm A.3 during time
range 1.
associated with a flare of class M3 or greater . . . , or
An X class flare which is associated with a CME of speed >500 km/s . . .
. . . which occurs west of E20 on the solar disc will result in an SEP event being
detected at Earth.
There were 71 such events in time range 1 and 70.4% (50/71) produced SEPs
at Earth. Thus the false alarm rate was 29.6% (21/71). Five of the SEP events
in this time range occurred during a period when there were no data from the
LASCO coronagraph, and so have been disregarded for the purposes of evaluating
this algorithm. Thus the algorithm missed 32.4% (24/74) of SEP events. Figure 5.16
(which is in the same format as Figure 5.1) illustrates these results.
For the purposes of the verification scores, only those SEP events which could
possibly have been forecast by this algorithm have been counted (i.e. 74 events), but
for comparison purposes the scores which would have resulted had all SEP events
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Table 5.3: A summary of the evaluation scores for algorithm A.3 in the
same format as Table 5.1.
Score type
Algorithm A.3
(time range 1)
BIAS 0.96 (0.83)
POD 0.68 (0.58)
FAR 0.30
CSI 0.53 (0.47)
been counted (i.e. 86 events) are shown in brackets.
The algorithm had a BIAS score of 0.96 (0.83), showing a slight tendency to
under-forecast events; the POD was 0.68 (0.58); the FAR was 0.30; and the CSI was
0.53 (0.47). All of these results are summarised in Table 5.3 (which is in the same
format as Table 5.1).
Thus the algorithm correctly forecasts a much higher number of SEP events than
either algorithm based upon the observation of simply one type of solar event, has a
FAR very similar to A.1, but it misses far fewer SEP events than either A.1 or A.2.
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Case studies
A number of the false alarms follow very large solar events, and it is a worthwhile
exercise to consider each of these with a view to reaching a better understanding of
why they failed to produce SEPs at Earth. In Section 6.1 the three events which
were false alarms according to both algorithms A.1 and A.2 are examined, and
Section 6.2 looks at the 2 false alarms which followed the flares of class X3.0 and
X6.2. Finally, by way of contrast, Section 6.3 examines the solar events which led
to the acceleration of particles to such high energies that their effects were detected
at ground level. Four of these events were also looked at by Swalwell et al. (2017b),
and that paper is reproduced as Appendix G.
6.1 False alarms common to both algorithms
The main details of the three solar events which were false alarms according to
both forecasting algorithms are set out in Table 6.1. Column 1 shows the date of
the event, column 2 the start time of the flare, column 3 its class, and column 4
its coordinates. Columns 5 and 6 give the time that the associated CME was first
reported and its speed respectively.
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Table 6.1: List of false alarms common to both forecasting algorithms.
Column 1 shows the date of the event, column 2 the start time of the
flare, column 3 its class, and column 4 its coordinates. Columns 5, 6,
and 7 give the time that the associated CME was first reported, its
speed, and its width respectively.
Date
Flare data CME data
Start
time
Class
Coordi-
nates
First
report
Speed
(km/s)
Width
(degrees)
1998-11-24 02:07 X1.0 S20W94 02:30 1,798 360
2003-03-18 11:51 X1.5 S15W46 12:30 1,601 209
2005-09-13 19:19 X1.5 S11E03 20:00 1,866 360
6.1.1 Event on 24 November 1998
The first of these events was an X1.0 flare which began at 02:07 on 24 November
1998, and which was associated with a CME of speed 1,798 km/s. It had a duration
of 30 minutes. The coordinates of the flare were not reported by the GOES SXR
flare list, and so have been estimated following the viewing of images obtained by
the SOHO EIT at 195A˚. It appears to be an event which occurred from just behind
the western limb, and, as not all of the flaring region is visible, it is possible that
the actual intensity of the flare may have been greater than X1.0.
In fact, this X class flare was the last in a series of 4 all from the same active
region. The others were: an X3.7 flare at 06:30 on 22 November which had a duration
of 19 minutes; an X2.5 flare at 16:10 on 22 November (22 minutes’ duration); an X2.2
flare at 06:28 on 23 November (30 minutes’ duration). Unfortunately it cannot be
known whether these three were associated with a CME as the LASCO coronagraphs
were not operational at the time. Only the first produced an SEP event in the 40 -
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80 MeV energy channel, and even that was extremely small.
The flare at 02:07 was clearly not confined given that it was accompanied by a
fast CME. Indeed, there is present only one of the factors identified in Section 5 as
likely to produce a false alarm - the flare was a short one, at 30 minutes (although
this is at the boundary of what might be considered “short”).
It is the case that the event occurred from just behind the limb, but in the
dataset there were 8 fast CMEs from behind the limb which produced SEPs, and
consequently this, too, may not provide a satisfactory explanation as to why it failed
to produce SEPs.
A possible answer may lie in Figure 6.1. This is a synoptic source surface map
of the type introduced in Section 2.7. In this plot, blue regions correspond to areas
of positive magnetic field and red regions to areas of negative magnetic field, and
they are separated by the thick black line which represents the HCS. The contours
are separated by ± 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 15.0 µT.
The Earth’s footpoint and central meridian were introduced in Section 2.5.1. The
solar wind speed at the time of this event was 495 km/s (data taken from https://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/omni min.html); thus the Earth’s footpoint was ∼50◦
to the west of the central meridian (see Equation 2.4). Its latitude, calculated using
the Python “sunpy.coordinates” module (Inglis et al. (2017)), was +1.7◦.
In Figure 6.1 the vertical purple line shows the position of the central meridian,
the green circle the Earth’s footpoint, and the yellow star the location of the flare
site. It should be noted that because of the time of the event and the site of the
flare, the plot was produced from data from the last half of Carrington rotation 1942
and the first half of Carrington rotation 1943.
It was said in Section 2.7 that according to models described by Battarbee et al.
(2017a) a current sheet between the flare site and the Earth’s footpoint may inhibit
particles crossing into regions of opposite polarity. For this event it does appear
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Figure 6.1: A synoptic source surface map for the 24 November 1998
event. Blue regions show areas of positive magnetic field and red regions
areas of negative magnetic field. The contours are separated by ± 0.5,
1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, and 15.0 µT. The vertical purple line is the position
of the central meridian, the green circle the Earth’s footpoint and the
yellow star the location of the flare site.
that the flare site and Earth footpoint are indeed on opposite sides of the HCS, and
this may have contributed to the fact that SEPs were not detected by the GOES
EPS. There are, however, three caveats to be entered:
• The model described by Battarbee et al. (2017a) is based upon a flat current
sheet. As can be seen from Figure 6.1 that is far from the case here.
• The source surface map may not truly represent the actual configuration at
the solar surface, and given that the Earth’s footpoint is shown to be relatively
close to the HCS it may be that in fact it was on the same side of it as the
flare.
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• There may be errors in the positioning of the markers: see the discussion in
Section 6.4.
Nevertheless, taking all of these factors together (the short duration of the flare,
the fact that the event occurred from behind the limb, and the fact that the flare
and Earth’s footpoint may not have been on the same side of the HCS) may explain
why this event was a false alarm.
6.1.2 Event on 18 March 2003
In many ways it is quite remarkable that the event of 18 March 2003 did not produce
particles. It was an X1.5 flare associated with a CME of speed 1,601 km/s, and it
was extremely well magnetically-connected to Earth having occurred at W46. The
event had been preceded by another X1.5 flare (which had begun at 18:50 on 17
March 2003) and which was associated with a CME of speed 1,020 km/s. That, too,
was a false alarm. At the time of this event the solar wind was very high at 817
km/s, leading to the Earth’s footpoint being ∼30◦ west of the central meridian; its
latitude was -7.1◦.
As can be seen from the synoptic source surface map shown in Figure 6.2, the
flare location and Earth’s footpoint were very close, and both were on the same side
of the HCS. The possible explanation for the 18 November 1998 event being a false
alarm cannot apply here.
There are, however, two features present which have been identified as being
likely to produce a false alarm: the CME was not a halo, and the flare was relatively
short at 29 minutes. It may be the case that these two factors together were sufficient
to result in the acceleration of so few particles as not to register in the GOES EPS.
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Figure 6.2: A synoptic source surface map for the 18 March 2003 event
in the same format as Figure 6.1.
6.1.3 Event on 13 September 2005
This event has none of the features previously identified as being likely to produce
a false alarm: the flare was intense (X1.5) and long (1 hour 38 minutes); the CME
was very fast (1,866 km/s) and a halo. However, in this instance it is instructive to
look at the plots of the SXR flux and the energetic proton flux. They are shown
in Figure 6.3: in this plot the red curve is the SXR flux, and the orange and blue
curves are the fluxes of protons in the 9 - 15 MeV and 40 - 80 MeV energy channels
respectively.
It can be seen that the X1.5 flare which has been treated as a false alarm was
followed only four hours later by a flare of class X1.7. This second flare was much
shorter than the first (it endured for just 15 minutes); it was associated with a
CME reported to have a speed of 999 km/s and a width of 170◦. The (small) rise
in flux in the 40 - 80 MeV energy channel follows that second flare and CME, and
consequently it has been those events which have been treated as the ones which
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Figure 6.3: The energetic proton and SXR flux for the 13 September
2005 event. The red curve is the SXR flux from the GOES 1 - 8 A˚
channel, the orange curve the flux of protons in the 9 - 15 MeV energy
channel, and the blue curve the flux of protons in the 40 - 80 MeV
energy channel.
produced the particles.
Based on the >40 MeV data the first event was classed as a false alarm, but,
given that there were two X class flares and the particle signatures are unclear (See
Figure 6.3), there is some ambiguity as to this association.
The synoptic source surface map for the events is shown in Figure 6.4. The solar
wind speed was 666 km/s, and so the Earth’s footpoint was ∼37◦ west of the central
meridian; its latitude was +7.2◦. Even taking into account the possible errors in
the map and in the positioning of the symbols, it is very likely that the site of the
flare and the Earth’s footpoint were on opposite sides of the HCS. The fact of the
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Figure 6.4: A synoptic source surface map for the 13 September 2005
event in the same format as Figure 6.1.
matter is that some particles did arrive at Earth (whether as a result of the first
event or the second, or both) and consequently there is some evidence here that the
HCS was crossed, although (given that the SEP event was very small) it may well
have been a significant inhibiting factor.
6.2 Intense flare false alarms
There were two flares of class X3.0 or greater in time range 1 which failed to produce
SEPs at Earth. They were an X3.0 which occurred on 15 July 2002, and an X6.2
flare which occurred on 13 December 2001. Both were associated with a halo CME.
How is it, then, that neither produced particles at Earth?
There are a number of possible reasons. First, whilst the CMEs were haloes,
neither was particularly fast: for the X3.0 flare the speed was 1,151 km/s; for the
X6.2 flare the speed was 864 km/s. Secondly, both flares were very short - each was
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reported to have a duration of just 15 minutes. Thirdly, both were on the edge of
the region of good magnetic connectivity to Earth: the X3.0 flare had coordinates
of N19W01, and the X6.2 flare coordinates of N16E09.
It may be that it is the combination of these three factors taken together which
may go some way to explaining why these very intense flares were false alarms.
6.3 The ground level enhancement of 17 May 2012
Finally, it is interesting to consider a solar event which was not a false alarm, but
which produced particles of such energy that their effects were detected in neu-
tron detectors at ground level. Such events are called “ground level enhancements”
(GLEs) and are relatively rare: this one, which occurred on 17 May 2012, was the
71st such event since the 1940s.
The parent solar event was a class M5.1 flare which occurred at N11W76 and
which endured for 49 minutes. It was associated, according to CDAW, with a CME
which had a reported speed of 1,582 km/s. It is notable that the flare was relatively
small for an event which produced particles of such energies, although it was not a
short duration flare, and it was above the threshold of M3; as might be expected for
an SEP producing event, CDAW reported the CME to be a halo.
The synoptic source surface map for the event (in the same format as that in
Figure 6.1) is shown in Figure 6.5. At the time of the flare the solar wind speed was
366 km/s meaning that the Earth’s footpoint was ∼67◦ west of the central meridian.
The solar event and Earth were well magnetically-connected and both the flare and
the Earth’s footpoint were on the same side of the HCS.
This event occurred at a time when it was possible to observe it not only by
the LASCO coronagraphs, but also by the coronagraphs on board STEREO-A and
STEREO-B. Shen et al. (2013) used observations from each of these instruments
and were able to identify not one but two separate eruptions which produced two
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Figure 6.5: A synoptic source surface map for the 17 May 2012 ground
level enhancement event in the same format as Figure 6.1.
separate CMEs within about two minutes of each other. Li et al. (2012) have
suggested that more efficient particle acceleration may occur if two CMEs erupt in
sequence from the same active region during a short period of time. Furthermore,
Firoz et al. (2015) reported that, whilst the CME-driven shock may have played the
leading roˆle in accelerating the particles, components of the preceding flare may also
have contributed to the shock. Both of these factors may therefore have played a
part in the acceleration of the particles.
It was also possible to measure the effects of these solar events by instruments
on widely separated spacecraft within the inner heliosphere. Energetic particle data
from STEREO-A, STEREO-B, SOHO, and GOES (which were all located at about
1au), together with data from the MErcury Surface, Space Environment, Geochem-
istry and Ranging (MESSENGER) neutron spectrometer (Lawrence et al. (2016))
and the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD)
(Hassler et al. (2012)) were examined by Battarbee et al. (2017c). The author
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Figure 6.6: Relative locations of the Earth and different spacecraft
at the time of an SEP event which occurred on 17 May 2012. The
direction of the CME is shown by the arrow. Taken from Battarbee
et al. (2017c)
of this thesis was involved in the collaboration which resulted in this paper, and
provided information on the solar eruptive events associated with this and several
other events where enhanced proton fluxes were detected by MSL/RAD. The paper
is reproduced as Appendix H.
The relative locations of the various spacecraft at the time of the event are shown
in Figure 6.6, and the direction of the CME is shown by the arrow. Figure 6.7 shows
the proton intensities as recorded by each instrument.
It is to be noted that there was an enhancement in proton flux observed by all the
spacecraft even though they were widely separated in longitude. The two spacecraft
which observed the solar event as an eastern one (STEREO-A and MESSENGER)
see a slow rise in flux, whereas the well-connected spacecraft see a sharp rise, as may
be expected.
On each plot is marked a green vertical line which marks the start of the SEP
event, whilst the grey vertical lines indicate possible ESP events (see Section 2.5.2).
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Figure 6.7: Energetic particle intensities for an event which oc-
curred on 17 May 2012 as observed by several different spacecraft.
Taken from Battarbee et al. (2017c)
6.4 Discussion
As an aid to reaching an understanding as to why some of the most energetic solar
events were false alarms, synoptic source surface maps have been examined. Some
caution needs to be exercised when considering these maps.
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The position of the Earth’s footpoint relative to the central meridian is calculated
from the measurement of the strength of the solar wind (Equation 2.4) on the basis
of a field line following an ideal Parker spiral. Solar wind speed has been taken from
the Goddard Space Flight Center’s Omniweb website which provides data from
instruments on board several different spacecraft, but there is no estimate of error
provided.
It is sometimes the case that there is no reported value for solar wind speed
for considerable periods of time (occasionally for many days) and in these instances
an estimate of solar wind speed (usually taken to be ∼500 km/s) has to be used.
Additionally, as was seen in Section 2.6.2, magnetic field lines are likely to be dis-
rupted, which in this context means that the Earth’s footpoint may actually be some
distance from its calculated position - see e.g. Ippolito et al. (2005).
It is consequently the case that that there is likely to be an error in the calculation
of the position of the Earth’s footpoint, although it is difficult to quantify the extent
of that uncertainty.
Apart from the difficulties in determining the Earth’s footpoint, SEP events
usually occur when the Sun is at its most active, and therefore when the magnetic
field is at its most changeable. The result is that the HCS is likely to be extremely
complex, and determination of its exact position relative to the Earth’s footpoint
and flare site is also subject to some uncertainty.
Additional work needs to be undertaken to quantify the uncertainties involved
in using synoptic source surface maps, but on the basis of these case studies it is
suggested that there is at least some evidence to support the contention that a
current sheet may inhibit particles crossing from a region of one magnetic polarity
to another.
The case studies do illustrate the difficulties inherent in the forecasting of SEP
events. There were 3 events which were false alarms according to both forecasting
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algorithms A.1 and A.2, and the reasons why each was a false alarm may be different
in each case.
For the first there were 3 inhibiting factors to the arrival of SEPs at Earth: it
was a short duration flare; there was relatively poor magnetic connectivity; and
the flare and Earth’s footpoint were probably on opposite sides of the HCS. For
the second, the events were well magnetically-connected to Earth and the Earth’s
footpoint was on the same side of the HCS as the flare. However the flare was short
and the CME not a halo. The third was the most complicated of all, with two X
class flares in quick succession with the result that it is very difficult to disentangle
the events. Whilst a small enhancement in proton flux was seen after the second
of the flares, the fact that the events were on the opposite side of the HCS to the
Earth’s footpoint may well have been a significant inhibiting factor to SEP arrival
at Earth.
For the intense flare false alarms, both were associated with relatively slow CMEs,
both flares were short, and both were on the edge of good magnetic-connectivity.
The combination of these three factors together may explain why the events failed
to produce SEPs at Earth.
Finally the GLE of 17 May 2012 provides an interesting contrast. In this other-
wise fairly unremarkable solar event several factors favourable to SEP acceleration
and propagation occurred together: the flare, whilst modest at class M5.1, endured
for a relatively long time and may have contributed to the shock process; there were
two separate CMEs within a very short space of time resulting in more efficient
acceleration of the particles; at least one of those CMEs was reported to be a halo;
and the solar events and the Earth’s footpoint were on the same side of the HCS.
The result was to accelerate particles to such high energies that it was possible to
detect them in neutron monitors at ground level.
It is interesting to note that following this event SEPs were detected not only
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at Earth, but by widely separated spacecraft. The profiles of the energetic proton
flux as measured by the different instruments are very much as might have been
expected from the points made in Section 2.5.2 and Figure 2.7.
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SPARX validation
Up to this point, the forecasting algorithms which have been considered are simple
empirical algorithms based upon the observation of a particular type of solar event.
However there are, as was mentioned in Section 1.7, other methods of forecasting
the arrival of SEPs. In particular, there is a number of physics-based space weather
forecasting tools. In this section such a tool, SPARX, which was developed at the
University of Central Lancashire, is described. The database of flares and SEP
events obtained for this thesis has been used to evaluate the performance of the
model. The results of this evaluation are included in Dalla et al. (2017b) which is
reproduced as Appendix I.
7.1 Description of the SPARX model
The Solar Particle Radiation SWx (SPARX) is a fully 3-D physics-based model for
simulating SEP propagation for Space Weather forecasting purposes (Marsh et al.
(2015)). The model takes a full-orbit test particle approach. In the simulation large
numbers of particles are injected instantaneously at 2R from an extended region
consisting of “tiles” with a size of 6◦ × 6◦ (or any multiple thereof). This aims
to represent a CME-driven shock in the corona. Particle velocities are randomly
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distributed in a semi-hemisphere and in a direction outwards from the Sun. The
particles are injected with a power law energy spectrum E−γ (where γ can be chosen)
over an energy range of 10 - 400 MeV.
The model takes into account turbulence in the heliosphere by the introduction of
scattering which is isotropic in velocity space. The level of scattering is determined
by a chosen mean free path, λ. For each particle, its equation of motion is integrated
up to a scattering event at which point the direction of the particle’s velocity vector
is changed randomly, and then the integration proceeds until the next scattering
(Marsh et al. (2013)).
The time when a particle crosses a sphere at 1au is recorded and output, as is its
longitude, latitude, kinetic energy, and pitch angle; this output may then be used to
produce a profile of the particle flux which would have been observed by a spacecraft
situated at 1au.
Results from the model show that, especially in the case of partially ionised heavy
ions and protons at the high end of the SEP energy range, drifts have an important
roˆle to play in particle propagation (Marsh et al. (2013)). This has the additional
effect of strongly decelerating particles (Dalla et al. (2015)) meaning that a particle
may arrive at 1au with much less energy than when it left the Sun. SPARX naturally
takes this deceleration into account.
A user may input the location of a given event manually, but SPARX may
also be used in the context of real-time space weather forecasting. The “COronal
Mass Ejections and Solar Energetic Particles: forecasting the space weather impact”
(COMESEP) project developed a space weather alert system which runs without
human intervention, and which uses the output of SPARX. A forecast is currently
triggered by the real-time observation of a flare by the Flaremail tool1, and the time
of the particle injection is taken to be that of the flare’s peak emission in SXR. Data
1sidc.oma.be/products/flaremail
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for the speed of CMEs is not easily available over real-time forecasting timescales,
and therefore within the present version of SPARX only flare information is input
to the model.
Because it is computationally impractical to run SPARX each time an event
is detected, a database of results obtained by using various injection locations has
been generated, and this database may then be queried in near-real time, and the
required tiles are combined to simulate a large extended region of particle injection.
7.2 Methodology
The aim was to evaluate the performance of the SPARX model by running it over a
historical dataset of flares, and comparing SPARX forecasts with GOES EPS data
so as to assess how well the predictions matched the observed events. Flare data
were taken from the GOES SXR Flare List. As a basis for the validation 125 X
class flares which had occurred between 1 September 1997 and 30 April 2017 were
examined. It should be noted that a further 36 X class flares had to be disregarded
either because there were available no GOES data for proton flux, or because it was
impossible to determine whether the flare had produced SEPs due to the GOES
EPS still recording an enhancement from a previous event.
For the purposes of this evaluation, two different definitions of SEP event have
been adopted:
1. >10 MeV proton flux exceeds a threshold, Ithr = 10 particle flux units (pfu)
i.e. 10 particles cm−2 s−1 sr−1
2. >10 MeV proton flux exceeds a threshold, Ithr = 1 pfu.
The first definition matches that used by NOAA and the second is examined
with a view to discovering whether SPARX performs better for the higher or lower
energy events.
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For the SEP data, plots of integrated > 10 MeV proton flux (as measured by
the GOES EPS instruments) were downloaded from https://solarmonitor.org and
estimates of SEP onset and peak times were made visually. If there were two peaks
in SEP data the second of which was likely to have resulted from the passing of a
shock, then it was the higher of the two peaks which has been noted.
SPARX was run manually for each of the 125 X class flares and the output noted
for (inter alia) (a) the peak in >10 MeV proton flux and (b) the time between the
flare peak and the SEP peak. The output from SPARX produces a value for proton
flux in every case: if that forecast was greater than Ithr, then this was treated as a
forecast of an SEP event; if the forecast was that the flare would produce a flux less
than Ithr then this was treated as a negative forecast.
Consequently, if SPARX forecast a proton flux > Ithr but in fact there was no
enhancement in the GOES data which passed Ithr, then this was treated as a false
alarm; on the other hand, if SPARX forecast a proton flux < Ithr but in fact there
was a GOES enhancement which passed Ithr, then this was treated as a missed event.
There are, of course, other “misses”, i.e. SEP events which followed flares of a lower
class and / or CMEs, but as these events could not have been forecast by SPARX
they have not been included in the validation scores. Had they been included, the
false alarm ratio would be unaffected, but all the other scores would change (albeit
not to any great degree).
7.3 Validation
Using a value for Ithr of 10 pfu, there were 40 SEP events resulting from X class
flares in the time period under investigation. SPARX correctly forecast 20 of these
events, produced 27 false alarms, missed 20 of the SEP events, and correctly forecast
that 58 of the X class flares would not produce SEPs. A contingency table for the
SPARX forecasts, summarising these results, is shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Contingency table for SPARX forecasts for X class flares
between 1 September 1997 and 30 April 2017 which exceed the SEP
threshold, Ithr =10 pfu.
Observed
Yes No Total
Forecast
Yes hits = 20 false alarms = 27 47
No misses = 20 correct negatives = 58 78
Total 40 85 125
For Ithr = 1 pfu, there were 52 SEP events. For this threshold SPARX produced
40 hits and 31 false alarms. It missed 12 of the SEP events, and correctly forecast
that 42 of the X class flares would not produce SEPs. A contingency table for these
results, is shown in Table 7.2.
Section 4.7 introduced a number of verification scores for forecasting algorithms.
Using X class flares as the selection criterion for the forecast and a value of Ithr =
>10 pfu, for the SPARX model the BIAS score was 1.18, the POD score was 0.50,
the FAR was 0.57, and the CSI was 0.30. For Ithr = >1 pfu the BIAS score was 1.37,
the POD score was 0.77, the FAR was 0.44, and the CSI was 0.48. These results
are summarised in Table 7.3.
For both SEP thresholds the BIAS score shows that SPARX has a tendency to
over-forecast SEP events. It performs rather better with a threshold of Ithr >1 pfu
than Ithr >10 pfu: the POD and CSI scores are both higher, and the FAR lower.
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Table 7.2: Contingency table for SPARX forecasts for X class flares
between 1 September 1997 and 30 April 2017 which exceed the SEP
threshold, Ithr =1 pfu.
Observed
Yes No Total
Forecast
Yes hits = 40 false alarms = 31 71
No misses = 12 correct negatives = 42 54
Total 52 73 125
Table 7.3: Forecast verification scores for the SPARX SEP simu-
lation. Column 1 gives the score type, and columns 2 and 3 the
scores for the SPARX simulation for Ithr = 10 pfu and Ithr = 1 pfu
respectively.
Score type
SPARX
(Ithr = 10 pfu)
SPARX
(Ithr = 1 pfu)
BIAS 1.18 1.37
POD 0.50 0.77
FAR 0.57 0.44
CSI 0.30 0.48
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7.4 Discussion of the SPARX forecasts
Figure 7.1 is a plot for the 40 X class flares which were forecast by SPARX to produce
an SEP event in excess of the 1 pfu threshold. The x-axis is the observed peak in
>10 MeV proton flux as measured by the GOES EPS, and the y-axis the peak flux
as forecast by the SPARX model. In the plot, the colour of the marker represents the
longitude of the flare site; for ease of identification, the different colours represent
different 20◦ bins. The dotted blue line shows the 1:1 correlation between SPARX
forecast and actual observation.
There are relatively few events which appear close to the 1:1 correlation. The
SPARX forecasts almost appear in horizontal bands across the plot: events with
a longitude >W50 tend to be forecast to have a peak flux of about 100 pfu or
higher. Events from between ∼W10 and ∼W50 are often forecast to have a peak
flux between about 10 and 100 pfu; and those events from between ∼E10 and ∼W10
tend to be forecast to have a peak flux between about 1 and 10 pfu. Only 2 events
which occurred east of E10 were forecast to have a peak flux exceeding the Ithr = 1
pfu threshold.
The reason for this distribution is the way in which SPARX makes its forecasts,
and this is best explained by reference to Figure 7.2. In this plot peak proton flux
is plotted against heliographic longitude: green dots show the observed SEP events,
blue dots the correct SPARX forecasts and red dots the SPARX false alarms (Ithr =
1 pfu).
It is clear from Figure 7.2 that SPARX forecasts that the best magnetically-
connected events (i.e. those events between about W20 and W70) will produce
SEPs with a peak flux of ∼100 pfu (or possibly ∼1,000 pfu for events between W50
and W70). Events west of ∼W70 are forecast to have lower peak flux.
For events which occur east of ∼W20 there is a rapid fall of forecast peak flux.
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Figure 7.1: Peak flux of>10 MeV protons as forecast by the SPARX
model versus observed peak >10 MeV proton flux as measured
by the GOES EPS for the 40 X class flares which were correctly
forecast by SPARX to produce an SEP event exceeding 1 pfu. The
colour of the marker represents the longitude of the flare site. The
blue dotted line is the 1:1 correlation between SPARX forecast and
actual observation.
These events are less well magnetically-connected to Earth, but particles are never-
theless forecast by SPARX to arrive at Earth as a result of the effects of co-rotation
and particle drift. The result is that SPARX forecasts that very few events which
occur east of ∼W10 will produce a peak proton flux in excess of the NOAA 10
pfu threshold. Events between ∼W10 and ∼E25 are usually forecast by SPARX to
produce a small SEP event, and events east of ∼E25 are forecast not to produce
any enhancement (above the Ithr = 1 pfu threshold) of energetic protons.
Figure 7.2 may also go some way to explaining why SPARX performs better
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Figure 7.2: Peak proton flux plotted against heliographic longi-
tude for observed SEP events (green dots), SPARX correct fore-
casts (blue dots) and SPARX false alarms (red dots) for Ithr = 1
pfu. The purple horizontal dotted line is the 10 pfu threshold.
with a lower SEP event threshold. As can be seen by the green dots, there is a
considerable number of observed >10 pfu SEP events which occur from longitudes
east of W20, but because of the way the SPARX simulation is set up, very few of
these events are forecast to reach fluxes in excess of the 10 pfu threshold. Essentially
this means that almost all >10 MeV SEP events which occur from longitudes east
of W20 are missed by SPARX.
Solar events which occur between ∼E25 and ∼W20 generally are forecast by
SPARX to produce a small SEP event (i.e. above the 1 pfu threshold but below the
10 pfu threshold). Thus these SEP events are less likely to be missed if the >1 pfu
threshold is adopted.
A direct comparison between the accuracy of the SPARX forecasts and that of the
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three of the simple forecasting algorithms considered in Chapter 5 must be treated
with caution because of the different definitions of “SEP event”. Different proton
energies are considered, and there are different methods employed for determining
the occurrence of an SEP event.
That caveat having been entered, a comparison of Table 7.3 with Table 5.1
suggests that with a value of Ithr of 10 pfu SPARX performs less well than all three
of the algorithms, but that with a value of Ithr of 1 pfu it has a better CSI score than
both A.1 and A.2. There are at least two reasons for its relatively poor performance
using the 10 pfu threshold.
First, by design, SPARX does not use CME data. It was always intended that
SPARX would be used as an operational tool and real-time CME data are not
available. As has been seen, forecasting SEP events based upon the observation of
only one type of solar event is likely to be less accurate than using parameters of
both flares and CMEs. In fact, the verification scores for SPARX with Ithr equal to
10 pfu are broadly similar to those of algorithm A.2 (which also uses only flare data
to make its forecasts).
Secondly, SPARX is in its early days of development, and the models of SEP
propagation which it uses are constantly being improved. Following on from the
flat current sheet model described by Battarbee et al. (2017a), SEP propagation in
the presence of a “wavy” current sheet has now been modelled (Battarbee et al.
(2017b)) and the results will be included into future versions of SPARX. Improved
models will lead to improved forecasting, and the verification of SPARX which has
been carried out in this work serves only as a benchmark against which later versions
of the simulation can be tested.
Figure 7.3 is a plot of the 52 X class flares which were observed to produce SEPs
exceeding the 1 pfu threshold. On the x-axis is plotted the time interval (in hours)
between peak flare SXR intensity and the peak of >10 MeV proton flux as observed
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Figure 7.3: Time interval in hours between flare peak SXR flux
and >10 MeV proton flux as forecast by SPARX versus flare peak
SXR flux and observed >10 MeV proton flux for the 52 X class
flares which produced an SEP event exceeding 1 pfu. The colour of
the marker represents the longitude of the flare site, and the blue
dotted line is the 1:1 correlation.
by the GOES EPS. On the y-axis is the time interval between peak flare SXR flux
and the peak of >10 MeV proton flux as forecast by SPARX. In this plot also, the
longitude of the flare site is represented by the colour of the marker in bins 20◦ wide,
and the blue dotted line represents a 1:1 correlation.
There is a considerable population of magnetically well-connected events which
SPARX forecasts to produce an SEP event which reaches its peak within an hour
of the peak of the flare. For all but one of these events, these are under-estimates
of the time it actually took for the SEP event to reach its peak. There is a separate
band of events from a longitude exceeding ∼70◦ which SPARX forecasts would reach
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their peak in ∼40 hours, whereas in fact these events in general took less than ∼10
hours. This trend of SPARX over-estimating the time that it took for an SEP event
to reach its peak continues for less well magnetically-connected events.
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Conclusions
8.1 SEP forecasting
In 2011 for the first time the UK government added severe solar storms to the
National Risk Register of Civil Emergencies. In 2013 the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills made available the sum of £4.6 million for the establishment
of an operational space weather prediction centre in the UK. The consequence was
the creation of the Met Office Space Weather Operations Centre (MOSWOC) in
Exeter.
For the reasons which were expounded in Section 1.1, accurate space weather
forecasting, including the forecasting of SEP events, is vital. MOSWOC issues daily
space weather forecasts to, amongst others, the armed forces, the electricity industry,
satellite operators, and the aviation industry.
Space weather forecasting, of course, is not simply a UK enterprise. There are
now many countries which have their own space weather services including Aus-
tralia, China, Indonesia, Belgium, Brazil, and Canada. The International Space
Environment Service has been involved in the international coordination of space
weather services since the 1960s and now has 16 Regional Warning Centres around
the globe, of which MOSWOC is one.
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The American equivalent of MOSWOC, the Space Weather Prediction Centre
(SWPC) which is based in Boulder, Colorado, also provides space weather forecasts
to similar interested parties. The U.S Federal Aviation Administration takes the
space weather predictions issued by SWPC very seriously: it will divert flights which
are planned to follow polar route on the basis of a warning that space weather will
interfere with high-frequency communications. Estimated costs of such a diversion
may be as high as $100,000 per flight. Thus each false alarm may bring with it a
high financial cost.
It is expected that this large sample study will provide useful information to
aid the understanding of the acceleration processes behind, and the interplanetary
propagation of, SEPs. Understanding the reasons why some large solar events fail
to produce SEPs at Earth will result in improved forecasting algorithms and reduce
false alarm rates.
8.2 Overview
The basic particle acceleration mechanisms which are described in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 may all have a roˆle to play to some degree or other. Determining which
were dominant in any one solar event, however, is not easy because each may occur
in close temporal connection with the other.
The picture is further complicated by the question as to whether or not the
particles have access to open magnetic field lines, and therefore whether they are
able to escape into interplanetary space, as described in Section 2.4.
Should they escape, SEPs broadly travel along magnetic field lines (Section 2.5),
but the actual path taken by SEPs may be affected by several factors, including the
meandering of the field lines and particle drift (Section 2.6).
Within this complex picture of particle acceleration, escape, and propagation,
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there is the enigma of the false alarm. Why is it that some very well magnetically-
connected solar events, which clearly have released large amounts of stored energy
by a magnetic reconnection event in a flare, by the ejection of significant amounts
of mass at high speed, or by both, produce no SEPs at Earth? Reaching an under-
standing as to why some solar events fail to produce SEPs will ultimately produce
better modelling and more accurate forecasts.
This work analyses these events by formulating a robust definition of a “false
alarm”. Two simple SEP forecasting algorithms were applied to historical data sets,
and lists of the false alarms they generate have been derived. The performance of
the forecasting algorithms was validated using a number of standard verification
scores with a view to monitoring their performance, and providing a method of
determining whether and by how much they may be improved.
The parameters of the false alarms were then compared with those of the solar
events which did produce SEPs at Earth so as to determine which are important to
SEP production. A number of very high-energy false alarms were studied individ-
ually with a view to determining whether the reasons why they failed to produce
SEPs could be determined. Additionally, an event which produced particles of such
high energy that they were detected on the ground was also examined.
Finally a validation of the SPARX SEP simulation was carried out using standard
verification scores; the forecast peak flux was compared to observed peak flux, and
the forecast time to peak flux was also compared to observation.
The lists of the false alarms which have been derived are made available for
further study. It is hoped that they will be useful to others in the field.
8.3 Results summary
The main results found by this work are as follows:
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• A forecasting algorithm based solely upon the observation of a well-connected
fast CME has a relatively low false alarm ratio, but misses a significant number
of SEP events; an algorithm based solely upon the observation of a well-
connected X class flare has a higher false alarm ratio, and misses a similar
number of SEP events.
• A forecasting algorithm which is based upon the parameters of both CMEs
and flares performs better than one which is based upon the parameters of
just one type of solar event.
• Many of the fast CME false alarms were associated with flares of class lower
than M3. All of the front-side CMEs which produced SEPs were associated
with a flare. CME width is important to SEP production, in that if a fast
CME was not reported to be a halo, then it was more likely to be a false
alarm. X class flares which were not associated with a CME, or which were
associated with a CME slower than 500 km/s were all false alarms. The width
of the flare’s associated CME is also important: those associated with a CME
which was not reported to be a halo were more likely to be false alarms. In
time range 1 the duration of an X class flare was an important factor in SEP
production.
• There was a trend for X class flares prior to 1996 to have a longer duration
than those post 1996. It is suspected that this may be due either to the
use of different instrumentation, or to a different method of determining flare
duration.
• Investigation of the case studies suggests that for accurate forecasting of SEPs
it may not be sufficient simply to consider the accelerating events, but that
the location of the heliospheric current sheet relative to the site of the solar
event and the Earth’s footpoint may be of relevance.
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• The evaluation of the SPARX simulation sets a benchmark against which
future versions of model can be tested. Currently SPARX tends to under-
forecast SEP peak flux. There is also a number of very well magnetically
connected events which SPARX suggests will produce SEPs within an hour,
but which do not in fact reach their peak until much later.
8.4 Further work
There are several different avenues open to further exploration.
• This work has concentrated on energetic protons, but protons are only one of
many species of particle which make up an SEP event. However particle drift,
which was introduced in Section 2.6.2, is particularly strong for SEP heavy
ions as a result of them having a large mass to charge ratio (they will have
been partially ionised at the Sun).
It may be that particle drift is an important phenomenon in determining
whether or not these heavy ions arrive at Earth. Carrying out an analysis
similar to the one described in this thesis for heavy ions will shed light on just
how important drift is for such particles. For similar reasons, it may also prove
enlightening to consider very high energy protons, in, say, the GOES 100 - 900
MeV energy channel.
• The forecasting algorithms considered in this work produce a purely binary
outcome: will this solar event produce particles or not? This is not, however,
the question posed by many forecasters today. The preference is for “proba-
bilistic” forecasts: what is the probability that this solar event will produce
particles? Algorithms which seek to answer this question are likely to prove
useful, and it may be possible to improve the forecasting algorithms discussed
in this work were they to be rephrased as a probabilistic forecast.
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It may be possible to achieve this by employing a method akin to the Drake
Equation. Each term of the equation may be based upon the importance
which different parameters of solar events have to SEP production: for example
good magnetic connectivity would lead to a high probability of SEPs being
detected; the lower the class of the flare would reduce that probability; the
higher the speed of the associated CME would increase the probability, and so
on. This type of method is highly amenable to machine learning. The relative
importance of each parameter may be adjusted as the amount of available data
increases.
Similarly, the SPARX simulation output is an estimate of the peak flux of >10
MeV protons, but this is a definite forecast: no attempt is made to assess how
likely a solar event will produce SEPs. SPARX is, primarily, a simulation of
how particles behave, but if it is to be used for forecasting purposes then it
may be appropriate to phrase its output as a probability of SEP arrival at a
given location.
• In their work on real-time SEP forecasting using the K-cor coronagraph at the
Mauna Loa Solar Observatory in Hawaii, St. Cyr et al. (2017) express in their
conclusions some optimism as to the levels of success enjoyed by automatic
CME detection systems. However, in the light of Section 3.4 and Appendix A,
that optimism is not shared: there are simply too many differences between
the results produced by the automated systems to know which are reliable.
That said, the detection algorithms will surely improve with time.
This work has based its conclusions upon the CDAW CME catalogue. It would
be interesting to investigate whether different conclusions would be reached
by using data from different catalogues.
The first of the suggestions will lead to a better understanding of the physics
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behind the acceleration, escape and propagation of energetic particles. Three-
dimensional modelling of SEPs, which, as was seen in Section 2.6.2, must be the
most promising way forward, will only improve when the processes involved in par-
ticle drift and deceleration are fully taken into account. Robust information as to
how drift may affect the arrival of heavy-ions and high-energy protons at Earth will
provide information useful to those involved in modelling SEPs.
The second and third suggestions are important for SEP forecasting purposes.
Probabilistic forecasting is now the norm, and finding a way of describing forecasts
as a probability is essential. But equally important from a real-time forecasting
point of view is gaining an understanding of false alarm rates if the automated
CME detection systems were to be used.
It has been shown in this work that if SEP forecasting algorithms based upon the
observation of a solar event are to be improved, the parameters of both flares and
CMEs need to be taken into account. This demands accurate data relating to CMEs
being available in real-time, and consequent reliance on the automatic detection of
CMEs. For SEP forecasting purposes, research into the numbers of false alarms and
missed events generated by algorithms using these systems is vital.
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Appendix A
Choice of CME and flare
catalogues
This work is aimed at discovering which of the parameters of solar events discussed
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are important in SEP production. However it was also
mentioned that there are different ways of measuring these parameters, and that
there are a number of different catalogues of the different types of solar event which
include values for these parameters. Consequently a decision had to be made as
to which of the catalogues and SEP data should be used as a basis for this study.
In Section A.1 the various CME catalogues are discussed, the flare catalogues in
Section A.2, and SEP data in Section A.3.
A.1 CME catalogues
Typically each CME catalogue publishes data on, inter alia, the parameters mention
in Section 3.1, although the method employed to derive the values for each of these
parameters is usually not the same. Richardson et al. (2015) made a comparison
of CME speed and width as reported in all four catalogues in respect of 145 CMEs
which were said to be associated with enhancements at Earth of 25 MeV proton flux,
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and reported that the published parameters can differ significantly from catalogue to
catalogue. Hess and Colaninno (2017) compared the automated detection systems
and concluded that, whilst they are well-correlated with each other when considering
CME detection, “the other statistics should be used with caution”.
In order to establish which of the catalogues should be used to provide data for
this work, an investigation was carried out with a view to discovering exactly how
the parameters published in the catalogues differed from one another. The CORIMP
catalogue had to be excluded from this analysis as the website does not publish their
data in a suitable format.
For the three remaining catalogues, all published data between 17 May 1997 and
31 March 2013, and henceforth it is this time period which is considered. In that time
CACTus reported 13,889 CMEs, SEEDS 36,028, and CDAW 19,960. However, it is
known that the automatic detection systems may confuse small-scale outflows with
CMEs, and so, in order to avoid this confusion, events which have a reported width
equal to or less than 20◦ have been excluded. This approach is consistent with that
adopted by Hess and Colaninno (2017). Applying this razor reduces the numbers of
CMEs reported by each catalogue to 7,528, 14,372 and 13,566 respectively.
A.1.1 Speed
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the various catalogues publish different estimates of
CME speed. Both SEEDS and CDAW give a value based upon a linear fit to height-
time measurements, and so it is these values which have been chosen as a basis for
comparison. For the data from the CACTus catalogue, the maximum velocity value
has been used (and wherever henceforth the CACTus speed is referred to, it is this
maximum velocity which is intended).
Table A.1 summarises the number of CMEs reported by each catalogue which
have a width greater than 20◦, and gives the average speed of those CMEs together
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Table A.1: Table comparing CME speeds as reported by the 3
catalogues. Column 1 gives the name of the catalogue; column 2
shows the number of CMEs (having a width exceeding 20◦) reported
by that catalogue; column 3 gives the average speed of those CMEs;
and column 4 the speed of the fastest reported CME.
Catalogue
Number of
CMEs
Average speed
(km/s)
Speed of fastest
CME (km/s)
CACTus 7,528 774 2,027
SEEDS 14,372 284 7,671
CDAW 13,566 418 3,387
with the fastest reported CME speed. The most notable result to be taken from this
table is that SEEDS has the lowest average speed of the 3 catalogues, but reports
the fastest speed at 7,671 km/s: in fact SEEDS reports 11 CMEs to have a speed in
excess of 3,000 km/s. The CACTus threshold of about 2,000 km/s is also evident.
Figure A.1 show histograms of CME speed distribution as reported by the 3
catalogues (the x-axis has been curtailed at 3,000 km/s). The histogram for the
CACTus catalogue has its peak between CME speeds of 400 - 500 km/s; for SEEDS
and CDAW the peak is between 200 - 300 km/s.
CACTus reports a relatively high proportion of CMEs with a speed exceeding
1,000 km/s; SEEDS reports very few above that limit; CDAW reports some, but
the percentage of CMEs with a speed above that threshold is much lower than that
reported by CACTus.
It is already known that the faster the CME, the more likely it is that SEPs will
be detected at Earth (Dierckxsens et al. (2015)), and consequently it is CMEs with
a reported speed equal to or greater than 1,500 km/s (fast CMEs) which will be
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Figure A.1: Histograms of the speed of CMEs (in km/s) as reported
by the 3 CME catalogues.
considered further. The question is whether a fast CME reported in, say, CACTus,
is also reported to be a fast CME by the other catalogues.
In order to determine the answer, it has been assumed that if catalogues have
reported a CME within 1 hour of each other it is most likely that they are reporting
the same CME. Thus, the following procedure was adopted:
1. Find all the fast CMEs as reported by one of the catalogues (the “base cata-
logue”).
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2. For each fast CME in the base catalogue, search the other two catalogues
(“the searched catalogues”) for any CME which they report as having occurred
within ±1 hour (the “search period”) of the fast CME.
3. If a CME is reported by the searched catalogues to have occurred within the
search period, assume that that CME corresponds to the fast CME reported
in the base catalogue.
4. If no CME is reported by either or both of the searched catalogues to have
occurred within the search period, then assume that those catalogues do not
report the fast CME reported in the base catalogue.
5. If there is more than one CME reported in either of the searched catalogues
to have occurred within the search period, assume that it is the fastest which
corresponds to the fast CME reported in the base catalogue.
6. Repeat the procedure, taking each catalogue as the base catalogue in turn.
Following this algorithm, the following results were found (they are summarised
in Table A.2):
• Taking CACTus as the base catalogue, it reported 1,044 fast CMEs. SEEDS
reported 586 CMEs to have occurred within the search periods (of which only
4 were fast CMEs), and CDAW 581 (of which 108 were fast CMEs). Thus,
there are 458 CMEs which were fast CMEs according to CACTus but which
have no corresponding report in SEEDS; 463 have no corresponding report in
CDAW.
• Taking SEEDS as the base catalogue, it reported just 66 fast CMEs. CACTus
reported 10 CMEs to have occurred with the search periods (of which 3 were
fast CMEs), and CDAW 12 (of which 0 were fast CMEs). Thus, there are
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Table A.2: Table comparing fast CME speeds as reported by the 3 catalogues.
Column 1 gives the name of the catalogue which was used as a base for the anal-
ysis, and column 2 shows the number of fast CMEs reported in that catalogue.
Column 3 gives the corresponding number of CMEs in the CACTus catalogue;
column 4 the number of corresponding CMEs in the SEEDS catalogue; and
column 5 number of corresponding CMEs in the CDAW catalogue. In columns
3, 4, and 5 the number in brackets indicates the number of CMEs which were
fast CMEs.
Base
catalogue
Number of
fast CMEs
Number of
corresponding
(fast) CMEs in
CACTus
Number of
corresponding
(fast) CMEs in
SEEDS
Number of
corresponding
(fast) CMEs in
CDAW
CACTus 1,044 – 586 (4) 581 (108)
SEEDS 66 10 (3) – 12 (0)
CDAW 141 121 (80) 108 (0) –
56 CMEs which were fast CMEs according to SEEDS but which have no
corresponding report in CACTus; 54 have no corresponding report in CDAW.
• Taking CDAW as the base catalogue, it reported 141 fast CMEs. CACTus
reported 121 CMEs to have occurred within the search periods (of which 89
were fast CMEs), and SEEDS 108 (of which 0 were fast CMEs): Thus, there
are 20 CMEs which were fast CMEs according to CDAW but which have no
corresponding report in CACTus; 33 have no corresponding report in SEEDS.
It is surprising that there is so little correlation between the catalogues. For
example, CACTus reports more than 7 times the number of fast CMEs as CDAW,
and nearly 16 times as many as SEEDS. Equally troubling is that each of the cata-
logues reports a significant number of fast CMEs which do not appear to have been
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observed by the others.
Of most concern for this work, however, is the fact that the catalogues do not
agree on whether a CME is a fast CME or not. Of the 1,044 fast CMEs reported
by CACTus for example, only about 10% are said to be fast CMEs by CDAW, and
rather less than 1% are fast CMEs according to SEEDS.
In Figure A.2 the speeds of these CMEs are plotted against time - CACTus CMEs
are represented by green dots, SEEDs CMEs by purple dots, and CDAW CMEs by
brown dots. These plots show, as might have been expected from Figure A.1, that
the speeds of both the CACTus and CDAW fast CMEs were reported by SEEDS to
be much slower. In fact, the trend appears to be that the fast CMEs reported by
each catalogue are either not reported by the other catalogues at all, or are reported
to have a much lower speed. The 2,000 km/s threshold for the CACTus data is
shown starkly in Figure A.2a.
Interestingly, the CACTus data show that whilst there was a reduction in number
of fast CMEs during solar minimum (between about 2007 and 2010), there was still
a significant number of such CMEs; SEEDS and CDAW report none during those
years.
A.1.2 Acceleration
The CACTus catalogue does not publish data on whether a CME has accelerated
or decelerated within the LASCO coronagraphs fields of view. Whilst SEEDS does
publish data on CME acceleration, for the fast CMEs at least, those data are some-
what limited: for only 12 of the 66 fast CMEs reported by SEEDS is an estimate of
acceleration given, and this number is too low for any meaningful conclusions to be
drawn.
CDAW, however, publishes an estimate of the acceleration / deceleration for 136
of the 141 fast CMEs in its catalogue. Figure A.3 is a histogram for the acceleration
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(a) Fast CMEs as reported by CACTus plotted against time (green dots).
The speeds of the corresponding CMEs reported by SEEDS (purple dots)
and CDAW (brown dots) are also plotted.
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(b) Fast CMEs as reported by SEEDs plotted against time (purple dots).
The speeds of the corresponding CMEs reported by CACTus (green
dots) and CDAW (brown dots) are also plotted.
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(c) Fast CMEs as reported by CDAW plotted against time (brown dots).
The speeds of the corresponding CMEs reported by CACTus (green
dots) and SEEDS (purple dots) are also plotted.
Figure A.2: A comparison of how the 3 different catalogues report the speed of
the same CME. Figure A.2a takes CACTus as its base catalogue, Figure A.2b
uses SEEDS as its base, and the base for Figure A.2c is CDAW. In all plots,
CACTus data are shown by green dots, SEEDS by purple dots, and CDAW by
brown dots.
of fast CMEs as reported by CDAW. It can be seen that most are said to not to
change speed significantly as they travel through the LASCO coronagraphs fields of
view.
A.1.3 Width
It was noted in Section 3.1.3 that determination of CME width is by no means
straightforward, and the widths of CMEs specified in the 3 catalogues vary consid-
erably. Figure A.4 shows histograms of the widths of the fast CMEs as reported in
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Figure A.3: Histogram of distribution of fast CME acceleration as
reported by the CDAW catalogue.
each of the 3 catalogues. Bin size is 30◦.
There are some similarities between the CACTus and SEEDS width distributions
in that both suggest that even for fast CMEs the width of the CME is likely to be less
than 60◦. However for CDAW a fast CME is overwhelmingly likely to be reported
as a halo.
A.1.4 Position angle
It was noted in Section 3.1.4 that CDAW published 2 values for position angle. For
this analysis, it is the measurement position angle which is used.
It is to be expected that, because CMEs originate from magnetically active
regions on the solar surface which tend to be located within about ±40◦ of the solar
equator, position angles should tend to be close to 90◦ and 270◦. Figure A.5 shows
the distribution of position angles as reported by the 3 catalogues. All 3 histograms
show the 2 expected peaks, although the peaks are less clear in the CACTus data.
It should be added that the SEEDS catalogue reports that 326 of the CMEs
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Figure A.4: Histograms of the widths of the fast CMEs (in degrees)
as reported by the 3 CME catalogues. The results for CACTus are
shown at the top in green, SEEDS in the middle in purple, and
CDAW at the bottom in brown. Bin size is 30 degrees.
reported by them (including 2 of the fast CMEs) have a position angle exceeding
360◦ (one is high as 449◦). Given that, by definition, a position angle can be 360◦
at most, this is unsettling.
A.1.5 Discussion
There is little correlation between the data published in the 3 CME catalogues which
have been analysed. The catalogues do not seem to be able to agree on how many
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Figure A.5: Distribution of position angle measurements of the
fast CMEs (in degrees) as reported by the 3 CME catalogues. The
results for CACTus are shown at the top in green, SEEDS in the
middle in purple, and CDAW at the bottom in brown. Bin size is
30 degrees.
CMEs have occurred, whether a CME is a fast one, nor upon how wide a CME may
be. This makes the choice of which catalogue to use as the basis for this study very
difficult.
It has not been possible to consider the CORIMP catalogue, and so it is not
known how it compares to the other three. However, it contains data only from
January 2000, and given that it is intended in this work to analyse data over as long
a period as possible, its use has been excluded on this basis.
There are good reasons not to use the SEEDS catalogue: the average speed of
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CMEs reported by it is very low, yet some of the speeds reported by the catalogue
seem to be unfeasibly high; only 66 of the CMEs were said to be fast CMEs, but, of
these, very few were reported to be fast CMEs by the other catalogues (although this
is a criticism which may be levelled also at the other catalogues, it is particularly the
case for SEEDS); and there are clearly errors in determination of a CME’s position
angle.
As far as CACTus is concerned, the inability to measure the speed of a CME
which exceeds ∼2,000 km/s is a major handicap, and the total number of fast CMEs
which the catalogue reports (especially during solar minimum) is questionable.
CDAW is by no means the perfect choice. The catalogue is produced manually,
and is therefore susceptible to the subjective interpretation of the C2 images by the
person who prepares it. It may be that the catalogue has been produced by more
than one person over the years, and consequently interpretation of CME features
may not be consistent. Furthermore, the percentage of fast CMEs which CDAW
reports as halos is extremely high. Nevertheless, given the shortcomings of the other
two catalogues which have been considered, on balance it is the CDAW catalogue
which has been chosen to provide the CME data for this study.
One of the aims of this work is improve the forecasting of SEP events. The
choice of CDAW as the source for data on CME parameters means that it will not
be possible to produce an SEP forecasting algorithm which is based upon real-time
data. That said, from the analysis of the automated systems, it seems clear that
automated CME detection algorithms will have to improve significantly if they are
to form the basis for future real-time SEP forecasting.
A.2 Flare catalogues
Fortunately, the choice as to which of the flare catalogues to use as a source for data is
rather more straightforward. According to the Heliophysics Integrated Observatory
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website1 (Bentley et al. (2011)), there are 7 currently active solar flare catalogues.
However, only the GOES SXR Flare List and the Kanzelho¨he Solar Observatory Hα
Flare List give data from as long ago as the 1980s. For this work it is peak SXR flux
which is the most important parameter, and the Kanzelho¨he list does not provide
this information. Consequently the choice of catalogue is limited to only the GOES
list.
There are, however, two difficulties with that list. The first is that prior to 28th
April 1980 peak SXR flux is reported in a different format to the way it is reported
after that date. It is not entirely clear exactly how that early format should be
interpreted, and it therefore seems appropriate to limit the analysis in this work to
flares which have occurred after 28th April 1980.
The second problem is that the GOES SXR list does not publish the heliographic
co-ordinates for all the flares it reports. In these cases co-ordinates of flares have
been obtained from the following sources:
1. Co-ordinates reported in the SolarSoft Latest Events Flares List (gevloc)
(which may also be obtained through Helio). This list, however, only con-
tains details of flares which have occurred since 26th September 2002 and,
even then, list does not report the co-ordinates of every flare.
2. The reported co-ordinates of the active region from which the flare originated
according to the GOES SXR flare list.
3. Making an estimate of co-ordinates by watching movies of 195A˚ images taken
by Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on board the SOHO space-
craft or of 193A˚ images taken by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
carried by the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO).
1http://hfe.helio-vo.eu/Helio/
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A.3 SEP data
As was seen in Section 3.3 there is a number of currently operational instruments
which are capable of detecting SEPs. In this study high energy (>∼40 MeV) protons
are analysed, and this means that the EPAM and SIS instruments must be excluded.
Equally, neutron monitors do not provide information on the energy of protons which
is needed. The choice is therefore between ERNE and GOES EPS.
The minimum threshold for detection of an enhancement of ∼40 MeV protons
by ERNE is ∼10−4 particles cm−2 sr−1 s−1 MeV−1. For the GOES EPS instrument,
however, it is ∼10−2 particles cm−2 sr−1 s−1 MeV−1. It is not known whether this
difference is produced by the design of the instrument, or whether the reduced
sensitivity of the GOES EPS is a consequence of the fact that it is carried by a
spacecraft which is in an orbit much closer to Earth, and which is therefore partially
shielded from energetic particles by the Earth’s magnetosphere.
Whatever the cause, the difference in sensitivity produces a difficulty which is
illustrated by Figure A.6. This is a plot of proton intensities as measured by the
ERNE (orange line) and GOES 10 EPS (blue line) instruments between the start
of 2 March 2000 and the end of 4 March 2000. According to the ERNE instrument
there are two events which show an almost 50-fold enhancement of protons in the
40.0 - 51.0 MeV channel. However the sensitivity of the GOES EPS instrument for
proton intensity in the 40.0 - 80.0 MeV channel is such that the events are not seen
by that instrument.
This means that choice of instrument will have an effect upon how many SEP
events are detected. In many ways the natural choice would be to use the more
sensitive ERNE, but there are two reasons why it has been decided to use the
GOES EPS:
1. ERNE is on board the SOHO spacecraft which was launched only in 1995.
It is intended that this study will consider solar events which occurred in the
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Figure A.6: Proton intensities in the 40 to 51 MeV channel of
ERNE channel (orange line) and in the 40 to 80 MeV channel of
GOES 10 EPS (blue line) instruments between 2 March 2000 and
the end of 4 March 2000.
1980s, and consequently ERNE is not able to provide data over the whole
period under investigation. Consideration was given to using the GOES EPS
for events prior to the launch of SOHO, and ERNE thereafter, but consistency
was regarded as paramount.
2. ERNE is subject to a number of data gaps which have become more frequent
as the instrument ages. Had ERNE been used, very many solar events would
have had to be discarded as it could not be known whether or not they had
produced SEPs.
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Appendix B
Flare and CME associations
In order to develop a method of making flare-CME associations automatically, high-
energy solar events which occurred between 1 July 2011 and 31 August 2012 were
analysed: that period was chosen solely because it provided a data set which was
small enough to allow individual observation of each event, yet large enough to
allow wider conclusions to be drawn. In this context, a “high-energy solar event”
was defined to be either:
1. A CME reported by CDAW to have a speed of 1,000 km/s or faster (“a rapid
CMEs”), or
2. A flare reported in the GOES SXR list to be of class M5 or greater (“an intense
flare”).
There were 55 rapid CMEs and 32 intense flares reported in the 13 month period
under investigation. Of these, 3 of the rapid CMEs and 1 of the intense flares were
excluded because they coincided with data gaps. Hence there were 83 events which
formed the basis of this study of CME-flare associations.
In order to set a benchmark against which any automated method of associating
CMEs and flares could be judged, movies (created from data at 193A˚ obtained by
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the AIA) of each of the 83 events were examined. Intense flares were identified by
looking for increases in brightness at the time of the flare specified by the GOES
SXR list; CMEs were identified by the observation of any one of the following:
1. Visual evidence of any ejected material, or
2. Any loop distortion, or
3. Any coronal dimming
If such evidence was present and consistent with a front-side event (in some
events, for example, loop distortions were clearly caused by an event which had
occurred from behind the solar limb), the CME was regarded as having occurred
on the face of the disc; if there was no such evidence, the CME was regarded as a
back-side event.
It was determined that:
• A rapid CME was associated with a flare (whether or not this was an intense
flare) if there was evidence that the CME was a front-side event, that it oc-
curred between 1 hour prior to the start of the flare and 1 hour after its end,
and that its origin was consistent with the flare site.
• An intense flare was associated with a CME (whether or not this was a rapid
CME) if there was evidence of a front-side CME consistent with the flare site.
As a result of making the associations manually it was found that 35 of the 52
fast CMEs were on the face of the disk. This proportion is slightly higher than
might have been expected: only one side of the Sun is visible, but all CMEs are
detected. Consequently it is to be expected that only half of the CMEs would be
observed from the face of the disk), but can be explained by two factors: first, there
were large numbers of CMEs from same active regions (two active regions produced
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5 each, and one other 8) and this may slightly distort the figures; secondly 17 of the
52 events were reported to occur very close to the limb, meaning that a CME which
originated from just behind the limb may have been observed.
Of the 35 rapid CMEs which occurred on the face of the disk, all were associated
with a flare of some kind; 46% (16/35) were associated with an intense flare. Of the
31 intense flares, 84% (26/31) were associated with a CME.
In every instance where we had associated a solar flare with a CME, the flare
was reported in the GOES SXR list as having commenced before the CME was first
reported in the CDAW catalogue. It should be noted that this is not an indication
of actual chronology - as an example of where there is evidence of a CME lifting off
before its associated flare, see Harrison and Bewsher (2007) - but it is of significance
when devising a method of automatically making associations between flares and
CMEs.
CDAW reports the time of a CME as being when it is first seen in images
produced by the LASCO C2 coronagraph. This instrument, however, has a field of
view between about 2 and 6 solar radii (as measured from the Sun’s centre) and the
images used by CDAW have a cadence of, at best, 12 minutes and sometimes much
longer. The combination of these factors means that the reported time of the CME
may be many minutes after its actual “lift-off” time, to.
Any attempt to make an estimate of to faces a number of difficulties: there is no
information as to the height of the CME when it was first ejected; no information
as to whether it has accelerated or decelerated before its first appearance in the C2
images; and no information as to the direction of the CME. Nevertheless, finding
a first approximation of to is more likely to result in accurate associations between
CMEs and flares than using the time of the CME as reported by CDAW.
It was assumed that by the time the CME reaches the field of view of the C2
coronagraph it has travelled (at least) one solar radius and has undergone neither
160
significant acceleration nor deceleration. An estimate for to was then obtained by
using the reported speed of the CME.
In order to take into account of the difficulties caused by the cadence of the
images, an error buffer, ∆t, was defined as a specified number of minutes both
before the the time of the start of flare, tf start and the time of its end, tf end. ∆t was
thus used to specify the time interval for the flare-CME associations. For example,
if ∆t = 12, to is compared with a time window opening 12 minutes before the flare
began and closing 12 minutes after it ended. Plainly, the greater ∆t, the more likely
it is that to will fall within the window, and hence the greater the number of Type
I (false positive) errors.
A good correlation could be found between those flare-CME associations which
had made manually and those using a value of ∆t of just 30 minutes. We did
investigate whether it may be possible to improve the accuracy of the method by
imposing a spatial criterion, for example by requiring the position angle of the CME
to agree with the latitude and longitude of the flare to within a particular number of
degrees. In fact we found that overall accuracy was not improved by the imposition
of such a criterion.
Thus the criterion used to make associations between flares and CMEs is simply:
if the estimated lift-off time of the CME, to, falls within the time window:
(tf start −∆t) < to < (tf end + ∆t) (B.1)
then an association is made.
There will, of course, always be a small number of (usually) Type I errors when
using this automatic method given that occasionally apparently unconnected solar
events sometimes occur almost simultaneously. Nevertheless, in our sample the
method correctly identified 98% (60/61) associations and correctly identified 86%
(19/22) non-associations, an overall success rate in 95% (79/83) of cases.
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Appendix E
Algorithm A.2 false alarms in time
range 2
Table E.1: Algorithm A.2 false alarms in time range 2.
Columns 1 gives the start time of the flare, columns 2 and
3 its heliographic latitude and longitude, column 4 its class,
and column 5 its duration.
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1980-05-21T20:51 -14 15 X1.4 00:35
1980-05-28T19:24 -18 33 X1.1 01:29
1980-06-04T22:57 -14 69 X2.2 00:17
1980-06-21T01:17 20 90 X2.6 00:43
Continued –
170
Table E.1 – Continued
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1980-07-01T16:22 -12 38 X2.5 00:49
1980-10-14T05:42 -9 7 X3.3 01:52
1980-10-25T09:42 19 59 X3.9 00:28
1980-11-07T01:56 7 11 X2.7 01:19
1980-11-08T13:33 8 28 X3.3 02:05
1980-11-12T04:46 10 72 X2.5 00:06
1980-11-15T15:40 -12 83 X1.9 01:51
1981-02-17T18:12 20 20 X1 05:30
1981-02-20T06:40 19 49 X2.4 01:07
1981-03-25T20:39 9 89 X2.2 00:44
1981-04-02T11:03 -43 68 X2.2 00:25
1981-07-19T05:32 -37 56 X2.7 01:05
1981-07-26T07:57 -14 18 X1 00:35
1981-07-27T17:24 -13 -11 X1.5 01:24
1981-08-12T06:24 -10 28 X2.6 00:56
1981-09-15T21:13 10 78 X2.3 00:15
1982-02-07T12:50 -14 72 X1 01:21
1982-02-08T12:50 -13 88 X1.4 00:29
1982-02-09T03:57 -13 90 X1.2 00:26
1982-03-30T05:22 13 11 X2.8 03:04
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Table E.1 – Continued
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1982-06-26T00:42 16 5 X1.9 01:26
1982-06-26T19:09 15 73 X2.1 01:04
1982-07-17T10:28 14 32 X3.2 00:53
1982-12-22T08:26 -9 82 X2.4 00:31
1982-12-29T06:43 -13 12 X1.9 00:34
1983-06-06T13:31 -11 15 X1.4 02:01
1988-06-23T08:56 -19 34 X1.6 01:07
1988-06-24T04:18 -18 45 X1.3 02:43
1988-06-24T16:03 -17 52 X2.4 00:51
1988-10-03T14:53 -27 16 X3.2 00:49
1988-10-03T23:22 -27 20 X1.1 00:57
1988-12-30T17:25 -19 30 X1.4 02:23
1989-01-13T08:29 -31 5 X2.3 02:16
1989-01-14T02:54 -32 10 X2.1 02:25
1989-01-14T21:45 -29 26 X1.1 01:24
1989-01-18T07:02 -30 65 X1.4 00:11
1989-01-27T19:08 -19 -17 X1.1 01:38
1989-03-14T16:46 33 21 X1.1 05:02
1989-03-16T15:24 36 47 X3.6 01:21
1989-03-16T20:35 29 60 X1.4 00:56
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Table E.1 – Continued
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1989-05-05T07:23 30 -1 X2.4 03:12
1989-06-15T18:13 -21 -8 X4.1 02:28
1989-06-16T04:19 -17 -3 X3 00:26
1989-09-03T14:28 -18 -16 X1.2 00:32
1989-09-04T08:57 -18 -19 X1.1 00:49
1989-09-09T19:28 -15 67 X1.3 00:28
1989-11-12T06:21 13 39 X1.5 00:46
1989-11-19T06:19 -24 25 X1.1 00:23
1989-11-20T21:25 -27 43 X1 00:36
1989-11-21T13:32 -26 53 X4 00:59
1989-11-25T22:55 30 -5 X1 03:40
1989-12-30T04:09 -19 -9 X1 01:05
1989-12-31T09:32 -25 51 X2.8 00:45
1991-01-30T08:49 -8 34 X1 01:36
1991-01-31T01:58 -17 35 X1.3 03:21
1991-03-16T00:47 -9 -9 X1.8 00:22
1991-03-17T20:54 -10 13 X1 02:11
1991-03-29T06:42 -28 60 X2.4 00:52
1991-03-31T19:11 -22 88 X1 00:08
1991-04-20T08:27 8 50 X1 02:57
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Table E.1 – Continued
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1991-05-18T05:06 32 85 X2.8 02:42
1991-07-31T00:46 -17 -11 X2.3 01:29
1991-08-02T03:07 25 -15 X1.5 00:52
1991-09-07T19:11 -11 50 X3.3 01:10
1991-09-08T09:06 -13 58 X1 00:43
1991-10-26T18:53 -9 -20 X1.7 04:32
1991-10-27T02:06 -11 -20 X1.9 00:51
1991-10-27T05:38 -13 -15 X6.1 01:20
1991-11-09T15:32 -16 57 X1.1 01:37
1991-11-15T22:34 -13 19 X1.5 00:43
1991-12-24T10:13 -17 -14 X1.4 01:20
1992-01-26T15:23 -16 66 X1 01:02
1992-02-16T12:32 -13 17 X1.4 01:09
1992-02-27T09:22 6 2 X3.3 03:41
1992-09-06T18:42 -11 41 X1.7 02:09
1992-09-06T20:50 -11 46 X1.3 00:26
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Abstract
Solar energetic particle (SEP) events are known to occur following solar flares and coronal mass
ejections (CMEs). However some high-energy solar events do not result in SEPs being detected
at Earth, and it is these types of event which may be termed “false alarms”.
We define two simple SEP forecasting algorithms based upon the occurrence of a magnetically
well-connected CME with a speed in excess of 1500 km s−1 (“a fast CME”) or a well-connected
X-class flare and analyse them with respect to historical data sets. We compare the parameters
of those solar events which produced an enhancement of >40 MeV protons at Earth (“an SEP
event”) and the false alarms.
We find that an SEP forecasting algorithm based solely upon the occurrence of a well-connected
fast CME produces fewer false alarms (28.8%) than one based solely upon a well-connected X-
class flare (50.6%). Both algorithms fail to forecast a relatively high percentage of SEP events
(53.2% and 50.6% respectively).
Our analysis of the historical data sets shows that false alarm X-class flares were either not
associated with any CME, or were associated with a CME slower than 500 km s−1; false alarm
fast CMEs tended to be associated with flares of class less than M3.
A better approach to forecasting would be an algorithm which takes as its base the occurrence of
both CMEs and flares. We define a new forecasting algorithm which uses a combination of CME
and flare parameters and show that the false alarm ratio is similar to that for the algorithm based
upon fast CMEs (29.6%), but the percentage of SEP events not forecast is reduced to 32.4%.
Lists of the solar events which gave rise to >40 MeV protons and the false alarms have been
derived and are made available to aid further study.
Keywords: False Alarms, Solar Energetic Particles; Coronal Mass Ejections; Solar Flares
1. Introduction
Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) pose a significant radiation hazard to humans in space (Hoff,
Townsend, and Zapp, 2004) and in high-flying aircraft, particularly at high latitudes (Beck et al.,
2005). They also may cause serious damage to satellites (Feynman and Gabriel, 2000) and make
high-frequency radio communications either difficult or impossible (Hargreaves, 2005). Accurate
forecasting of the arrival of SEPs at locations near Earth is consequently vital.
1 Jeremiah Horrocks Institute, University of Central Lancashire, Preston, PR1
2HE, UK. email: bswalwell@uclan.ac.uk
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SEPs are known to be energised by flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs), processes which
can take place within the same active region in close temporal association. Flares exhibiting
high levels of energy emission in soft X-rays (SXR) and CMEs with high speeds have long been
associated with a high likelihood of SEPs being detected at Earth (see e.g. Dierckxsens et al.,
2015). The bases for making such associations are studies of large numbers of events which are
directed towards demonstrating the connection between flare and CME properties, and SEP
events. These studies go on to look for correlations between event parameters and the proportion
of associated solar event SEPs (e.g. Belov et al., 2005; Cliver et al., 2012).
Whether SEPs are actually detected at Earth, however, may depend upon many different
factors: the mechanism behind their acceleration, the energy and efficiency of that acceleration,
the location of the acceleration site, whether or not the particles can escape into the interplanetary
medium, and how they travel through it.
It is not the case that SEPs are detected at Earth following all large flares and fast CMEs
(e.g. Klein et al., 2011). Solar events of this type, which might reasonably be expected to produce
SEPs at Earth but which do not, may be termed “false alarms”. Furthermore, some SEP events
may follow smaller solar events, so that they are “missed events” for SEP forecasting algorithms
based on intense flares and/or fast CMEs.
Many SEP forecasting tools base their prediction upon the observation of intense solar flares
and/or radio bursts. For example, the Proton Prediction System proposed by (Smart and Shea,
1989) makes a forecast based upon flare intensity and position. It produces almost equal numbers
of correct forecasts, false alarms and missed events (Kahler, Cliver, and Ling, 2007).
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Space Weather Prediction
Center (SPWC) uses a system named “Protons” which is described by (Balch, 1999). The tool
aims to forecast the arrival of SEPs near Earth following the detection of solar flares and radio
bursts. Balch, 2008, validated the system over a period between 1986 and 2004, and found that
its false alarm rate was 55%. The tool, however, is only used as a decision aid and the actual
forecasts issued by SWPC have improved over time1. Kahler and Ling, 2015, combine SEP event
statistics with real-time SEP observations to produce a forecast which changes dynamically.
Laurenza et al., 2009, developed the Empirical model for Solar Proton Events Real Time
Alert (ESPERTA) method of SEP forecasting based upon flare size, flare location and evidence
of particle acceleration and escape. Their emphasis was to maximise the time between the issue of
an SEP event warning and the arrival of the particles, and their aim was to produce an automated
forecasting tool with a view to issuing warnings of SEP events without human intervention.
Whilst it is a significant improvement over the Protons tool, the false alarm rate was, nevertheless,
between 30% and 42% (Alberti et al., 2017). The FORcasting Solar Particle Events and Flares
(FORSPEF) model, proposed by (Papaioannou et al., 2015), aims to make forecasts of both
flares and SEPs. Its SEP forecasting algorithm is based upon a purely statistical approach, and
has not yet been validated.
Other forecasting tools use different methods. It has also been shown that type II radio bursts
at decametric–hectometric (DH) wavelengths may be used to aid the forecasting of SEP events.
Winter and Ledbetter, 2015, have described a statistical relationship between DH type II radio
bursts, the properties of the associated type III burst, and peak proton flux. During the period
they analysed (2010 to 2013) they were able to make predictions of an SEP event with a false
alarm rate of 22%.
The Relativistic Electron Alert System for Exploration (REleASE) SEP forecasting tool (Pos-
ner, 2007) relies upon the fact that electrons will travel faster than protons, and will therefore
1http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/images/u30/S1 Proton Events.pdf
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arrive at 1 AU first. A forecast of expected proton flux is made based upon the real-time electron
flux measurements.
Although the majority of currently operational data-based forecasting schemes make use of
flare information, it is widely thought that the use of CME information would substantially
improve algorithm performance. While from an operational point of view it is currently not
trivial to obtain CME parameters in real time, it is important to compare the performance of
flare-based versus CME-based algorithms and determine whether a combination of flare and
CME parameters within a forecasting tool may be beneficial.
Along with empirical forecasting algorithms which are based upon solar observations, several
physics-based space weather forecasting tools have recently been developed (e.g. the SOLar
Particle ENgineering COde (SOLPENCO) (Aran, Sanahuja, and Lario, 2006), a solar wind
simulation including a cone model of CMEs (Luhmann et al., 2010), and the Solar Particle
Radiation SWx (SPARX) model (Marsh et al., 2015).
A catalogue of 314 SEP events and their parent solar events between 1984 and 2013 has been
produced by Papaioannou et al., 2016. It is expected that this database will provide a solid basis
for the analysis of SEP events and the characteristics of their parent solar event. The catalogue
does not, however, include information on those solar events which were false alarms. In order to
improve SEP forecasting tools for space weather applications, an analysis of the characteristics
of false alarm events should be carried out with a view to gaining an understanding of why SEPs
were not observed.
Some statistical studies of SEP events and false alarms have been undertaken. Most take the
same approach as Papaioannou et al. and Laurenza et al., starting by considering the SEP events
and then looking for the possible parent solar events. (Gopalswamy et al., 2014) examined solar
events during the early part of solar cycle 24, and considered why some which had very fast
CMEs and large flares did not produce ground level enhancements of energetic particles as might
have been expected. They suggested that poor latitudinal magnetic connectivity between the
solar event and the Earth may have been an important factor.
Marque´, Posner, and Klein, 2006, examined a small number of CMEs with a speed greater
than 900 km s−1 which had no radio signature of flare-related acceleration, and found that none
produced conspicuous SEP events at Earth. Those authors argue, therefore, that a CME shock
without an associated flare is not sufficient to produce SEPs.
Wang and Zhang, 2007, suggested that X-class flares not associated with any CME may occur
closer to the magnetic centre of their source active region and may therefore be confined by
overlying arcade magnetic fields. Klein, Trottet, and Klassen, 2010 investigated a small number
of these “CME-less” flares further, and argued that no SEP event might be expected following
a flare which shows high peak emission in soft X-rays but which does not exhibit radio emission
at decimetre and longer wavelengths.
Most of the large sample studies described above started by considering SEP events and then
looked for possible parent solar events. In this paper we take a different approach. We start our
analysis by considering solar events and determining whether an SEP event was measured at
Earth a short time thereafter. We focus on intense flares and fast CMES and define two possible
forecasting algorithms, the first based solely on the occurrence of an intense flare and the second
on that of a fast CME. The performance of the algorithms is quantified by evaluating them over
historical datasets, and the characteristics of false alarms studied. In addition, missed events, i.e.
SEP events not forecast, are also identified and studied. Finally we discuss how a new algorithm
which combines flare and CME properties may be introduced, resulting in better performance.
We provide lists of false alarms based upon the forecasting algorithms in order that they may
form the basis of future studies and comparisons, together with a list of the solar events which
produced >40 MeV protons. We analyse the properties of the false alarm events to determine
whether reasons why they did not produce SEPs at Earth can be identified.
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2. False alarms and forecasting algorithms
A false alarm may simply be defined as “a solar event which is predicted by a forecasting algorithm
to produce SEPs at Earth but which fails to do so”. Specification of a forecasting algorithm and
determination of its associated false alarms requires identification of:
1. The criteria and observational data sets by which a solar event is assigned a high likelihood
of producing SEPs at Earth. Typically this will include identification of the type of solar
event (e.g. flare or CME) expected to produce SEPs, of a requirement on the intensity of the
event (e.g. a flare with peak SXR flux, fsxr, which exceeds a specified threshold intensity,
fthr, or a CME with a speed vCME which is faster than a threshold speed vthr), of a positional
requirement (e.g. an event with a source region west of a given longitude), and possibly of
other parameters.
2. The criteria by which it is determined that an SEP event has occurred or not. These will
typically include specification of the instrument being used to measure particle flux intensity,
of the species of particle examined and its energy range, and of the SEP intensity threshold,
Ithr, used to establish whether an SEP event was detected following a particular solar event.
3. The method by which the solar event is associated with the SEP event.
We discuss each of these requirements in Sections 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 respectively.
2.1. Solar event parameters
As our source for CME data we have used the Co-ordinated Data Analysis Workshop (CDAW)
CME catalogue2 (Gopalswamy et al., 2009). This catalogue is produced manually, CMEs being
identified visually from images obtained by the C2 and C3 coronagraphs of the Large Angle and
Spectrometric Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO) (Brueckner et al., 1995)) on board the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) spacecraft.
Information is published in the catalogue on various CME parameters including, inter alia,
the time it is first seen in the LASCO images, its width, and its position angle. CDAW publishes
three values for the speed of CMEs in its catalogue, each calculated by different means: we use
the first, the “linear” speed, which is obtained simply by fitting a straight line to the height-time
measurements. Importantly, there is no information directly available from the catalogue as to
whether the CME is Earth-directed, or from where on the solar disk it originated. This imposes
serious limitations in analysing whether or not a particular CME is likely to produce SEPs at
Earth.
Solar flares are classified by their peak SXR emission as measured in the 1 - 8 A˚ channel of
the Geostationary Observational Environmental Satellites (GOES) (Grubb, 1975) X-ray Sensor
(XRS) instruments. Flares with a peak flux in this energy channel above 10−4 W m−2 are
designated to be of class X; those with a peak flux between 10−5 and 10−4 W m−2 are of
class M; classes C, B, and A are defined in a similar fashion. No single instrument has been in
continuous operation since 1975, although the design has changed little over the years (Garcia,
1994).
As our source for solar flare data we have used the GOES SXR Flare List which has been
continuously maintained since 1975, and which may be downloaded from the website3 of the
Heliophysics Integrated Observatory (Bentley et al., 2011).
2http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/index.html
3http://www.helio-vo.eu/
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In addition to reporting the maximum SXR intensity and the time of the start, peak and end
of the flare, the GOES SXR Flare List also usually reports its heliographic co-ordinates. However
there is a significant number of flares for which the list does not provide this information. In
these cases we have used values for co-ordinates from the following sources:
1. Co-ordinates reported in the SolarSoft Latest Events Flares List (gevloc) (which may also
be obtained through Helio).
2. The reported co-ordinates of the active region (AR) from which the flare originated accord-
ing to the GOES SXR flare list.
3. Making our own estimate of co-ordinates by watching movies of 195 A˚ images taken by the
Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on board the SOHO spacecraft or of 195 A˚
images taken by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO).
CMEs and solar flares, particularly high energy events, often occur within a short time of
each other from the same solar active region. Making associations between these solar events is
required so as to gain an understanding of the type of event which did, or did not produce SEPs
at Earth: it also allows an estimate to be made of the site of origin of the CME from the reported
heliographic coordinates of its associated flare.
We developed a method of making associations between CMEs and flares automatically which
we set out in Appendix A. Whilst we are confident that the method produces correct associations
in over 90% of cases, to be sure we also viewed 195 A˚ (obtained by the EIT on board SOHO)
and 193 A˚ (obtained by the AIA on board SDO) movies of each solar event. We confirmed the
associations made by the automatic method in 156 cases, changed them in six cases, and were
unable to confirm the associations in a further 17 cases because EIT or AIA images were not
available.
2.2. Location criterion for solar events
It is well known that solar events with origin in the west of the Sun as observed by an observer
on Earth are more likely to produce SEPs than those originating in the east. Therefore it is
common to introduce a positional criterion within SEP forecasting algorithms. Figure 1 shows
the heliographic longitude of the 171 SEP-producing events between 1 April 1980 and 31 March
2013 for which we were able to determine coordinates. Of these, 86.5% (148/171) had their origin
in a solar event which occurred at a site west of E20, hence our choice of positional requirement
in the forecasting algorithms. We call solar events which have their origin west of E20 “western
events”.
2.3. The forecasting algorithms
The two forecasting algorithms we investigate in this work are based upon the fact that that the
more energetic the solar event, the greater the likelihood of that event producing SEPs at Earth,
particularly if magnetically well-connected (e.g. Dierckxsens et al., 2015). The algorithms are:
A.1 A frontside CME with a reported speed of 1500 km s−1 or greater (a “fast CME”) occurring
west of E20 on the solar disk will result in an SEP event being detected at Earth.
A.2 An X-class flare occurring west of E20 on the solar disk will result in an SEP event being
detected at Earth.
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Figure 1. Heliographic longitude and latitude of solar events which produced an SEP event according to the
criteria defined in Section 2.4 between 1 April 1980 and 31 March 2013.
Table 1. Numbers of solar events the subject of this study. Column 1 shows the time range over which
data have been analysed, column 2 the type of solar event considered, column 3 the total number of solar
events within the period investigated, column 4 the number of events for which we were able to determine
coordinates (after removal of events discarded due to data gaps, saturation of detectors or other reasons) and
column 5 the number of events which occurred west of E20.
Time range Event type
Total number
of events
Events for which
coordinates were
determined
Analysed events
west of E20
Time range 1 Fast CMEs 143 93 52
(Jan 1996 to Mar 2013) X-class flares 140 139 79
Time range 2
X-class flares 403 377 197
(Apr 1980 to Mar 2013)
We evaluate both the forecasting algorithms over the time range from 11 January 1996 until
31 March 2013 (“time range 1”); for algorithm A.2 we are also able to examine a longer period,
between 1 April 1980 and 31 March 2013 (“time range 2”). In time range 1 there were 143 fast
CMEs (according to our definition set out in A.1) reported by CDAW and 140 X-class flares. In
time range 2 there were 403 X-class flares.
Table 1 sets out the numbers of solar events which we have examined in this study. A number
of solar events have had to be excluded from our analysis because of data gaps, the saturation of
detectors or other cause, or because it was not possible to determine the heliographic co-ordinates.
2.4. SEP event parameters
The definition of an SEP event will typically include specification of the instrument being used
to measure particle flux, of the species of particle examined and its energy range, and of the
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Figure 2. Peak flux of >10 MeV protons as reported by NOAA plotted against peak proton flux in the GOES
∼40-80 MeV energy channel in time range 1. The dotted horizontal line is at the NOAA threshold of 10 pfu.
SEP intensity threshold, Ithr used to establish whether an SEP event was detected following a
particular solar event.
Particles accelerated by solar events include electrons, protons, and heavier ions, but we have
chosen to analyse high energy (> 40 MeV) protons. The threshold considered is a little higher than
the > 10 MeV threshold used by NOAA, making our event list less biased towards interplanetary
shock-accelerated events. This choice also avoids proton enhancements caused by magnetospheric
effects.
Because our threshold energy for protons is higher than that used by NOAA, we compared
peak >40 MeV fluxes for our event sample with the peak >10 MeV fluxes for the same events.
For each of our events a value for >10 MeV flux was obtained from the NOAA SEP list4. Eleven
of the SEP events at >40 MeV did not reach the NOAA threshold of 10 pfu at >10 MeV, and
for these we estimated peak flux by visual analysis of the plots of each event5. Figure 2 is a
plot of the peak flux of >10 MeV protons plotted against peak proton flux in the ∼40-80 MeV
energy channel of the GOES EPS instruments for the SEP events in time range 1. The dotted
horizontal line is at the NOAA threshold of 10 particles cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (pfu). The highest value
for maximum peak flux at >40 MeV in time range 1 was approximately 100 pfu - the same event
at >10 MeV produced 31700 pfu according to NOAA.
All instruments which detect proton intensities are subject to slight fluctuations, and not all
of these can properly be said to be SEP events. The definition of intensity threshold, Ithr, must
be high enough so as to exclude the normal fluctuations in measurements, but low enough to
ensure that rises which are genuinely due to solar events are included. We set Ithr to be a 2.5-fold
increase in proton intensity over the quiet-time background level.
4ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/SPE.txt
5Downloaded from https://solarmonitor.org/
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Table 2. Instruments used to obtain data on proton intensity, the dates between which data from that instru-
ment was used, and the energy channels which have been analysed. Column 1 gives the name of the spacecraft
from which the data we have used was taken, column 2 the date from which we began to use those data and
column 3 the date when we ceased using those data. Column 4 shows the range of proton energies measured
by the instrument we have used, and column 5 whether the data was raw or had been cleaned by the SEPEM
team.
Spacecraft Start date End date Energy channel (MeV) Raw data / Cleaned
GOES 2 1 April 1980 31 December 1983 36.0 - 500.0 Raw data
GOES 6 1 January 1984 31 March 1987 39.0 - 82.0 Raw data
GOES 7 1 April 1987 28 February 1995 39.0 - 82.0 Cleaned
GOES 8 1 March 1995 7 January 2003 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 12 8 January 2003 31 December 2009 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 11 1 January 2010 31 December 2010 40.0 - 80.0 Cleaned
GOES 13 1 January 2011 31 March 2013 38.0 - 82.0 Cleaned
For this study we have used GOES SEP data because they allow us to study SEP events
over a time period of more than 30 years. No one instrument has been in continuous operation
during that time, and so we have had to use data from a number of different GOES satellites.
Table 2 sets out which spacecraft we have used and the energy channel considered to establish the
occurrence of an SEP event. There are slight differences in the energy channels, particularly in
the case of GOES 2, but we take the view that the differences are so small as to have a negligible
effect upon our results. We downloaded data from the European Space Agency’s Solar Energetic
Particle Environment Monitor (SEPEM) website (Crosby et al., 2010)6. Data from 1 April 1987
onwards had been cleaned and intercalibrated by the SEPEM team; prior to that date we used
their raw data.
It is not always easy to determine whether an SEP event had occurred if the instrument were
still recording high-energy protons from a previous event. If it were the case that the intensity
level had not returned to within 2.5 times the quiet-time background level by the time of the
start of the solar event we were investigating, that solar event was disregarded - it could not be
known whether or not that event produced SEPs at Earth. The only exceptions were those cases
where there was a clear increase in proton intensity which could only be attributed to the solar
event in question, in which case it was treated as an SEP event.
We determined that, during time range 2, there had been 221 flux enhancements in the GOES
> 40 MeV proton channel which satisfied our definition of an SEP event.
2.5. Association of solar events and SEP events
A criterion for associating solar events and SEP enhancements is necessary. First we took the
start time of the solar event. For CMEs not associated with a flare we used the time the CME
was first reported in the CDAW catalogue; for CMEs which were associated with a flare and for
all flares, we used the reported start time of the flare.
We then searched searched the GOES proton data for a subsequent SEP event. In most
cases the SEP enhancement began before another solar event was reported, in which case the
association between the solar event and the SEP enhancement was made. In some instances,
6http://dev.sepem.oma.be/
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however, another solar event was reported before the SEP enhancement commenced. For these
cases it was assumed that it was this new solar event which accelerated the particles unless that
event was so close in time to the arrival of the SEPs (∼20 minutes) that it was unlikely that the
new event could have been the cause. None of our confirmed solar event - SEP association time
differences was as short as 20 minutes.
A number of solar events had to be discarded because they coincided with gaps in SEP data,
meaning that it could not be known whether or not they had produced an SEP enhancement.
However, if there had been short outages (∼3 hours), and there was no evidence of an SEP event
either side of the outage, the solar event has been counted as a false alarm.
We also associated solar events to all of the 221 proton events which we identified. In some
cases the associated flare was of a class smaller than X and/or the associated CME was not a fast
one according to our definition. Of these 221 events, we were not able to determine coordinates
of the parent solar event for 50. The event was a western one in 148 of the remaining 171 cases.
3. Identification of false alarms and evaluation of the forecasting algorithms
We applied the forecasting algorithms described in Section 2.3 to the historical data sets we
collected. We evaluated both algorithms over time range 1 (1996 to 2013) and in addition we
evaluated algorithm A.2 over the longer time range 2 (1980 to 2013).
3.1. Algorithms A.1 and A.2 over time range 1
Figure 3 shows the results of applying the two SEP forecasting algorithms to the data set for
time range 1. The number of correctly forecast SEP events is shown by the blue bar and named
α; the number of false alarms is represented by the red bar and named β; and the number of
SEP events which occurred but which were not forecast by the algorithm (the “missed events”)
is shown as the green bar and named γ. There was a total of 107 SEP events in time range 1.
Of the 86 SEP events for which we were able to determine the coordinates of the parent solar
event, 91.9% (79/86) were western events.
Algorithm A.1 considers western fast CMEs. There were 52 such events during the period
in question, and 71.2% (37/52) produced SEPs at Earth. Thus the false alarm rate was 28.8%
(15/52) but the algorithm failed to forecast 53.2% (42/79) of SEP events for which the parent
solar event was a western one. Of all the SEP events for which coordinates could be determined,
it missed 57.0% (49/86).
Algorithm A.2 uses western X-class flares as the basis for the forecast. There were 79 such
flares in time range 1, and 49.4% (39/79) produced SEPs at Earth. The false alarm rate was
therefore 50.6% (40/79) and the algorithm failed to forecast 50.6% (40/79) of SEP events for
which the parent solar event was a western one. Of all the SEP events for which coordinates
could be determined, it missed 54.7% (47/86).
Appendix B provides the list of false alarms for the algorithm A.1, and Appendix C the false
alarms for A.2 - the same lists are available electronically as supplementary material.
As well as reaching for an understanding of the underlying physical differences between those
solar events which produced SEPs at Earth and the false alarms, we also look to measure the
efficacy of the forecasting algorithms. A high percentage of correctly forecast SEP events (α)
coupled with a low number of false alarms (β) is desirable, but not at the expense of failing to
forecast a large number of the SEP events which did occur (γ). In our evaluation we use two
ratios:
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Figure 3. The numbers of correctly forecast SEP events, false alarms and SEP events which were not forecast
for the two forecasting algorithms during time range 1.
1. The “false alarm ratio” (FAR) gives the fraction of forecast events which actually did occur.
It is defined as:
FAR =
β
α+ β
(1)
The FAR is sensitive to the number of false alarms, but takes no account of missed events.
Possible scores range from 0 to 1, with the “perfect” score being 0.
2. The “critical success index” (CSI) is a measure of how well the forecast events correspond
to the observed events. It is defined as
CSI =
α
α+ β + γ
(2)
Possible scores range from 0 to 1, with the “perfect” score being 1.
3.2. Forecasting algorithm A.1 - fast CMEs
All the CMEs in our sample were from the front-side of the Sun and had an associated flare
which was used to determine the coordinates. The FAR for algorithm A.1 is 0.29 and the CSI,
not taking account of the missed eastern events, is 0.39. If the eastern events were to be included
within the calculation for the CSI, its value would be reduced to 0.37. The evaluation scores for
this algorithm over time range 1, and for algorithm A.2 over both time ranges, are summarised
in Table 3. It is not clear whether the high number of missed events is due to the fact that the
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Table 3. A summary of the evaluation scores for the two forecasting algorithms: the “false alarm
ratio” (FAR) and the “critical success index” (CSI) over time range 1. Algorithm A.2 is also evaluated
over time range 2. Column 1 shows the forecasting algorithm being considered, column 2 the time
range over which the analysis has been done, column 3 the false alarm ratio (FAR) for that algorithm,
column 4 the critical success index (CSI) not taking into account the missed eastern events, and
column 5 the CSI were these additional missed events to be included
.
Forecasting algorithm Time range FAR
CSI not including
missed eastern events
CSI including missed
eastern events
A.1 (Fast CMEs) 1 0.29 0.39 0.37
A.2 (X-class flares) 1 0.51 0.33 0.31
A.2 (X-class flares) 2 0.61 0.29 0.26
measured velocity of the CME, vCME, is the plane-of-the-sky speed, whether in general the speeds
measured by examination of coronagraph images are not sufficiently accurate, or whether more
physics need to be included in the analysis.
In Figure 4 we plot peak SXR intensity of the CME’s associated flare against its speed for
those solar events in time range 1 which produced SEPs at Earth (top left, blue circles); for
those events in the same period which were false alarms according to algorithm A.1 (top right,
red squares); for SEP events missed by algorithm A.1 (bottom left, green diamonds); and for all
events together (bottom right). Here one can see that many of the fast CME false alarms occur
close to the threshold speed, vthr, and so increasing the threshold would reduce the number of
false alarms, although it would also increase the number of missed events. A significant fraction
of SEP events were associated with CMEs of reported speed much slower than 1500 km s−1. It
is also clear that many of the false alarms have a flare intensity < M3.
Gopalswamy et al., 2014 studied major solar eruptions during the first 62 months of solar cycle
24 and suggested that, among other things, the separation in latitude between the flare and the
footpoint to Earth may be an important factor in determining whether high-energy particle
events are detected. Therefore we define a parameter, ∆δ, the difference between the latitude of
the flare, δflare, and the latitude of the Earth’s footpoint, δEarth, i.e. the parameter ∆δ takes into
account the inclination of Earth’s orbit. In Figure 5 we plot ∆δ against time for Algorithm A.1,
together with histograms for ∆δ. The events correctly forecast to produce SEPs are presented
in the top plots (shown in blue), and the false alarms in the bottom plots (shown in red). For
fast CMEs which had their origin within ±10 degrees of the Earth’s footpoint, 64.7% (11/17)
produced SEPs; for those which had their origin outside this range, 74.3% (26/35) produced
SEPs. Overall there does not appear to be a significant difference between the distribution in ∆δ
for SEP events and false alarms.
Figure 6 shows histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time range 1 correctly
forecast by algorithm A.1 to produce an SEP event (top left), of algorithm A.1 false alarms (top
right), of SEP events missed by algorithm A.1 (bottom left), and of all SEP events (bottom
right). There is a peak of SEP-producing fast CMEs between W50 and W90. The false alarms
for algorithm A.1 are relatively evenly distributed, as are the SEP events not forecast by A.1.
In Figure 7 we plot ∆δ against the longitude of the 37 western fast CMEs which produced
an SEP event in time range 1. The size of the marker reflects the peak SXR intensity of the
associated flare, and its colour is representative of the width of the CME. The bottom plot gives
the same information, but for the false alarms according to algorithm A.1. It can be seen that, on
average, the size of the markers in the middle plot is smaller than those in for the SEP-producing
events. Thus, the peak SXR intensity of a fast CME’s associated flare is relevant to the question
as to whether SEPs will arrive at Earth.
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Figure 4. Flare class versus associated CME speed for those solar events which produced SEPs >40 MeV at
Earth in time range 1 (top left, blue circles); for fast CMEs which were false alarms according to forecasting
algorithm A.1 (top right, red squares); for SEP events missed by algorithm A.1 (bottom left, green diamonds);
and for all events together (bottom right).
Also apparent from Figure 7 is that CME width is an important parameter. Of the 37 SEP-
producing CMEs, 86.5% (32/37) were reported to be haloes by the CDAW catalogue. By contrast,
for the algorithm A.1 false alarms, only 46.7% (7/15) were haloes. Therefore we find that halo
CMEs are more likely to produce SEPs than non-haloes. This result is consistent with the
findings of Park, Moon, and Gopalswamy, 2012 who found that solar events which had the
highest probability of producing 10 MeV protons were full halo CMEs with a speed exceeding
1500 km s−1.
It should be noted that Kwon, Zhang, and Vourlidas, 2015 examined 62 halo CMEs (as
reported by the CDAW catalogue) which occurred between 2010 and 2012 and were observed by
three spacecraft separated in longitude by nearly 180o. They found that 42 were observed to be
haloes by all three spacecraft. They concluded that a CME may appear to be a halo as a result
of fast magnetosonic waves or shocks, and that apparent width does not represent an accurate
measure of CME ejecta size.
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Figure 5. Plots of ∆δ against time for algorithm A.1, together with histograms of ∆δ. The top plots present the
results for the solar events which were correctly forecast to produce SEPs at Earth (shown in blue); the bottom
plots the false alarms (shown in red).
3.3. Forecasting algorithm A.2 - X-class flares
Algorithm A.2 has an FAR of 0.51. Whilst it makes almost exactly the same number of correct
forecasts as Algorithm A.1, the percentage of correct forecasts is lower. The proportion of missed
SEP events is also relatively high, leading to a CSI of 0.33 without accounting for the missed
eastern events, or of 0.31 if the missed eastern events were to be included.
In Figure 8 we plot SXR intensity for the solar flares above the threshold of A.2 against
associated CME speed, and for SEP events missed by algorithm A.2 in the same format as in
Figure 4. There is some symmetry with Figure 4 in that many of the false alarms fall close
to the chosen threshold. It should be noted that not all events above the A.2 threshold have
an associated CME. Of the 122 X-class flares which occurred in time range 1 (and which did
not coincide with a LASCO data gap), 14.8% (18/122) had no associated CME. However the
percentage of A.2 false alarms which did not coincide with a LASCO data gap and which did
not have an associated CME is 26.5% (9/34).
In Figure 9 we show histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time range 1
for algorithm A.2 in the same format as Figure 6. There appears to be no significant difference
in the longitudinal distribution of western X-class flares which produced an SEP event and those
which were false alarms, but in this case the SEP events which were not forecast by algorithm
A.2 do have a clear peak between W20 and W80.
In the top plot of Figure 10 we plot ∆δ against the longitude of the 39 western X-class flares
which produced an SEP event in time range 1. As in Figure 7, the colour of the marker is
representative of the width of the flare’s associated CME as reported by CDAW, but in the case
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Figure 6. Histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time range 1 of algorithm A.1 SEP events
(top left); of algorithm A.1 false alarms (top right); of SEP events missed by algorithm A.1 (bottom left); and of
all SEP events (bottom right).
of Figure 10 the size of the marker reflects the duration of the flare itself. The bottom plot gives
the same information, but for the false alarms according to algorithm A.2.
X-class flares which were false alarms tended to be shorter than those which produced SEPs.
Average flare duration for the SEP-producing X-class flares was 46.3 minutes, and 25.6% were
longer than 60 minutes (“long duration flares”). For the false alarms, average flare duration was
24.9 minutes, and only 5.0% (2/40) were long duration flares. It has previously been shown that
there is an association between long duration flares and CMEs (Yashiro et al., 2006), therefore
the trend with duration may be connected with the fact that large flares without CMEs are more
likely to be false alarms.
In this case, too, the width of the associated CME is an important parameter. Of the 39
western X-class flares which produced SEPS at Earth, we were able definitively to associate 37
with a CME (the other two occurring during times when LASCO did not produce any data).
Of those 37, 86.5% (32/37) were halo CMEs. In contrast, for the false alarms, we were able to
confirm associations with CMEs in 25 cases. Of these 25, only 44.0% (11/25) were haloes.
3.4. Algorithm A.2 over time range 2
Over the longer period of time range 2, there were 197 western X-class flares which we analysed,
and 39.1% (77/197) produced SEPs at Earth. The false alarm rate was thus 60.9% (120/197)
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Figure 7. ∆δ versus heliographic longitude for those western fast CMEs which produced SEPs at Earth in time
range 1 (top plot); and for those which were false alarms according to algorithm A.1 (bottom plot). The size of
the marker represents peak SXR intensity of the flare: for example, the point at S20W95 in the top plot was an
M1.8 flare, whereas the point at S21E08 in the same plot was an X17.2 flare. The colour of the marker represents
CME width.
and the algorithm failed to forecast 47.8% (71/148) of SEP events. Of all the SEP events for
which coordinates could be determined, it missed 55.0% (94/171). Therefore the FAR was 0.61
and the CSI 0.29 without the missed eastern events, and 0.26 with them. The FAR is higher for
this longer time period than that for time range 1. Appendix D provides the list of false alarms
for the algorithm A.2 over time range 2.
In Figure 11 we plot ∆δ against date for this longer time period together with histograms for
∆δ. In the left hand plots the duration of the flare is denoted by the size of the marker. Figure 11
shows a significant difference in the ∆δ distribution for events which produced SEPs and false
alarms. For the former the distribution is rather flat, whereas for the latter a high number of
events are characterised by large ∆δ.
There was a significantly higher number of false alarms from the southern solar hemisphere
during Solar Cycle 22 (taken to be 1 January 1987 until 31 December 1995) (80% - 40/50) than
from the north (20% - 10/50). Furthermore, in Solar Cycle 24 (taken to be from 1 January 2010
onwards) there were only two western X-class flares which were false alarms.
It is also noted that X-class flares between 1980 and 1995 were, on average, longer than those
post 1995. It can be seen from Table 2 that we have taken data from GOES 7 and its predecessors
for dates before 1 March 1995, and from GOES 8 and its successors after that date. We are not
aware of any reason why a change of instrument should produce such a result, nor are we aware
of any change in the way flare duration has been measured.
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Figure 8. Flare class versus associated CME speed for those solar events which produced SEPs >40 MeV at
Earth in time range 1 (top left, blue circles); for fast CMEs which were false alarms according to forecasting
algorithm A.2 (top right, red squares); for SEP events missed by algorithm A.2 (bottom left, green diamonds);
and for all events together (bottom right).
4. Improvement of the forecasting algorithms
We examined ways in which the performance of the forecasting algorithms might be improved.
We note in particular the following:
1. That algorithm A.1 produced the lowest number of false alarms, and that many of these
had an associated flare intensity < M3.
2. That X-class flares without an associated CME, or associated with a CME of speed less
than 500 km s−1, did not produce SEPs.
We therefore define a third forecasting algorithm as follows:
A.3 A front-side CME with a reported speed of 1500 km s−1 or greater occurring west of E20
on the solar disk which is associated with a flare of class M3 or greater or
a solar flare of class X or greater which occurs west of E 20 on the solar disk and is associated
with a CME of speed greater than 500 km s−1
will result in an SEP event being detected at Earth.
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Figure 9. Histograms of the heliographic longitude of solar events in time range 1 of algorithm A.2 SEP events
(top left); of algorithm A.2 false alarms (top right); of SEP events missed by algorithm A.2 (bottom left); and of
all SEP events (bottom right).
Table 4. A summary of the evaluation scores for algorithm A.3 in the same format as Table 3.
Forecasting algorithm Time range FAR
CSI not including
missed eastern events
CSI including missed
eastern events
A.3 1 0.30 0.53 0.49
There were 71 such events in time range 1 and 70.4% (50/71) produced SEPs at Earth. It
should be noted that for this algorithm we have had to discard five of the SEP events which
occurred during a time when there were no data from the LASCO coronagraph. Thus the false
alarm rate was 29.6% (21/71) and the algorithm missed 32.4% (24/74) of SEP events for which
the parent solar event was a western one, or 38.3% (31/81) of all SEP events. The false alarm
ratio is thus comparable to that produced by algorithm A.1, but A.3 misses far fewer SEP events
and consequently the CSI is significantly higher at 0.53 not including the missed eastern events,
or 0.49 were they to be included. The result is summarised in Table 4. We also show the result
graphically in Figure 12 which is in the same format as Figure 3. It may be possible to formulate
better forecasting algorithms, but we suggest that increased forecasting accuracy will only come
if the properties of both flares and CMEs are taken into account.
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Figure 10. ∆δ versus heliographic longitude for those western X-class flares which produced SEPs at Earth in
time range 1 (top plot); and for those which were false alarms according to algorithm A.2 (bottom plot). The size
of the marker represents the relative duration of the flare: for example, the flare marked at S18W33 in the top
plot had a duration of ten minutes, whereas the flare at S03W38 in the same plot lasted 120 minutes. The colour
of the marker represents CME width.
5. Summary and conclusions
We have used historical data sets in order to assess the efficacy of two simple SEP forecasting
algorithms which were based upon the occurrence of magnetically well-connected energetic solar
events: western fast CMEs and X-class flares. We used in our definition of SEP event a threshold
value for proton energy of >40 MeV.
An algorithm purely based on the detection of a fast CME (A.1) performs reasonably well in
terms of false alarms (having a false alarm ratio of 28.8%) but is missing a significant fraction of
actual SEP events (53.1%). It is unclear whether this is due to experimental limitations in the
determination of the CME speed, or whether there are other physical properties which would
need to be measured and included in the algorithm to assess the SEP producing potential of a
CME more accurately. False alarms for this type of algorithm tend to be associated with flares
of magnitude smaller than M3. There does not seem to be any positional trend in the source
location of the false alarms.
An algorithm purely based on the detection of an intense flare (A.2) correctly forecasts almost
the same number of SEP events as A.1 but has a much larger false alarm rate (50.6%). Like
A.1 it misses a significant fraction of SEP events (also 50.6%). We found that false alarms for
this algorithm tend to be flare events of shorter duration, compared to those which did produce
SEPs. Of these false alarms, 37% were not associated with a CME. An earlier study has analysed
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Figure 11. Plots of ∆δ against time for algorithm A.2 over time range 2, together with histograms of ∆δ.
The top plots present the results for the solar events which were correctly forecast to produce SEPs at Earth
(shown in blue); the bottom plots the false alarms (shown in red). The size of the marker in the left hand plots
is representative of the duration of the flare: for example, the flare in October 1989 shown at S35 in the top plot
lasted 8 hours 48 minutes, whereas the flare in November 1998 shown at S29 in the same plot lasted 19 minutes
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Figure 12. The numbers of correctly forecast SEP events, false alarms and SEP events which were not forecast
for the three forecasting algorithms during time range 1.
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confined flares (CME-less flares) and emphasized that this kind of event tends not to produce
SEPs (Klein, Trottet, and Klassen, 2010). In terms of their longitudinal location, A.2 false alarm
events were quite uniformly distributed. We also determined that SEP events not forecast by
algorithm A.2 were preferentially located in the well-connected region (between W20 and W80),
suggesting that for this region a lower flare magnitude threshold may need to be used.
When evaluated over a longer time range which includes Solar Cycle 21 (time range 2),
algorithm A.2 performs less well than over time range 1. This may be due to instrumental
effects associated with different GOES detectors being employed at different times, or it may be
a real physical effect. We found that there is a systematic trend for flare durations to be larger
in Cycle 22 compared with Cycle 23 and this may be an instrumental effect.
It has previously been suggested that the latitudinal separation, ∆δ, between the flare location
and the footpoint of the observing spacecraft plays a role in whether or not high-energy particles
are detected (Gopalswamy et al., 2014). In our analysis, carried out over a larger time range,
we found that false alarms for algorithm A.2 tended to be associated with a large latitudinal
separation ∆δ, whilst this was not the case for algorithm A.1.
We defined a new forecasting algorithm, A.3, based upon the parameters of both flares and
CMEs. This algorithm performed better than the algorithms based solely upon one type of solar
event: it correctly forecast 70.4% of SEP events during time range 1 and thus had a false alarm
rate comparable to that of algorithm A.1 (29.6%). It also missed many fewer SEP events (32.4%,
or 38.3% if eastern events were to be included) than both algorithms A.1 and A.2.
In test particle simulations it has been shown that SEPs may exhibit significant cross-field
drift velocities depending on the configuration of the interplanetary magnetic field (Dalla et al.,
2013; Marsh et al., 2013). Future work will assess whether the specific polarity of the magnetic
field may influence whether or not SEPs were detected at a given location.
We have made available, in electronic form as supplementary material, lists of the >40 MeV
proton false alarms according to each of the algorithms we analysed, together with a list of the
solar events which produced the >40 MeV SEP events. We hope that these lists can be used as
the basis for further studies and comparisons.
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Appendix
A. Association of Solar Flares and CMEs
It has long been accepted that solar flares and CMEs, particularly energetic events, often occur
within a short time of each other from the same solar active region, but making associations
between them is no trivial exercise. There is no standard approach: for example, Reinard and
Andrews, 2006 associate a flare with a CME if the CME occurred within a 2 hour window centred
on the time of the peak of the flare; others make associations by using both temporal and spatial
criteria (Vrsˇnak, Sudar, and Ruzˇdjak, 2005; Dumbovic´ et al., 2015). Below we describe a method
of making associations between CMEs and flares automatically, and evaluate its accuracy.
In the light of the connection between high energy eruptive events and SEPs we decided to
look for associations involving CMEs reported by CDAW to have a speed of 1000 km s−1 or faster
(“rapid CMEs”), and flares reported in the GOES SXR list to be of class M5 or greater (“intense
flares”). We examined all such events between 1 July 2011 and 31 August 2012, that period
being chosen solely because it provided a data set which was small enough to allow individual
observation of each event, yet large enough to allow wider conclusions to be drawn.
There were 55 rapid CMEs and 32 intense flares reported in the 13 month period under
investigation. Of these, we did not study further 3 of the rapid CMEs and 1 of the intense flares
because they coincided with data gaps. Hence there were 83 events which formed the basis of
our study of flare–CME associations.
In order to set a benchmark against which any automated method of associating CMEs and
flares could be judged, we needed to know definitively whether any of the 83 energetic events
were associated with another solar event. Consequently we watched movies at 193 A˚ of each one
of these events, each movie having been created from data obtained by the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) spacecraft.
For each of the intense flares, identification was done visually from the AIA / SDO movies.
We looked for increases in intensity on the solar surface at the time of the flare specified by the
GOES SXR list, but in cases where the site of the flare was not obvious we accepted the reported
coordinates. Whilst watching the movies of the intense flares, we also searched for evidence of an
associated CME. If we were able to see any ejected material, any loop distortion or any coronal
dimming consistent with the flare site within 1 hour either side of the reported time of the flare,
we associated that flare with a CME (whether or not this was a rapid CME).
Rapid CMEs were identified by searching visually for evidence of any ejected material, any
loop distortion or any coronal dimming at the time reported by CDAW. If such evidence was
present (and was consistent with a front-side event), the CME was regarded as having occurred
on the face of the disk; if there was no such evidence, the CME was regarded as a back-side event.
Associations were made between a rapid CME and a flare (whether or not this was an intense
flare) if the reported time of the CME (i.e. the time the CME was first seen in the LASCO C2
images) fell between 1 hour before the reported start of the flare and 1 hour after its reported
end, and the evidence of the CME was consistent with the flare site.
As a result of making the associations manually we found that 35 of the 52 fast CMEs were
on the face of the disk. This proportion is slightly higher than might have been expected (given
that we can only see one side of the Sun at any one time, we might expect that only half of the
CMEs we see would be from the face of the disk), but can be explained by two factors: first,
there were large numbers of CMEs from same active regions (two active regions produced five
each, and one other eight) and this may slightly distort the figures; secondly 17 of the 52 events
were reported to occur very close to the limb, meaning that we may have seen a CME which
originated from just behind the limb.
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Of the 35 rapid CMEs which occurred on the face of the disk, all were associated with a flare
of some kind; 46% (16/35) were associated with an intense flare. Of the 31 intense flares, 84%
(26/31) were associated with a CME.
In every instance where we had associated a solar flare with a CME, the flare was reported
in the GOES SXR list as having commenced before the CME was first reported in the CDAW
catalogue. It should be noted that this is not an indication of actual chronology - as an example of
where there is evidence of a CME lifting off before its associated flare, see Harrison and Bewsher,
2007 - but it is of significance when devising a method of automatically making associations
between flares and CMEs.
CDAW reports the time of a CME as being when it is first seen in images produced by the
LASCO C2 coronagraph. This instrument, however, has a field of view between about 2 and 6
solar radii (as measured from the Sun’s centre) and the images used by CDAW have a cadence
of, at best, 12 minutes and sometimes much longer. The combination of these factors means that
the reported time of the CME may be many minutes after is actual “lift-off” time, to.
Any attempt to make an estimate of to faces a number of difficulties: there is no information
as to the height of the CME when it was first ejected; no information as to whether it has
accelerated or decelerated before its first appearance in the C2 images; and no information as to
the direction of the CME. Nevertheless, finding a first approximation of to is more likely to result
in accurate associations between CMEs and flares than using the time of the CME as reported
by CDAW.
We make the simple assumptions that by the time the CME reaches the field of view of the
C2 coronagraph it has travelled (at least) one solar radius and has undergone neither significant
acceleration nor deceleration. An estimate for to is then obtained by using the reported speed of
the CME.
In order to take into account of the difficulties caused by the cadence of the images, we define
∆t as a number of minutes both before and after a flare. For example, if we take ∆t = 12, we
compare to with a time window opening 12 minutes before the flare began and closing 12 minutes
after it ended. Plainly, the greater ∆t, the more likely it is that to will fall within the window,
and hence the greater the likelihood of false associations being made.
We found that a good correlation could be found between those flare–CME associations which
had made manually and those using a value of ∆t of just 30 minutes. We did investigate whether
it may be possible to improve the accuracy of the method by imposing a spatial criterion, for
example by requiring the position angle of the CME to agree with the latitude and longitude of
the flare to within a particular number of degrees. In fact we found that overall accuracy was
not improved by the imposition of such a criterion.
There will, of course, always be a small number of (usually) false associations when using this
automatic method given that occasionally apparently unconnected solar events sometimes occur
almost simultaneously. Nevertheless, in our sample the method correctly identified 98% (60/61)
associations and correctly identified 86% (19/22) non-associations, an overall success rate in 95%
(79/83) of cases.
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D. Algorithm 2: False alarms for time range 2
Table 7. List of X-class flares between 1 April 1980 and 31
December 1995 which were false alarms. Column 1 gives the
start time of the flare, column 2 its heliographic latitude, and
column 3 its heliographic longitude. Column 4 is the class of
the flare and column 5 its duration.
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1980-05-21T20:51 -14 15 X1.4 00:35
1980-05-28T19:24 -18 33 X1.1 01:29
1980-06-04T22:57 -14 69 X2.2 00:17
1980-06-21T01:17 20 90 X2.6 00:43
1980-07-01T16:22 -12 38 X2.5 00:49
1980-10-14T05:42 -9 7 X3.3 01:52
1980-10-25T09:42 19 59 X3.9 00:28
1980-11-07T01:56 7 11 X2.7 01:19
1980-11-08T13:33 8 28 X3.3 02:05
1980-11-12T04:46 10 72 X2.5 00:06
1980-11-15T15:40 -12 83 X1.9 01:51
1981-02-17T18:12 20 20 X1 05:30
1981-02-20T06:40 19 49 X2.4 01:07
1981-03-25T20:39 9 89 X2.2 00:44
1981-04-02T11:03 -43 68 X2.2 00:25
1981-07-19T05:32 -37 56 X2.7 01:05
1981-07-26T07:57 -14 18 X1 00:35
1981-07-27T17:24 -13 -11 X1.5 01:24
1981-08-12T06:24 -10 28 X2.6 00:56
1981-09-15T21:13 10 78 X2.3 00:15
1982-02-07T12:50 -14 72 X1 01:21
1982-02-08T12:50 -13 88 X1.4 00:29
1982-02-09T03:57 -13 90 X1.2 00:26
1982-03-30T05:22 13 11 X2.8 03:04
1982-06-26T00:42 16 5 X1.9 01:26
1982-06-26T19:09 15 73 X2.1 01:04
1982-07-17T10:28 14 32 X3.2 00:53
1982-12-22T08:26 -9 82 X2.4 00:31
1982-12-29T06:43 -13 12 X1.9 00:34
1983-06-06T13:31 -11 15 X1.4 02:01
1988-06-23T08:56 -19 34 X1.6 01:07
1988-06-24T04:18 -18 45 X1.3 02:43
1988-06-24T16:03 -17 52 X2.4 00:51
1988-10-03T14:53 -27 16 X3.2 00:49
1988-10-03T23:22 -27 20 X1.1 00:57
1988-12-30T17:25 -19 30 X1.4 02:23
continued ...
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Table 7.
Flare parameters
Time start Lat Lon Class
Duration
(hrs: mins)
1989-01-13T08:29 -31 5 X2.3 02:16
1989-01-14T02:54 -32 10 X2.1 02:25
1989-01-14T21:45 -29 26 X1.1 01:24
1989-01-18T07:02 -30 65 X1.4 00:11
1989-01-27T19:08 -19 -17 X1.1 01:38
1989-03-14T16:46 33 21 X1.1 05:02
1989-03-16T15:24 36 47 X3.6 01:21
1989-03-16T20:35 29 60 X1.4 00:56
1989-05-05T07:23 30 -1 X2.4 03:12
1989-06-15T18:13 -21 -8 X4.1 02:28
1989-06-16T04:19 -17 -3 X3 00:26
1989-09-03T14:28 -18 -16 X1.2 00:32
1989-09-04T08:57 -18 -19 X1.1 00:49
1989-09-09T19:28 -15 67 X1.3 00:28
1989-11-12T06:21 13 39 X1.5 00:46
1989-11-19T06:19 -24 25 X1.1 00:23
1989-11-20T21:25 -27 43 X1 00:36
1989-11-21T13:32 -26 53 X4 00:59
1989-11-25T22:55 30 -5 X1 03:40
1989-12-30T04:09 -19 -9 X1 01:05
1989-12-31T09:32 -25 51 X2.8 00:45
1991-01-30T08:49 -8 34 X1 01:36
1991-01-31T01:58 -17 35 X1.3 03:21
1991-03-16T00:47 -9 -9 X1.8 00:22
1991-03-17T20:54 -10 13 X1 02:11
1991-03-29T06:42 -28 60 X2.4 00:52
1991-03-31T19:11 -22 88 X1 00:08
1991-04-20T08:27 8 50 X1 02:57
1991-05-18T05:06 32 85 X2.8 02:42
1991-07-31T00:46 -17 -11 X2.3 01:29
1991-08-02T03:07 25 -15 X1.5 00:52
1991-09-07T19:11 -11 50 X3.3 01:10
1991-09-08T09:06 -13 58 X1 00:43
1991-10-26T18:53 -9 -20 X1.7 04:32
1991-10-27T02:06 -11 -20 X1.9 00:51
1991-10-27T05:38 -13 -15 X6.1 01:20
1991-11-09T15:32 -16 57 X1.1 01:37
1991-11-15T22:34 -13 19 X1.5 00:43
1991-12-24T10:13 -17 -14 X1.4 01:20
1992-01-26T15:23 -16 66 X1 01:02
1992-02-16T12:32 -13 17 X1.4 01:09
1992-02-27T09:22 6 2 X3.3 03:41
1992-09-06T18:42 -11 41 X1.7 02:09
1992-09-06T20:50 -11 46 X1.3 00:26
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Forecasting Solar Energetic Particle Events
and Associated False Alarms
Bill Swalwell1, Silvia Dalla1, and Robert Walsh1
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Abstract. Because of the signiﬁcant dangers they pose, accurate forecasting of Solar Energetic
Particle (SEP) events is vital. Whilst it has long been known that SEP-production is associated
with high-energy solar events, forecasting algorithms based upon the observation of these types
of solar event suﬀer from high false alarm rates. Here we analyse the parameters of 4 very high
energy solar events which were false alarms with a view to reaching an understanding as to why
SEPs were not detected at Earth. We ﬁnd that in each case there were present at least two
factors which have been shown to be detrimental to SEP production.
Keywords. Sun: ﬂares, coronal mass ejections, particle emission
1. Introduction
Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) are a signiﬁcant component of space weather. They
may damage satellites, pose a radiation hazard to astronauts and humans in high-ﬂying
aircraft (particularly at high latitudes), and interfere with high-frequency communica-
tions’ systems. Accurately forecasting their arrival at Earth has become vital.
It has long been known that the detection of SEPs at Earth is associated with solar
ﬂares which exhibit high emission in soft X-rays (SXR) and fast Coronal Mass Ejections
(CMEs) (e.g. Dierckxsens et al. (2015)). The diﬃculty for SEP forecasting algorithms
is, however, that SEPs are not detected at Earth following all such large solar events.
For example, Klein et al. (2011) investigated all X class ﬂares between longitudes W0◦
and W90◦ in the period 1996 to 2006, and they found that 30% did not produce an
enhancement of >10 MeV protons above the background level.
Figure 1 shows two plots of proton intensity as measured by the ∼40-80 MeV energy
channel of the Geostationary Orbital Environmental Satellites’ (GOES) Energetic Parti-
cle Sensor (EPS) instruments. In Figure 1a, a steep rise is seen following a magnetically
well-connected large solar event which occurred on 17 May 2012 as may be expected; by
contrast Figure 1b shows that a similarly large event which occurred on 18 March 2003
produced no rise at all. Such an event, which might reasonably have been expected to
produce SEPs at Earth, may be termed a “false alarm”. Here we examine 4 sample false
alarm events with a view to determining why they failed to produce SEPs at Earth.
2. False alarms for simple forecasting algorithms
In Swalwell et al. (2017) we deﬁned two simple SEP forecasting algorithms: the ﬁrst,
A.1, is based upon the observation of magnetically well-connected CMEs with a speed
greater than 1,500 km/s (“fast CMEs”); the second, A.2, is based upon the observation
of well-connected ﬂares of class X. We compared the forecasts of each with historical data
sets between January 1996 and March 2013.
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(a) A steep rise in energetic proton in-
tensity is seen following a magnetically
well-connected M5.1 large solar event as
may be expected.
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(b) A similarly large solar event pro-
duced no rise in energetic proton inten-
sity at all. This event may be termed a
“false alarm”.
Figure 1: A comparison of ∼40-80 MeV proton intensity following two diﬀerent
magnetically-well-connected large solar events.
Algorithm A.1 had a lower false alarm rate (28.8%) than A.2 (50.6%) but both missed
a signiﬁcant number of SEP events (53.2% and 50.6% respectively). We determined that
an algorithm which was based upon the parameters of both CMEs and ﬂares produced
better results than one based upon the observation of only one type of solar event.
We found a number of factors which are important to SEP production. Fast CMEs
were less likely to produce SEPs if they were associated with a ﬂare of class <M3, if their
associated ﬂare was of relatively short duration, and if they were not reported to be a
halo. X class ﬂares were less likely to produce SEPs if either they were not associated
with a CME or were associated with a CME slower than 500 km/s, and if they were of
relatively short duration (Swalwell et al. (2017)).
3. Examples of false alarm events
Table 1 gives four examples of high-energy solar events which it might have been
thought would produce SEPs at Earth, but which failed to do so. Examination of some
of their parameters sheds some light on why they were false alarms.
3.1. Event 1: 1,813 km/s CME from N24W35 on 6 Jan 2000
This was a very well magnetically-connected, very fast, CME. However, it was associated
with a ﬂare which was both short (∼21 minutes) and of relatively low class (C5.8).
Furthermore, the CME itself was reported to have a width of just 67◦.
3.2. Event 2: X6.2 ﬂare at N16E09 on 13 Dec 2001
Towards the edge of the best magnetically-connected region, nevertheless this was such
a large ﬂare that it might have been expected to produce at least some enhancement of
energetic protons. The fact that it did not may be connected to two parameters: (a) it
was associated with a CME of relatively low speed (864 km/s), and (b) it was of very
short duration (∼15 minutes).
3.3. Event 3: X1.5 ﬂare at S20W51 on 3 Jul 2002
This very well magnetically-connected ﬂare was associated with a very slow (265 km/s)
non-halo (width 261◦) CME, and was of very short duration (∼8 minutes).
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Table 1: Example false alarms.
Event no Date Event Coordinates
1 6 Jan 2000 CME speed 1,813 km/s N24W35
2 13 Dec 2001 X6.2 ﬂare N16E09
3 3 Jul 2002 X1.5 ﬂare S20W51
4 18 Mar 2003
X1.5 ﬂare associated with
CME speed 1,601 km/s
S15W46
3.4. Event 4: X1.5 ﬂare with 1,601 km/s CME from S15W46 on 18 Mar 2003
This is the event for which the energetic proton intensity is shown in Figure 1b. It
was extremely well magnetically-connected to Earth, and in this instance both the ﬂare
class and CME speed were high. Flare duration, however, was relatively short (at ∼ 29
minutes) and the CME was reported to have a width of 263◦.
4. Conclusions
Some very high-energy solar events may fail to produce SEPs at Earth even if they are
very well magnetically-connected. Understanding why such events are false alarms may
provide an insight as to which of their parameters are important to SEP production.
Swalwell et al. (2017) reported that fast CMEs associated with ﬂares of class <M3 or
of relatively short duration, and fast CMEs which were not reported to be a halo were
more likely to be false alarms. X class ﬂares not associated with a CME, or associated
with a CME slower than 500 km/s were more likely to be false alarms, as were those of
relatively short duration.
Here we considered 4 sample false alarms. In each case 2 or more of the factors which
were found to be detrimental to SEP production by Swalwell et al. (2017) were found
to exist. In event number 1 there were 3: the associated ﬂare was relatively short (∼21
minutes); it was of class <M3 (C5.8); and the CME was not a halo (the width was 67◦).
Event number 2 was a less well magnetically-connected ﬂare (from E09) but at X6.2
it was very intense; event 3 was a lower class ﬂare (albeit still large at X1.5) but very
well connected. Neither produced SEPs but both had factors likely to result in a false
alarm: each ﬂare was short (∼15 minutes and ∼8 minutes respectively), and each was
associated with a CME of relatively low speed (864 km/s and 265 km/s respectively);
and in the case of event 3, the associated CME was not a halo.
Event number 4 illustrates that even a fast CME associated with a high intensity ﬂare
may sometimes be a false alarm. In this case, too, however the fact that the CME was
not a halo and the short duration of the ﬂare may explain why SEPs were not detected.
The full results and a more detailed analysis are presented in Swalwell et al. (2017).
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ABSTRACT
Context. The injection, propagation and arrival of solar energetic particles (SEPs) during eruptive solar events is an important and
current research topic of heliospheric physics. During the largest solar events, particles may have energies up to a few GeVs and
sometimes even trigger ground-level enhancements (GLEs) at Earth. These large SEP events are best investigated through multi-
spacecraft observations.
Aims.We study the ﬁrst GLE-event of solar cycle 24, from 17th May 2012, using data from multiple spacecraft (SOHO, GOES, MSL,
STEREO-A, STEREO-B and MESSENGER). These spacecraft are located throughout the inner heliosphere, at heliocentric distances
between 0.34 and 1.5 astronomical units (au), covering nearly the whole range of heliospheric longitudes.
Methods. We present and investigate sub-GeV proton time proﬁles for the event at several energy channels, obtained via diﬀerent
instruments aboard the above spacecraft. We investigate issues due to magnetic connectivity, and present results of three-dimensional
SEP propagation simulations. We gather virtual time proﬁles and perform qualitative and quantitative comparisons with observations,
assessing longitudinal injection and transport eﬀects as well as peak intensities.
Results. We distinguish diﬀerent time proﬁle shapes for well-connected and weakly connected observers, and ﬁnd our onset time
analysis to agree with this distinction. At select observers, we identify an additional low-energy component of Energetic Storm
Particles (ESPs). Using well-connected observers for normalisation, our simulations are able to accurately recreate both time proﬁle
shapes and peak intensities at multiple observer locations.
Conclusions. This synergetic approach combining numerical modeling with multi-spacecraft observations is crucial for understanding
the propagation of SEPs within the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld. Our novel analysis provides valuable proof of the ability to simulate
SEP propagation throughout the inner heliosphere, at a wide range of longitudes. Accurate simulations of SEP transport allow for
better constraints of injection regions at the Sun, and thus, better understanding of acceleration processes.
Key words. Sun: activity – Sun: magnetic ﬁeld – Sun: particle emission – Sun: heliosphere – methods: numerical – Instrumentation:
detectors
1. Introduction
The Sun releases vast amounts of energy through its activity,
which mostly follows a periodic 11-year cycle. These eruptions
can accelerate protons, electrons and heavier ions to relativistic
energies and release them into interplanetary space. These so-
lar energetic particles (SEPs) are guided by the interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld (IMF), and in some cases result in intensive parti-
cle ﬂuxes near the Earth. SEP events take place much more fre-
quently during solar maximum, and can aﬀect atmospheric and
space-related activities in many ways, and as such, their investi-
gation has been recognized as extremely important.
During extreme solar events, protons can be accelerated into
the GeV range, and, when directed at the Earth, may lead to
neutron monitors (NMs) detecting events at the Earth’s surface.
These ground-level enhancements (GLEs) are the most extreme
of solar events, and thus are of special interest to the helio-
physics community. Our understanding of energetic solar events
and speciﬁcally GLEs increased dramatically during solar cycle
23 (Gopalswamy et al. 2012) due to advances in instrumentation
and an abundance of events to observe. Solar cycle 24, being
much quieter, has so far provided only a single unambiguous
GLE, designated as GLE71, on May 17th 2012.
We present sub-GeV proton observations of GLE 71, utiliz-
ing multiple vantage points throughout the inner heliosphere to
better understand the spatial extent of SEP intensities in GLEs.
We present new observations from the Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL) Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) and the MES-
SENGER Neutron Spectrometer (NS), together with energetic
particle data from STEREO and near-Earth missions. We use a
fully three-dimensional test particle model to simulate the trans-
port of SEPs, originating from an acceleration region in the solar
corona, generating virtual time proﬁles at various observer loca-
tions. The model includes, for the ﬁrst time, the eﬀects of a wavy
Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) and of the two opposite po-
larities of the IMF. We compare intensity time proﬁles and peak
intensities of data from both observations and simulations, at the
diﬀerent observer locations.
In section 1.1, we introduce the event along with previously
published analysis. In section 2, we introduce the instruments
used in our multi-spacecraft observations. We then present inten-
sity time proﬁles and solar release times, and discuss magnetic
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connectivity and energetic storm particles (ESPs). In section 3,
we describe our particle transport simulation method. We then
proceed to present simulated intensity time proﬁles, and compare
them and deduced peak intensities with observations. Finally, in
section 4 we present the conclusions of our work. In Appendis
A, we discuss calibration of our MESSENGERNS observations.
1.1. The May 17th 2012 GLE event
On May 17, 2012 at 01:25 UT, the NOAA active region 11476,
located at N11 W76 in Earth view, produced a class M5.1 ﬂare
starting, peaking, and ending at 01:25, 01:47, and 02:14 UT, re-
spectively (e.g., Gopalswamy et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013). The
type II radio burst indicating the shock formation was reported
by Gopalswamy et al. (2013) to start as early as 01:32 UT us-
ing the dynamic spectra from Hiraiso, Culgoora and Learmonth
observatories. Based on this, they also determined the coronal
mass ejection (CME) driven shock formation height as 1.38 so-
lar radii (R�, from the centre of the Sun). The CME reached a
peak speed of ∼ 1997 km s−1 at 02:00 UT. They reasoned that
although the May 17th ﬂare is rather small for a GLE event, the
associated CME was directed toward near-ecliptic latitudes, fa-
cilitating good connectivity between the most eﬃcient particle
acceleration regions of the shock front and the Earth. Despite
the ﬂare exhibiting relatively weak x-ray ﬂux, Firoz et al. (2014,
2015) suggested that both the ﬂare and the CME had a role in
particle acceleration. Ding et al. (2016) agreed with this, based
on velocity dispersion analysis (VDA) of proton arrival.
Gopalswamy et al. (2013) further estimated, using NM data,
that the solar particle release time was about 01:40, slightly
later than the shock formation time of 01:32. Papaioannou et al.
(2014) reported the type III radio bursts which signiﬁed the re-
lease of relativistic electrons into open magnetic ﬁeld lines start-
ing at around 01:33 UT and ending at 01:44 UT. Using a simple
time-shifting analysis, they derived the release of 1 GeV pro-
tons from the Sun at about 01:37 UT, slightly earlier but broadly
agreeing with the onset time obtained by Gopalswamy et al.
(2013).
This event was later directly detected at Earth by several
NMs1 with slightly diﬀerent onset times (between 01:50 and
02:00), with the strongest signal detected at the South Pole (Pa-
paioannou et al. 2014) where the rigidity cutoﬀ is the lowest.
Within the magnetosphere, proton energy spectra were measured
by the PAMELA instrument (Picozza et al. 2007) as reported by
Adriani et al. (2015), indicating that protons with energies of up
to one GeV and helium of up to 100 MeV/nucleon were accel-
erated and transported to the vicinity of Earth. The GeV proton
detection has also been corroborated later by Kühl et al. (2015)
using an inversion technique exploring the response functions of
the Electron Proton Helium Instrument (EPHIN, Müller-Mellin
et al. 1995) aboard the SOHO spacecraft. The event was also de-
tected aboard the international space station (Berrilli et al. 2014).
Analysis of NM and PAMELA observations, using comparisons
of peak and integral intensities, can be found in Asvestari et al.
(2016).
Utilizing lower particle energies for release time analysis,
Li et al. (2013) compared Wind/3DP and GOES 13 particle
ﬂuxes with NM and solar disk observations, concluding that
electrons at this event appear to be ﬂare-accelerated, with proton
acceleration happening mainly at the CME-driven shock. The
ERNE/HED detector (Torsti et al. 1995) aboard SOHO detected
1 http://www.nmdb.eu
a strong event, but suﬀered from data gaps during the event,
which poses additional challenges to analysis.
During this event, the STEREO Ahead (STA) and STEREO
Behind (STB) spacecraft were leading and trailing Earth by
114.8 and 117.6 degrees, respectively, both at a heliocentric
distance of approximately 1 au. Lario et al. (2013) studied the
15-40 MeV and 25-53 MeV proton channels of this event using
GOES and the high energy telescope (HET) on STB. For the
15-40 MeV channel, they obtained an enhancement rate (peak
intensity/pre-event intensity) of 2.64 ×103 at GOES and only
35.0 at STB. For the 25-53 MeV channel, they obtained an en-
hancement rate of 1.94 ×104 at GOES and only 13.4 at STB.
Unfortunately they did not determine the peak intensity of this
event as measured by STA. This event has previously been in-
cluded in a STEREO event catalogue (Richardson et al. 2014),
and multi-spacecraft observations of electrons have been anal-
ysed in Dresing et al. (2014). Heber et al. (2013) included STA
and STB proton time proﬁles for a single energy range in a ﬁg-
ure, displaying the longitudinal extent of the event.
The event was also observed by the MESSENGER (MES)
spacecraft orbiting around Mercury which, at the time of the
event, was at a heliocentric distance of 0.34 au (Lawrence et al.
2016). The longitudinal connectivity of MES was similar to that
of STA, as shown in Figure 1. In this paper, we investigate the
time-series of proton measurements from MES using its neutron
spectrometer (NS, Lawrence et al. 2016).
Beyond 1 au, this event was also observed by the Radiation
Assessment Detector (RAD, Hassler et al. 2012) on board the
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) on its way toMars (Zeitlin et al.
2013). We derive the proton intensities measured by RAD at dif-
ferent energy ranges and compare them with Earth-based obser-
vations and simulated particle intensities at the same location.
We note that the RAD detector did not measure original proton
intensities in space, but rather a mix of primary and secondary
particles due to primaries experiencing nuclear and electromag-
netic interactions as they traverse through the inhomogeneous
ﬂight-time shielding of the spacecraft. To retrieve the original
particle ﬂux outside the spacecraft is rather challenging and is
beyond the scope of the current paper.
2. Multi-spacecraft observations
The heliospheric locations of ﬁve diﬀerent spacecraft whose
measurements are employed in the current study are shown in
Figure 1 and also listed in Table 1. For this study, we estimated
the average solar wind speed from measurements made by the
CELIAS/MTOF ProtonMonitor on the SOHO Spacecraft during
Carrington rotation 2123. The average radial solar wind speed
value was 410 km s−1, which was rounded down to 400 km s−1
for the purposes of this research. Table 1 also includes calculated
Parker spiral lengths using this solar wind speed.
In order to eﬀectively analyse the heliospheric and temporal
extent of the May 17th 2012 GLE, we assess proton time proﬁles
from multiple instruments throughout the inner heliosphere. The
energy-dependent time proﬁles of SEPs measured at ﬁve diﬀer-
ent heliospheric locations are shown in Figure 2.
For STA and STB, we analyse 1-minute resolution data from
HET of the In situ Measurements of Particles and CME Tran-
sients (IMPACT) investigation aboard both STEREOs. The pro-
tons are measured between 13 and 100 MeV in 11 diﬀerent
energy channels. For our purpose of comparing the STEREO
measurement to those at other locations, we combine the en-
ergy channels into four diﬀerent bins: 13–24 MeV, 24–40 MeV,
40–60 MeV, and 60–100 MeV.
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Table 1. Heliospheric location, Parker spiral length and onset time of the event seen at diﬀerent spacecraft. The ﬂare source region at the Sun is
NOAA active region 11476 with coordinate of N11 W76 and the ﬂare onset time is 01:25 on 17th May 2012.
HGI HGI distance Parker spiral shortest SEP estimated SRT Observed SEP
latitude longitude to the Sun length travel time onset time (1 GeV p) event type
STA 7.3 ° 275.4 ° 0.96 au 1.11 au 631.4 s 10.18 10:07 slowly rising
MES 2.1 ° 290.9 ° 0.35 au 0.36 au 204.8 s 03:14 03:11 slowly rising
Earth -2.4 ° 160.7 ° 1.01 au 1.18 au 671.2 s 01:56 01:45 rapidly rising
MSL -7.3 ° 121.8 ° 1.46 au 1.92 au 1092 s 02:04 01:46 rapidly rising
STB -4.7 ° 42.7 ° 1.00 au 1.16 au 659.8 s 11:06 10:55 slowly rising
Earth
MSL
STASTB
MES
Fig. 1. The heliospheric locations of MES, Earth, MSL, STA and STB.
The Parker spiral conﬁguration is calculated using a constant solar wind
speed of usw = 400 km s−1. The 1 au distance is shown with a dashed
circle. The arrow is placed along the radial direction at the ﬂare location.
For MES data at Mercury, we use the neutron spectrome-
ter which contains one borated plastic (BP) scintillator sand-
wiched between two Li glass (LG) scintillators. To account for
the shielding of particles by the magnetosphere of Mercury and
by the geometric shadowing of the planet itself, we selected
only observations where the orbit altitude of MES is larger
than 5000 km. The energy thresholds for triggering each type
of charged particle were simulated and derived using particle
transport codes (Lawrence et al. 2014) and are as follows: single
coincidence, ≥15 MeV protons (or ≥1 MeV electrons); double
coincidences, ≥45 MeV protons (or ≥10 MeV electrons); and
triple coincidences, ≥125 MeV protons (or ≥30 MeV electrons).
Since ≥10 MeV electrons are fairly rare in SEPs, we assume
these channels measure mainly protons during the event. For
the single-coincidence channel, contamination by many diﬀer-
ent sources is possible. We converted single, double, and triple
coincidence counts into ﬂuxes according to methods explained
in detail in Appendix A.
We solve the intensity proﬁle for 15–45 MeV and 45–125
MeV protons in the following way: We subtract the ≥45 MeV
ﬂux from the ≥15 MeV ﬂux, and the ≥125 MeV ﬂux from
the ≥45 MeV ﬂux. These two ﬂuxes, now bounded from both
above and below in energy, are then divided with the energy
bin widths, i.e., 30 and 80 MeV, resulting in intensities in units
protons s−1 sr−1 cm−2 MeV−1. The ≥125 MeV ﬂux is not shown
in Figure 2, as it shows little enhancement for this time period.
We emphasize that the 15–45 MeV ﬂux calibration is uncertain.
The time proﬁles in Figure 2 indeed show a very high intensity
in the 15–45 MeV channel, likely due to non-proton background
contamination.
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Fig. 2. The proton intensity time proﬁles, in units s−1 cm−2 sr−1 MeV−1,
for diﬀerent proton energy ranges at various spacecraft. The green verti-
cal lines mark the onset times of the ﬁrst arriving particles while the grey
vertical lines mark the possible onsets of ESP events. SOHO/ERNE
has two large data gaps but is located close to GOES, allowing cross-
comparison of the data. The 17th of May is DOY 138.
Close to Earth, we employed two separate detectors.
GOES 13, situated within the Earth’s magnetosphere, pro-
vided us with 15–40 MeV, 38–82 MeV, and 84–200 MeV pro-
ton channels, with 32 second resolution. The SOHO/ERNE
HED detector at L1 was used to construct two sets of en-
ergy channels with 1 minute time resolution. The ﬁrst set
was to match the GOES channels with energy ranges of
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14.6–40.5 MeV, 40.5–86.7 MeV, and 86.7–140 MeV, whereas
the second set was to match the STA/STB channels with energy
ranges of 12.6–24.1 MeV, 24.0–40.5 MeV, 40.5–62.2 MeV, and
59.2–101 MeV. GOES provided uninterrupted observations, al-
lowing us to constrain the time of peak ﬂux, but the ﬂux
was contaminated and enhanced due to magnetospheric eﬀects.
ERNE/HED provided uncontaminated ﬂuxes, but with data gaps
during the event.
At MSL, during the cruise phase, the RAD instrument pro-
vided radiation dose measurements with a high time resolution
of 64 seconds, and particle spectra with a time resolution of
∼32 minutes. The radiation dose measurements were used to de-
termine the event onset time. The particle spectra are provided
by a particle telescope consisting of silicon detectors and plas-
tic scintillators, with a viewing angle of ∼ 60° (Hassler et al.
2012), and providing proton detections up to a stopping energy
of 100 MeV. The original energy of the particle, E, is solved
through analyzing E versus dE/dx correlations for each parti-
cle. Since RAD transmits the deposited energy in each triggered
detector layer for almost all stopping protons, the particle iden-
tiﬁcation is done in post-processing and is very accurate. Pro-
tons stopping inside RAD can thus be selected and their inten-
sities have been obtained in four energy channels: 12–24 MeV,
24–40 MeV, 40–60 MeV, and 60–100 MeV. The particles de-
tected by RAD are a combination of primaries and secondaries
resulting from spallation and energy losses as particles travel
through the ﬂight-time spacecraft shielding. The shielding distri-
bution around RAD is very complex: most of the solid angle was
lightly shielded with a column density smaller than 10 g/cm2,
while the rest was broadly distributed over a range of depths up
to about 100 g/cm2 (Zeitlin et al. 2013). Due to this shielding,
deducing the exact incident energies of particles as they reach
the spacecraft is a challenging process. We brieﬂy discuss cor-
recting for these eﬀects in section 3.2.
Celestial mechanics dictate that a spacecraft on a Hohmann
transfer to Mars remain magnetically well connected to Earth
during most of its cruise phase (Posner et al. 2013). This con-
nection is also shown in Figure 1. Due to this reason, the inten-
sity proﬁles seen at Earth and MSL are expected to show similar
time evolutions.
2.1. First arrival of particles and solar release time
Intense energy release at the surface of the Sun or in the corona
can accelerate SEPs to relativistic energies, allowing them to
propagate rapidly along the Parker spiral (Parker 1958) to helio-
spheric observers. If the observer is magnetically well-connected
to the acceleration site and particle transport is unhindered, the
arrival time of ﬁrst particles can be used to infer the travel dis-
tance, i.e., the Parker spiral length.
As each heliospheric location will see the ﬁrst arrival of en-
ergetic protons at a diﬀerent time, we have deﬁned onset times
separately for each spacecraft, listed in Table 1. In Figure 2, the
green vertical lines mark the onset times of the highest-energy
channel corresponding to the arrivals of fastest protons. For STA
and MES observations, we also deﬁne onset times of possible
ESP events in low-energy channels, marked by grey lines, as will
be discussed in more detail later. For STA, we ﬁnd two distinct
jumps, which may both be due to an ESP event. These times
were deﬁned from the raw data through subjective analysis of
rise over a background level.
The nominal Parker spirals connecting the spacecraft to the
Sun are shown in Figure 1 assuming an average solar wind speed
of 400 km s−1 and their lengths have also been calculated and
listed in Table 1. Given a Parker spiral length of 1.18 au for an
observer at Earth, 1 GeV protons (with a speed of ∼ 2.6 × 105
km/s) propagating from the ﬂare site without scattering would
arrive after ∼670 s or 11 minutes. A particle onset time at Earth
at 01:56 would indicate a solar release time (SRT) of about 01:45
UT for these protons, which is consistent with radio burst ob-
servations (Gopalswamy et al. 2013; Papaioannou et al. 2014),
considering the 8-min propagation time of radio signals from the
Sun to Earth. Table 1 also lists the 1 GeV proton travel times
and estimated associated SRTs, for each of the location con-
sidered, based on the calculated Parker spiral lengths. The ob-
served MSL onset time is in good agreement with that at Earth
and with the estimated proton release time, likely due to the
good magnetic connection between the acceleration region and
Earth/MSL. However, SRT values derived from MES, STA, and
STB are very diﬀerent from each other and hours later than the
time of ﬂare onset and shock formation. This indicates that these
spacecraft were not magnetically well-connected to the solar ac-
celeration site, and that particle transport to these locations was
not due to propagation parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld lines but
was aﬀected by drift motion, co-rotation, cross-ﬁeld diﬀusion
and turbulence eﬀects.
2.2. Magnetic connectivity
The multi-spacecraft observations available for the SEP event on
May 17th 2012 provide an exemplary chance to investigate mag-
netic connectivity between the Sun and observation platforms at
a wide variety of longitudes and radial distances. Wemodel mag-
netic connectivity by assuming the IMF to follow a Parker spiral.
We use a constant solar wind speed of 400 km s−1 for our mod-
elling, based on the averaging described in Section 2.
In Figure 3, we plot the Carrington Rotation 2123 solar syn-
optic source surface map (Hoeksema et al. 1983) for r = 2.5R�,
resulting from potential ﬁeld source surface (PFSS) modelling,
provided by the Wilcox Solar Observatory. The model assumes
a radial magnetic ﬁeld at the solar surface and at r = 2.5R�. The
plot shows the location of the ﬂare on May 17th 2012 (indicated
by a triangle) relative to the central meridian, along with esti-
mated Parker spiral footpoints for the ﬁve observation platforms.
As the plot shows, Earth (labelled 1) and MSL (2) are connected
to regions on the Sun’s surface very close to each other, with STA
(3) and MES (5) connected to more western longitudes, close to
each other. STB (4) is connected to more eastern longitudes.
Figure 3 also includes, as a thick white solid curve, a de-
piction of the PFSS neutral line between hemispheres of out-
ward and inward pointing magnetic ﬁeld. A model of a simple
parametrized wavy neutral line is ﬁtted to this PFSS line using
a least squares ﬁt method, as described in Battarbee & Dalla
(2017). This neutral line parametrisation is the r = 2.5R� anchor
point for our model wavy HCS, and the wavy HCS parameters
are described in section 3. Finally, ﬁgure 3 shows a rectangular
region of width 180◦, extending to latitudes ±60◦, which we use
as a model injection region for SEPs. The width of the injec-
tion region was iterated upon, until an agreement between ob-
servations and simulations, for as many heliospheric observers
as possible, was achieved.
As the solar wind ﬂows outward and the solar surface ro-
tates, magnetic structures at a given heliocentric distance are
co-rotated westward. In Figure 3, this would be described by
the PFSS polarity map including the HCS moving to the right.
We validate the synoptic source and Parker spiral model through
simple radial magnetic ﬁeld observations. MES and STA are in
regions of inward-pointing magnetic ﬁeld throughout the anal-
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Fig. 3. Synoptic source surface map computed for r = 2.5R� using photospheric measurements for Carrington rotation 2123. The location of
the ﬂare on May 17th, 2012, is indicated with a triangle. The central meridian at the time of the ﬂare is indicated with a star. The Parker spiral
connecting footpoints for each observer, assuming a solar wind speed of 400 km s−1, are shown with squares, numbered as 1: Earth, 2: MSL,
3: STA, 4: STB, 5: MES. Pale regions indicate outward-pointing magnetic ﬁelds, dark regions inward-pointing magnetic ﬁelds, and the boundary
line is shown as a solid white curve. Contour values are given in microtesla. A ﬁt for a simple wavy current sheet is shown as a black dashed
curve, and the boundary of the injection region used in particle transport simulations is shown with a black rectangle. PFSS data is provided by
the Wilcox Solar Observatory.
ysed time period, in agreement with the map. Up until the time
of the ﬂare, Earth is connected to outward-pointing ﬁeld lines,
after which a strong interplanetary CME (ICME) is detected and
the ﬁeld orientation ﬂips. STB is initially connected to inward-
pointing ﬁeld lines, but from the 19th of May onward, the direc-
tion points inward, in agreement with the spacecraft crossing the
HCS.
2.3. Interplanetary shocks and energetic storm particles
In addition to SEPs accelerated close to the Sun during the ini-
tial, strong phase of the solar eruption, particle acceleration can
happen throughout the inner heliosphere at propagating inter-
planetary (IP) shocks, driven by ICME fronts. Depending on the
heliospheric location relative to the ﬂare site and the ICME, dif-
ferent spacecraft see diﬀerent properties of the event. The time
proﬁles of in-situ measurements in Figure 2 and estimated SRTs
in Table 1 suggest that the particle intensities at Earth and MSL
(with estimated SRTs of 01:45 and 01:46) are dominated by
coronally accelerated SEPs, but at MES and STA, there is an
additional population of energetic storm particles (ESPs) accel-
erated by an IP shock. To identify and decouple the signal of
particles accelerated at an IP shock from those accelerated early
on in the corona, we turn to ICME and shock catalogues.
For MES, the circum-Mercurial orbital period of only 8
hours and related magnetospheric disturbances make identiﬁca-
tion of ICMEs challenging. Winslow et al. (2015) were able to
detect an ICME at MES, lasting from 12:09 until 15:38 on May
17th. The shock transit speed was identiﬁed as 1344 km s−1.
ESPs usually peak at lower energies than coronally accelerated
SEPs, and are found only in the vicinity of the IP shocks due to
turbulent trapping. At MES shown in Figure 2, we notice a clear
intensity peak, likely due to ESPs, starting around 12:10 marked
by a grey line right after the arrival of the ICME.
A comprehensive catalogue of ICMEs, IP shocks, and
streaming interactive regions (SIRs) for the STEREO spacecraft
has been compiled by Jian et al. (2013)2. A shock was detected
at STA on May 18th at 12:43, followed by an ICME until 09:12
on May 19th. The deka-MeV proton channels at STA show ma-
jor enhancements starting at about 15:25 on May 18th (marked
by a grey line), which can be attributed to IP shock accelerated
ESPs. A smaller enhancement is seen at 04:52, possibly due to a
foreshock of ESPs escaping in front of the IP shock.
STB is reported to be within a SIR from 23:48 on May 18th
until 16:35 on May 22nd, well after the weak increase in proton
ﬂux. Upon further inspection of relevant solar wind measure-
ments at STB, the possibility of an IP shock passing the space-
craft on between the 18th and 19th of May cannot be ruled out,
but the data are ambiguous. An alternative explanation for the
particle enhancement at STB, which begins less than 12 hours
after the ﬂare, is for coronally accelerated particles to drift there
along the HCS, which co-rotates over the position of STEREO-
B. We include this HCS drift in our simulations and assess this
possibility in section 3.1.
Many spacecraft are available for observing near-Earth tran-
sients. Both Wind and ACE databases report the Earth as within
an ICME already from the 16th of May, being thus unrelated to
the GLE 71 eruption. The Wind ICME list3 lists the ICME start-
2 http://www-ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/forms/stereo/stereo_
level_3.html
3 https://wind.nasa.gov/2012.php
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to use a near-Earth peak intensity as the reference intensity.
For this normalisation, we required a peak intensity at ERNE,
as GOES intensities suﬀered from magnetospheric contamina-
tion. Due to the ERNE channels having data gaps, we com-
pared the GOES and ERNE proton channels as seen in Figure
2. The 15–40 MeV GOES channel has some irregular structure
during the ﬁrst 12 hours of the event, but the 38–82 MeV chan-
nel has a smoother time proﬁle. Comparing this channel with the
40.5–86.7 MeV channel from ERNE allows us to posit that the
peak intensity has been reached before the data gap. Thus, the
ERNE 40.5–86.7 MeV channel peak intensity was used as the
anchor point. Using our simulations, we then generated a vir-
tual time proﬁle for an Earth observer, using a 40.5–86.7 MeV
energy channel, and found its peak intensity. Hereafter, for all
time proﬁle and peak intensity analysis, results from our simula-
tions were multiplied by a single normalisation constant, which
resulted in agreement between peak intensities deduced from the
40.5–86.7 MeV channels at Earth from both simulations and ob-
servations.
3.1. Comparison with observations: time proﬁles
In this section, we compare the intensity time proﬁles of simu-
lations and observations. Figure 5 displays results of both obser-
vations and simulations, with intensity time proﬁles for selected
energy bins at each location, actual observations on the top row
and simulation results on the bottom row. Panels are ordered ac-
cording to observer footpoint longitude, as shown in Figure 3.
For this comparison, instead of using the energy ranges utilised
by GOES, the ERNE and Earth-located simulation energy chan-
nels were selected as to give a good match to MSL, STA and
STB channels. We ﬁrst focus on the shape of the time proﬁles,
proceeding from west to east (right to left) in observer footpoint
longitude.
At STA, observations show a gradually increasing ﬂux, and
SRTs calculated from onset times in Table 1 are many hours af-
ter the ﬂare time. This suggests that the location of STA does not
have good magnetic connectivity to the injection region. How-
ever, the numerical simulation is able to provide a proton time
proﬁle in agreement with observations, using the 01:40 UT re-
lease time. Protons ﬁll the well-connected ﬁeld lines with a pop-
ulation which isotropizes, and this population is then co-rotated
over the STA position. STA observations in the lowest two en-
ergy bins show an additional feature, with bumps in intensity at
approximately 04:52 and 15:25 on DOY 139. Both these bumps
are designated with grey vertical lines in Figure 5. As described
in section 2.3, an IP shock is detected at STA, and these en-
hancement at low energies can be explained as ESPs related to
a passing IP shock. The ﬁrst bump would indicate the arrival of
an enhanced foreshock region, and the second bump would oc-
cur during the actual shock crossing. The simulated results do
not show these bumps as ESP particles were not modeled by the
SEP transport simulations.
Our conﬁdence in the time evolution of the MES measure-
ments is high, yet the observed time proﬁle of particle intensity
at MES does not agree with the rapid increase in intensity seen
in the numerical simulation. The simulated time proﬁle shows
a simple abrupt event due to an eﬃcient connection to the in-
jection region, although it does drop oﬀ fast as the observer is
rotated westward around the Sun with a rapid 88 day orbital
period. Observations seem to suggest that coronally accelerated
particles were not propagated eﬃciently to MES, as the enhance-
ment over background intensities is small and happens too late.
Shielding eﬀects due to Mercury or its magnetic ﬁeld were ac-
counted for by masking out measurements with altitudes below
5000 km. Thus, if an abrupt coronally accelerated component
had been present at the position of MES, we should have seen
it. A delayed enhancement, possibly due to ESPs, has a good
match with the reported ICME crossing at 12:09, preceded by a
foot of particles accelerated at the IP shock. This enhancement
appears stronger in the 45–125 MeV channel, which might in-
dicate that the signal at MES is strongly inﬂuenced by particle
drifts, as the magnitude of particle drifts scales with energy. Al-
ternatively, the signal in the 15–45 MeV channel might be hid-
den behind a strong background contamination signal. We note
again that ESPs were not modeled in our transport simulations.
From the observed discrepancies between simulations and
observations, we deduce that the structure of ﬁeld lines in the in-
ner heliosphere at the longitudes of STA and MES may be non-
trivial. We examine magnetic footpoints and the PFSS modeling
shown in Figure 3. The SEP signal at STA, with a footpoint fur-
ther away from the ﬂare location than MES, suggests a very wide
shock and injection region. This injection region should have led
to a strong signal at MES, however, the observations at MES do
not support this.
One possible explanation is that the magnetic connectivity
between STA and the corona is diﬀerent from that of our model.
STA is in a fast solar wind stream prior to the event, and addi-
tionally a SIR was detected there on May 16th (Jian et al. 2013),
with a maximum solar wind speed of 660 km s−1, well above
the value of 400 km s−1 used in our simulations. This SIR may
have primed the background solar wind conditions, leading to
a shorter Parker spiral length and a more radial ﬁeld than what
we have used in the model, and resulting in a connected foot-
point closer to the ﬂare location. Due to lack of solar wind mea-
surements at Mercury, the Parker spiral shape connected to MES
remains an open question.
Other possibilities for explaining this disparity include vari-
ous more complicated transport eﬀects such as ﬁeld-line mean-
dering (see, e.g., Laitinen et al. 2016). Recent research, show
in in panel a) of Figure 6 in Laitinen et al. (2017), suggests
that the early-time cross-ﬁeld variance of a particle distribution
is strongly dependent on radial distance. Thus, during the early
phase of the event, STA could be connected to the injection re-
gion through widely meandering ﬁeld lines, whereas MES at a
distance of only 0.34R� would remain outside this region. Later
during the event Mercury would have continued westward on its
orbit, remaining outside the region of ﬁeld lines ﬁlled with ac-
celerated particles.
At the location of Earth, we compare four ERNE/HED en-
ergy channel time proﬁles with observations. The highest energy
channel at 59.2–101 MeV provides an excellent match between
simulations and observations, suggesting acceleration was near-
instantaneous in the corona, and that Earth was well-connected
to the acceleration region. At lower energies, a reasonable match
is also found, although the data gaps provide some challenge in
assessing the time period between 07:00 and 15:00 UT on May
17th. As we investigate lower energies, the observed time pro-
ﬁles show an increasingly long plateau before decaying, espe-
cially in the 12.6–24.1 MeV energy channel. A possible expla-
nation for this would be that low-energy proton injection from
the CME-driven shock front was extended in time, whereas the
simulated injection was instantaneous.
At MSL, with a similar magnetic connection to Earth, time
proﬁles also agree well with simulations. The observations at
MSL seem to show similar intensities for all the diﬀerent chan-
nels, resulting in a near-ﬂat spectrum. The total intensities ob-
served at the detector are more than an order of magnitude lower
Article number, page 7 of 11
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onset of foreshock ESP ﬂux.
than the simulated intensities. However, as the general shape of
the time proﬁle agrees well with that of simulations, we sug-
gest that transport and connectivity is not the primary cause of
the disrepancy, but rather, that is due to the ﬂight-time space-
craft shielding around MSL/RAD, causing particles to deceler-
ate, fragment, or be deﬂected away. Modelling this eﬀect in de-
tail and performing inversion on the measured particle ﬂux is
rather challenging. We present preliminary corrections account-
ing for the energy loss of protons in section 3.2.
Although the footpoint of STB is separated from the ﬂare re-
gion by almost 180 degrees, a weak enhancement in proton ﬂux
is seen both in observations and in simulation results. There was
a SIR in the vicinity of STB in the time period following the
event (Jian et al. 2013). Due to this and complicated solar wind
observations, a weak ICME-driven shock cannot be ruled out.
However, the most likely candidate for explaining the SEP ﬂux
enhancements at STB is coronally accelerated particles trans-
ported along the HCS. The successful simulation of this signal at
STB is only possible through the results of our newly improved
SEP transport simulation, supporting an IMF with two magnetic
polarities separated by a wavy HCS. Particles propagate along
the HCS, which is co-rotated over the position of STB (see Fig-
ure 3). The diﬀerence in onset time and signal duration between
simulations and observations can be explained by inaccuracies
in the exact position and tilt of the HCS at the position of STB.
3.2. Comparison with observations: peak intensities
In order to further assess longitudinal accuracy of our SEP trans-
port simulations, we gathered peak intensities for both simula-
tions and observations for each channel and plotted them accord-
ing to estimated footpoint location (see also Figure 3). The peak
intensities for STB, MSL, ERNE, MES, and STA are shown
in Figure 6, along with peak intensities deduced from simu-
lations. In determining observational peak intensities for STA
and MES, we excluded time periods deemed to be enhanced
by ESP eﬀects. For STA, this exclusion extended to 04:52 UT
on the 18th of May, corresponding with the foreshock region
of the IP shock. This foreshock region is visible especially in
the 13–24 MeV channel, but somewhat also in the 24–40 MeV
channel.
Comparing the 12–24 MeV, 24–40, MeV and 40–62 MeV
observed and simulated peak intensities at Earth results in a
good match due to a 40.5–86.7 MeV energy channel being used
for the normalisation of simulation results. However, observa-
tions at 59–101 MeV show smaller intensities than the respective
simulation results, suggesting our simulated injection power-law
wasn’t completely correct.
At STB, observed peak intensities are in agreement with sim-
ulated intensites. All channels at STB show only a weak increase
over background intensities, which is modeled well by the HCS-
transported particles in the simulation. At the highest two energy
channels, the observed peak intensities are somewhat lower than
the simulated ones, similar to what was seen at Earth.
At STA, after excluding all ESP-enhanced regions from ob-
servations, observed and simulated peak intensities are in very
good agreement. However, similar to STB, the observations in
the two highest energy channels exhibit slightly weaker peak in-
tensities than what the simulations suggest.
Neither the time proﬁles nor the peak ﬂuxes of simulations
and observations at MES agree with each other, which indicates
that the true magnetic connectivity to MES is more complicated
than the one used in our simulations. Based on our calibirations,
we believe this is not an instrumental eﬀect. The simulated in-
jection region was set to a width of 180◦ in order to provide a
good time proﬁle match at STA, however, CME modeling from
observations produced shocks fronts of only 100◦ width. A nar-
rower injection region might prevent coronally accelerated parti-
cles from reaching MES. The question of magnetic connectivity
from the corona to STA and MES was explained in detail in sec-
tion 3.1. If the CME transitions to an ICME, and further out,
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Fig. 6. Peak intensities of time proﬁles, recorded from observations (circles) and numerical simulations (diamonds). Observers are placed on the
x-axis according to footpoint longitudinal distance from the ﬂare. Peak intensities inferred from observations excluded time periods with ESP
eﬀects. For MSL/RAD, in addition to the recorded intensities, we show as a black square a version of the 60-100 MeV proton channel, with
preliminary ﬁrst-order corrections for energy losses due to spacecraft shielding.
expands in width, this could be seen as ESPs at MES, thus ex-
plaining the observations.
At MSL, the observed peak intensities are much lower than
those of simulations, possibly due to the in-ﬂight shielding cov-
ering much of the detector. As a ﬁrst step toward correcting parti-
cle ﬂuxes at MSL/RAD, we performed calculations of the energy
loss of protons traversing a model of the spacecraft shielding.
Proton energy losses in matter are primarily due to ionization,
which is characterized by the Bethe-Bloch equation, which was
used in our calculations. We considered the distribution of alu-
minium equivalent shielding depth within RAD’s viewing angle
(Zeitlin et al. 2013). Due to the involved complexity, we did not
account for generation of secondary particles, which play a ma-
jor role at low energies. Thus, we produced a corrected peak in-
tensity only for the 60-100 MeV channel, shown in Figure 6 as
a black square. This value appears to be a good match with both
simulation results and ERNE observations. Recreating original
particle intensities at all channels of MSL/RAD will be the topic
of future investigations.
4. Conclusions
We have presented extensive, detailed multi-spacecraft observa-
tions of proton intensities for GLE 71, which occurred on May
17th, 2012. We have shown the event to encompass a large por-
tion of the inner heliosphere, extending to a wide range of longi-
tudes, with a strong detection at Earth, MSL, and STA. We were
able to analyse SEP transport and magnetic connectivity based
on a new improved 3D test particle model.
Our SEP transport model solves the full-orbit 3D motion
of test particle SEPs within heliospheric electric and magnetic
ﬁelds. The model naturally accounts for co-rotation, particle
drifts and deceleration eﬀects. Our new improved model in-
cludes, for the ﬁrst time, eﬀects due to a solar magnetic ﬁeld
of two diﬀerent polarities, separated by a wavy HCS. We model
proton injection with a shock-like structure near the Sun, and
model interplanetary transport in accordance with a particle
mean free path of λmfp = 0.3 au.
At Earth, we successfully combine observations from two
diﬀerent types of instruments and two distinct observation plat-
forms, namely SOHO/ERNE and GOES-13, in order to resolve
problems related to data gaps and magnetospheric contamina-
tion.
We present novel multi-spacecraft analysis of an SEP event,
encompassing all heliolongitudes and radial distances ranging
from 0.35 au to 1.46 au. We compare results from multiple
spacecraft and particle detectors with virtual observers placed
within a large-scale numerical simulation. We improve upon pre-
vious studies, usually focused on a single observation platform,
with our analysis, providing very good agreement between sim-
ulations and observations at multiple heliospheric locations.
We show that for GLE 71, observers magnetically connected
to regions close to the ﬂare location exhibit a rapid rise in pro-
ton intensity, followed by a prolonged fall-oﬀ. We report how
STEREO-A observations are explained through a combination
of co-rotation of an SEP-ﬁlled ﬂux tube across the spacecraft in
combination with an ESP event, and how STEREO-B observa-
tions can be explained through HCS drift of coronally acceler-
ated protons.
For four out of ﬁve observer locations, we are able to ﬁnd a
good match in both the qualitative intensity time proﬁles and the
quantitative peak intensities when comparing observations and
numerical simulations. Our results suggest modern modeling of
large-scale events and GLEs has improved, and has beneﬁted
greatly from the opportunities provided by the two STEREO
spacecraft, as well as other heliospheric and even planetary mis-
sions such as MESSENGER and MSL. SEP forecast tools such
as those presented in Marsh et al. (2015) should play an impor-
tant role in furthering our understanding of solar activity.
Our study shows that magnetic connectivity to the injection
region as well as the perpendicular propagation of particles in in-
terplanetary space are important factors when assessing the risk
of SEP events. Solar wind streams, interacting regions, and con-
current coronal mass ejections with associated magnetic struc-
tures alter the IMF and particle transport conditions, yet mod-
ern computation methods are capable of impressive modelling
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of SEP events. Further improvements in modelling of the back-
ground conditions for SEP simulations are required, with 3-D
magnetohydrodynamic models a likely candidate for future stud-
ies.
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Appendix A: MESSENGER ﬂux calibration
As the MESSENGER NS instrument was not originally de-
signed with SEP proton measurements in mind, calibration and
validation of derived ﬂuxes is necessary. Absolute ﬂux proﬁles
of protons for the MES ≥45 MeV and ≥125 MeV energy thresh-
olds were determined using the modeled response and validated
with measures of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) ﬂux. Follow-
ing Feldman et al. (2010), the measured count rate, C, is related
to the proton ﬂux, F0, (in units of protons sec−1 sr−1 cm−2) us-
ing C = GAF0, where G is the geometry factor in sr, and A =
100 cm2 is the detector area. For the two highest energy ranges,
the values for G are G≥125MeV = 1.1 sr and G≥45MeV = 4.25 sr
(Lawrence et al. 2014). For borated plastic singles, the geometry
factor is approximately Gsingles ≈ 4π − 2G≥45MeV. However, the
singles count rate likely contains a substantial fraction of con-
tamination and non-proton background counts, such that its ab-
solute calibration for energetic protons is highly uncertain. The
measured count rates (Lawrence et al. 2016, 2017) are converted
to ﬂuxes using the above relation with the appropriate geometry
factors.
The derived ﬂuxes for the ≥45 MeV and ≥125 MeV thresh-
olds were validated based on a comparison with Earth-based
neutron monitor counts that were converted to particle ﬂux using
the process given by McKinney et al. (2006). Speciﬁcally, neu-
tron monitor counts from McMurdo (Bieber et al. 2014) were
empirically converted to a solar modulation parameter, which is
used as input to a GCR ﬂux parameterization of Castagnoli &
Lal (1980) and Masarik & Reedy (1996). The total GCR ﬂux ac-
counts for both protons and proton-equivalent alpha particles us-
ing the formulation given by McKinney et al. (2006). When the
NS-measured ﬂuxes are compared to the ﬂuxes derived through
the neutron monitor data, we ﬁnd an average absolute agreement
of <10% for the ≥125 MeV ﬂux and <20% for the ≥45 MeV
ﬂux, which validates the modeled response of Lawrence et al.
(2014). The ﬂux rates for the time period of March 26th 2011 to
April 30th 2015 are plotted in Figure A.1.
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Fig. A.1. Validation for MESSENGER NS observations: GCR ﬂux obtained via MESSENGER NS counts, and from McMurdo neutron monitor
observations (left column). Shown are GCR ﬂuxes obtained via NS Triple Coincidence counts (top panel), NS LG1 double coincidence counts
(middle panel), and NS LG2 double coincidence counts (bottom panel). The ﬂux ratios (right column) had mean values of 1.07, 1.15, and 1.17,
respectively. The time period assessed was March 26th 2011 to April 30th 2015.
The mean validation ratios of 1.07 for triple coincidences,
1.15 for double coincidence channel LG1 and 1.17 for double
coincidence channel LG2 were applied as correction coeﬃcients
to the extracted MES proton ﬂuxes.
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Application of Test Particle Simulations
to Solar Energetic Particle Forecasting
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Abstract. Modelling of Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) is usually carried out by means of
the 1D focused transport equation and the same approach is adopted within several SEP Space
Weather forecasting frameworks. We present an alternative approach, based on test particle
simulations, which naturally describes 3D particle propagation. The SPARX forecasting system
is an example of how test particle simulations can be used in real time in a Space Weather
context. SPARX is currently operational within the COMESEP Alert System. The performance
of the system, which is triggered by detection of a solar ﬂare of class >M1.0 is evaluated by
comparing forecasts for ﬂare events between 1997 and 2017 with actual SEP data from the
GOES spacecraft.
Keywords. Sun: particle emission
1. The SPARX forecasting system
A number of physics-based forecasting models are currently being developed to predict
the particle intensities and radiation risk associated with SEPs. The traditional approach
is spatially 1D, meaning that particles are assumed to remain tied to the magnetic ﬁeld
line on which they were originally injected, with no propagation across the ﬁeld [e.g. Aran
et al. (2006); Luhmann et al. (2010)]. However, high energy SEPs have a strong inﬂuence
on the radiation dose and these particles are aﬀected by drifts due to the gradient and
curvature of the Parker spiral, requiring a 3D description [Marsh et al. (2013); Dalla et
al. (2013)].
The SPARX forecasting system is based upon a 3D test particle model that accounts for
drift and deceleration eﬀects [Marsh et al. (2015)]. It is currently operational within the
COMESEP alert system [www.comesep.eu, Crosby et al. (2012)]. In real time operation,
SPARX is triggered by the detection of a solar ﬂare of magnitude >M1.0. The system
makes use of a database of runs of the test particle model to combine the contribution of
many injection tiles near the Sun, describing an extended CME-driven shock structure.
A proﬁle of SEP intensities versus time at Earth for protons >10 MeV and >60 MeV is
produced. Peak intensities are normalised by means of an empirical relationship between
ﬂare peak ﬂux and particle peak intensities [Dierckxsens et al. (2015)]. Further details
about SPARX may be found in Marsh et al. (2015).
2. Evaluating model performance
To assess the performance of the SPARX model in forecasting SEP events and their
parameters, we proceeded as follows. We started from a list of X-class solar ﬂares that
took place in the time range between 1 September 1997 and 30 April 2017, covering solar
cycles 23 and 24 up to the present time. The initial list consisted of 169 ﬂares.
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hits = 20 false alarms = 27 47
misses = 20 correct negatives = 58 78
40 85 125
Table 1. Contingency table for SPARX forecasts for FN threshold.
Bias 1.18
POD 0.5
FAR 0.57
POFD 0.32
CSI 0.30
Table 2. SPARX scores for FN threshold.
For each ﬂare, SPARX was run as it would have been in a forecast mode, i.e. with a
ﬁxed set of model input parameters which remained the same for all events. The output
was then examined and a forecast constructed as follows: if the peak ﬂux for protons
>10 MeV over the entire duration of the event exceeded a speciﬁed threshold F , then a
positive forecast of SEP event was made, otherwise a no event situation was predicted.
In the analysis below, we considered two thresholds: the ﬁrst one is the standard NOAA
threshold, FN=10 pfu (where pfu is particles cm
−2 s−1 sr−1) and the second is a lower
threshold F1=1 pfu.
We then examined data from the >10 MeV proton channel of the GOES Energetic
Particle Sensor (EPS) to verify whether an actual event took place following each of the
ﬂares in our list. To deﬁne the occurrence of an SEP event, we used in the ﬁrst instance
the threshold FN and subsequently F1. The methodology for associating an SEP event
with a given ﬂare is described in Swalwell et al. (2017). At the start time of 36 ﬂares in
our list, the EPS detector already had an enhanced ﬂux from a previous event, making
it impossible to verify whether or not an SEP event occured: these ﬂares were removed
from the list. In addition, for 8 ﬂares no EPS data was available. Therefore the total
number of ﬂares used in the analysis below is 125.
2.1. NOAA threshold
The contingency table for the NOAA threshold, FN , is shown in Table 1. A correct
negative is any X class ﬂare which was not forecast to produce SEPs and which did not
do so. From a contingency table, it is possible to derive a number of indicators that assess
the performance of the model. They are deﬁned as follows.
The bias score gives an indication of whether there is a tendency to under-forecast
(bias < 1) or over-forecast (bias > 1) events. The perfect score is 1. The bias is given by:
BIAS =
hits + false alarms
hits + misses
(2.1)
The probability of detection (POD) score gives the fraction of observed “yes” events
which were correctly forecast. The perfect score is 1. The POD is given by:
POD =
hits
hits + misses
(2.2)
The false alarm ratio (FAR) gives the fraction of predicted “yes” events which did not
occur. The perfect score is 0. The FAR is given by:
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hits = 40 false alarms = 31 71
misses = 12 correct negatives = 42 54
52 73 125
Table 3. Contingency table for SPARX forecasts for F1 threshold.
Bias 1.37
POD 0.77
FAR 0.44
POFD 0.43
CSI 0.48
Table 4. SPARX scores for F1 threshold.
FAR =
false alarms
hits + false alarms
(2.3)
The probability of false detection (POFD), also called false alarm rate, is the fraction
of “no” events incorrectly forecast as “yes”. The perfect score is 0. It is given by:
POFD =
false alarms
correct negatives + false alarms
(2.4)
Finally the critical success index (CSI) shows how well the forecast “yes” events cor-
respond to the observed “yes” events. The perfect score is 1. The CSI is given by:
CSI =
hits
hits + misses + false alarms
(2.5)
For the SPARX model with FN threshold, the values of the scores deﬁned in eqs.(2.1)–
(2.5) are given in Table 2.
2.2. 1 pfu threshold
The contingency table is shown in Table 3 for the SPARX forecasts for the F1 threshold.
The various scores as deﬁned in eqs.(2.1)–(2.5) are shown in Table 4 for the F1 threshold.
3. Comparison between forecast and actual SEP proﬁle
characteristics
For those events which were correctly forecast by SPARX to occur, we can compare
the properties of the forecast ﬂux proﬁles with those of the observed GOES proﬁles.
Fig. 1 shows the peak ﬂuxes forecast by the SPARX model versus actual peak ﬂuxes
from GOES EPS data. The colour scale of the symbols reﬂects the longitude of the ﬂare.
Fig. 2 presents a comparison of times to maximum intensity, deﬁned as the time be-
tween the start of the ﬂare and the time of peak ﬂux. SPARX times to maximum versus
actual GOES EPS ones are plotted. As in Fig. 1 the colour scale gives the longitude of
the ﬂare.
4. Discussion
SPARX performs much better if a lower threshold than that used by NOAA is used
to deﬁne an SEP event. For both thresholds, the BIAS score is above 1, meaning that
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Figure 1. Peak ﬂuxes forecast by the SPARX model versus actual GOES peak ﬂuxes, for >10
MeV protons. The gray line is the 1:1 line.
Figure 2. Time to peak intensity forecast by the SPARX model versus actual GOES time to
peak intensity, for >10 MeV protons.
SPARX over-forecasts SEP events, more so for the lower threshold. All of the remaining
scores are better for the lower threshold: the POD score for the lower threshold is much
higher than for the lower (0.77 versus 0.5); the FAR is lower for the lower threshold (0.44
versus 0.57); and the CSI is higher for the lower threshold (0.48 versus 0.30).
Regarding the characteristics of the proﬁles of SEP ﬂuxes, SPARX appears to signiﬁ-
cantly underestimate the time to peak intensity for well connected Western ﬂares, while
for Eastern ﬂares reasonable agreement between forecast and actual times to peak are
seen. Peak ﬂuxes for Eastern ﬂares tend to be underestimated.
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